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This humane education resource guide is intended for not only educators, but
also concerned citizens who do not have a formal background in teaching. The
guide consists of a total of 40 lessons and activities for youth in grades K-12. The
material is grouped in four grade ranges: K-2; 3-5; 6-8; and 9-12. For each of these
levels, we have provided a combination of 10 lessons (aligned to Common Core
Standards) and activities that can be conducted both in school settings as well as
more nontraditional out-of-school venues like community centers, libraries or camps.
Summarized in the table of contents is an outline of the content of the guide,
which includes, as indicated, material from Humane Education Advocates Reaching
Teachers (HEART) and the International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW).
Some materials in this manual have been derived, in whole or in part, from the
ASPCA’s Resource Guide for Teachers, ©2008, American Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals. Unless otherwise indicated, all photographs contained herein are
from IFAW, HEART or the ASPCA.
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Grades K–2: Activities

Source: HEART

Activity 1: Circle of Caring
Overview: Students will think about the people, animals, and places
they care about as well as ways in which they have helped care for them
in the past or could care for them in the future. They will also learn that
we do not have to know individuals personally to care about them.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Define caring.
t Identify ways to help others.

Time Needed
20–45 minutes

Materials
t Pictures of the living beings and
natural environment that you
care about
t Yarn
t Picture of cat at an adoption center

Insider Tips
t If you have more time, you can
ask the students to share with the
whole class how they helped, or
want to help, the individuals or
places they care about.
t Given the young age of these
children, avoid discussing the topic
of euthanasia of homeless animals.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, have
students draw who or what they
care about and make a Circle of
Caring poster.
Outside Humane Educators
t Be prepared to share some
examples of what students could
do in the future to help the people,
animals or places they care about.
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Procedure:
Introduction
Introduce the topic of the activity by asking students what it means to
care for others. Let them know that we can care for people, animals,
and the planet.
Getting Started
1. First start by sharing pictures of a person, animal, and part of nature
that you care about and let the students know why you care about
them.
2. Show a picture of a cat at an adoption center. Let the students know
that the cat is waiting for his/her forever home. Ask them how they
feel about the cat. Allow students to respond.
Note: We care about this cat and we want her/him to find a home
even though we do not know her/him. Take home point: we do not
have to know individuals personally to care about them.
Circle of Caring
1. Ask the students to think about a person, animal, or part of nature
that they care about and have helped in the past. If they have trouble
thinking of something, ask them to identify some people they care
about and how they would help them in the future.
2. Then ask them to share with a partner who or what they helped.
For example, playing with their dogs or cats, helping their parents
around the house, or protecting the ocean by picking up litter.
3. Ask the students to stand in a circle and to share who they care
about and then give them a piece of yarn to hold on to and ask them
to pass it to the next person to share.
Wrap Up:
Let them know that they are all connected because of their caring
for others.
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Grades K–2: Activities

Source: IFAW

Activity 2: Make a Puppy Face
Overview: Students will make a puppy-face mask. Students will also
examine the needs and wants of a puppy by taking the point of view of
a puppy.
Procedure:
Introduction
Introduce the topic of the activity, asking students what they think life
is like for a puppy.
Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Examine the needs and wants of a
puppy.
t Practice empathy for another living
being.

Time Needed
20–45 minutes

Materials
t Construction paper / computer
paper
t Markers / colored pencils / crayons
t Tape (optional)

Insider Tips
t Come to class with an example
of the Puppy Mask to show
the students prior to giving
instructions.
t While instructing students on the
steps to make the Puppy Mask,
model the steps for them.
t When brainstorming the needs and
wants of a puppy, write them down
so children may revisit them at the
end of the activity.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, have
students write a short story from
the perspective of their puppy.
Outside Humane Educators
t Be prepared to offer suggestions
of what puppies need and want
(e.g., food, water, shelter, love,
companionship).

Puppy Mask - Introduction
1. Introduce students to the word “empathy.” Emphasize that people
can have empathy for other people as well as animals. Consider
using the phrase: “Walk in someone else’s paws.”
2. Inform students that they will be making Puppy Masks.
Make A Puppy Face
1. Start with a square sheet of paper.
Fold the square in half, along
the diagonal. Now you have a
triangle.
2. Turn your triangle so the long
side is at the top. Fold down the
two top points to make ears.

3. Fold the bottom point up to make
the mouth and nose. If you have
tape, tape the fold down.

4. Draw the eyes, mouth, and nose.
You can also color the fur.

Puppy Needs/Wants & Wrap Up
1. Once the students have completed their puppy-face masks, ask the
students to name their puppy and write down the needs and wants
on the back of the puppy mask. Kindergarten students should draw
a picture of one or more of the puppy’s needs.
2. Ask students to share their answers with the class and include any
needs or wants the students might have missed.
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Grades K–2: Activities

Source: HEART

Activity 3: Happy Pet Environments
Overview: By creating positive dioramas out of shoeboxes and
construction paper, students will review how to take care of companion
animals.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Define the word “research” and
practice researching a topic.
t Describe the proper environment
for a chosen companion animal.

Time Needed
Several sessions of 20–45 minutes

Materials
t Internet access or reference books
with pictures
t 1 small box for each student
t Construction paper, paste, scissors
t Markers, colored pencils, crayons

Insider Tips
t Instead of the students drawing,
give students magazines from
which they may cut out objects and
backgrounds for their dioramas.
t If you are unable to get enough
boxes, pair students or have them
work in small groups.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension, have students
write descriptions of their dioramas.
t As an extension, have students
write a brief story about the
companion animal they created.
Outside Humane Educators
t If you will not have Internet access,
come prepared with a variety of
books, articles, and magazines
that feature the proper living
environment for a variety of
companion animals.
t A “gallery walk” is an effective way
for students to share their work
with peers. Since this requires that
children physically move around the
room, it can be especially engaging
for young and kinesthetic learners.
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Procedure:
Introduction
Review the term research and remind the students of the many ways
that research on a topic can be done. Examples: Internet; interviewing
people with experience; looking up information in non-fiction books
in the library.
Getting Started
1. Instruct the students to each choose a companion animal that s/he
would like to learn more about.
2. Once each student has chosen an animal, ask the students to
research facts about the animal as well as what the animal needs to
be happy and healthy.
3. Ask the students to write down three facts about their animal and to
list the ways to properly take care of their animal.
Creating the Diorama
1. Explain to the children that they are going to create shoebox
environments (dioramas) to show their pets in their healthy
environments. Explain that they will make their companion animals
out of paper and put them inside the environments. Add that it is
important that their environments are safe for the animals.
2. Share a completed diorama with the students as an example. Point
out what you have added for the animal (e.g., scratching post/litter
box for a cat or a fenced yard/collar for a dog). If students want
to work on the project at home and have small figurines of their
animals, they can use those objects as well.
3. Go over some of the construction techniques to make the paper
shapes stand up inside the box.
4. Remind the students that they are focusing on making the
environment happy for their chosen animal.
Tips: Fold a bottom flap to glue to the base; fold paper to create an
accordion strip.
Wrap Up:
Once the students complete their projects, have the students do a
gallery walk.
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Grades K–2: Activities

Source: ASPCA and HEART

Activity 4: Catnip Toy and Dog Kong
Overview: Students will be introduced to animal shelters and
service learning. Students will create toys for both cats and dogs that
can be either donated to a local animal shelter or given to the students’
companion animals.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Identify and describe an animal
shelter.
t Explain the importance of
supporting local animal shelters as
a way to help needy animals.

Time Needed
Catnip Toy
t 20–45 minutes

Procedure:
Introduction
Ask the students if they like to play with toys. Follow up by asking
students if they think cats and dogs also like to play with toys. Reveal, if
answered otherwise, that cats and dogs also love to play.
Animal Shelters
1. Explain to the students the role of an animal shelter.
2. Describe the adoption process to the students. Emphasize that dogs
and cats need something to do while they are waiting to be adopted
and that the students can help the animal shelters and the animals
by donating, among other things, toys.

Dog Treat Kong
t 20 minutes
t Extra day to freeze

Happy Socks
1. Introduce the Catnip Toy activity to the students. Explain that they
are going to make cat toys to either give their own cats at home or
donate to a local animal shelter.

Materials

2. Model how to complete the Catnip Toy activity for the students.

Catnip Toy
t Plain white crew sock
t Dried catnip (preferably organic)
t Non-toxic fabric markers
t Cellophane or cotton balls or
craft stuffing
t Paper shaped as cone
t Cardboad squares
Dog Treat Kong
t Cardboard toilet paper rolls
t Dog biscuits
t Wet dog food
t Organic peanut butter*
t Large mixing bowls
t Old newspapers or plastic sheeting
t Latex or non-latex gloves
t Plastic sandwich bags
t Markers

3. Catnip Toy Steps:
t Step 1: Place a piece of cardboard in the sock. This makes it easier
to draw on the sock.
t Step 2: Decorate the sock with markers.
t Step 3: Pull the cardboard out of the sock.
t Step 4: Crinkle up two pieces of cellophane (or cotton balls or craft
stuffing) and put inside the sock.
t Step 5: Pour two tablespoons of catnip into the sock. (Paper
shaped as a cone and placed deep into the opening of the sock
helps pour in the catnip.)
t Step 6: Tie a knot at the top of the sock.
t Step 7: Give to a cat and watch him/her play with it.
4. Give each student a sock and pass out the markers for the students
to decorate their socks. Upon completion, instruct students to stuff
their socks with the cellophane, cotton balls, or craft stuffing.
5. Instruct students to hold open their socks and pour in the catnip.
Then have students re-tie their socks.
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Grades K–2: Activities

Activity 4: Catnip Toy and Dog Kong

t Warning: Macadamia nuts and
walnuts are dangerous for dogs
so do not use any butter that
contains these nuts.
t When students are decorating
their Catnip Toys, make sure that
they draw designs and write
phrases. If a sock is completely
covered in marker, it is more likely
that some of the color will rub off
on the cat playing with the toy.
t Kids pouring catnip could get
messy and they may put in too
much, so you can pour the catnip
in their socks as they hold them
open. They could also use paper
cones or cardboard toilet paper
rolls to prevent a mess.
t Always check with your local
shelter before donating the Catnip
Toys and especially any food items
like the Homemade Dog Treat
Kongs.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, set up a
field trip to a local animal shelter
where the students can personally
deliver their Catnip Toys to the
resident cats.
t This activity can also be tied into
a lesson on companion animal
needs. Have students brainstorm
all the things that they need to
be healthy and happy, followed
by what companion animals need
to be healthy and happy, and
compare the two lists. Emphasize
the importance of play and
introduce these activities.

(continued)

Homemade Dog Treat Kong
1. Introduce the Dog Treat Kong activity to the students. Explain that
since the treat needs to be frozen, it will take an extra day before the
treat can be given to a dog.
2. Divide students into groups giving each group a large mixing bowl
and some newspapers or plastic sheeting to place under the bowl to
avoid making a mess. Each student should be given a pair of gloves,
a plastic sandwich bag and a cardboard toilet paper roll.
3. Place some wet food, broken up dog biscuits, and peanut butter*
into each group’s mixing bowl. Instruct the students to put on their
gloves and mix the materials together.
t * Note: Peanut butter should not be used unless you are certain
that no student has a nut allergy.
t Peanut butter can be left out of the mixture if a student has an
allergy or the school/setting is a nut-free zone.
4. Once the groups have mixed the materials together, instruct the
students to pack the toilet paper rolls with the dog food/peanut
butter mixture. When completed, the students are then to place the
filled toilet paper roll inside the plastic sandwich bags and write
their names on the outside.
t Collect all the bags and freeze overnight.

© bullcitydogs used under a Creative Commons CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 license.

Insider Tips

Outside Humane Educators
t If you are entering a school or
other location without knowing if
peanut butter is allowed, play it
safe and do not include it in your
materials.
t Bringing in a guest speaker with
you, such as an animal shelter
employee or volunteer who can
share a specific adoption story,
can be a great way to engage the
students.
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Grades K–2: Activities

Source: IFAW

Activity 5: Nonfiction Stories
Overview: Students will examine the interactions human beings
have with wild animals and the consequences of such interactions.
Through a nonfiction passage, students will learn about sanctuaries and
the life of a tiger who was saved from a roadside zoo.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Define the word “sanctuary.”
t Identify different ways people are
trying to protect wildlife.
t Examine the differences between
wild and companion animals.

Time Needed
20–45 minutes

Materials
t “Nikita’s New Home” worksheet
t Pictures of tigers in their natural
habitat and in enclosures (optional)

Insider Tips
t When discussing animals and their
reliance on their natural habitat,
show photographs of wild animals
in captivity versus in the wild.
t Before reading the story, show
pictures of Nikita or another tiger.
For older students, show pictures
of the types of confinement faced
by wild animals in roadside zoos.
Classroom Teachers
t Following the activity, arrange a
field trip to an animal sanctuary
where students can see how people
who respect animals’ natural way
of life treat the animals.
Outside Humane Educators
t Bring a list of local animal
sanctuaries that students can visit
with their schools or families.
t When students are comparing
wild animals and companion
animals, create a two-column chart
with headings “Wild Animals”
and “Companion Animals,” then
add students’ answers in the
appropriate columns.
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Procedure:
Introduction
Ask the students what the difference is between companion animals
[pets] and wild animals. Then ask the students to list as many wild
animals as they can.
t Highlight to the students that they will be learning about tigers.
t Emphasize that wild animals have many needs that are taken care
of by their habitat, or home. This is different from companion
animals who rely on people for their needs.
Nikita’s New Home
1. Read “Nikita’s New Home” story. Determine if reading the story
individually, in pairs, in small groups, or together as an entire class
will work best with your group of students.
Note: Nikita’s New Home is a true story.
2. As a group, answer the five “True/False” questions about the
reading.
Sanctuaries
1. After answering all the questions, refocus the students’ attention to
the word sanctuary. Ask the students if they think a sanctuary would
be a nice place to live if they were animals.
2. Recall Nikita’s story and how she found a home at a sanctuary.
Ask the students if they can think of other types of sanctuaries
for animals. (Possible answers: chimpanzee sanctuaries; wolf
sanctuaries; elephant sanctuaries; farm animal sanctuaries.)
Wrap Up:
1. Ask students what they
think is the best place
for a wild animal to
live. (The wild)
2. Then ask the students
if an animal is not
living in the wild, what
is the next best thing.
(Sanctuary)
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Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Nikita’s New Home
Read.
Nikita did not grow up like a lot of tigers. She has
never lived in a forest. She has never roamed free. For
seven years she was owned by a man. This man used
Nikita to make money. He let people take pictures with her.
To keep Nikita still, he put chains on her. Nikita was very mistreated.
Happily, Nikita was rescued by a group of people who care about
animals.
Today Nikita has a new home. She lives in a place just for big cats. It
is called a wildcat sanctuary. Nikita is safe there. She has room to roam.
She is well cared for. Nikita will live there for the rest of her life.

IFAW and its
members raised money to
move Nikita to the The Wildcat
Sanctuary in Minnesota. IFAW
also moved another big cat,
Tasha, who is a cougar.

Circle true or false.
1. Nikita grew up in the wild.

true false

2. The wild is the best home for a tiger.

true false

3. People who care about animals helped Nikita.

true false

4. It is better to put chains on an animal than to let
HIM OR HER roam free

true false

5. A wildcat sanctuary is a place for big cats to live.

true false

TeachHumane.org
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Grades K–2: Lessons

Source: IFAW and HEART

X: Communication and Empathy
Lesson 1:
Overview: Students will analyze how dogs communicate. Students
will develop the social skill of empathy by learning how to identify
nonverbal cues of dogs and how to appreciate an animal’s perspective.
They will engage in critical discussion, role-play and observation
activities.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Identify behavioral attributes of
dogs.
t Analyze the impact of respectful
behavior toward dogs and cats.

Time Needed

Procedure:
Warm-Up: Guess What I’m Saying!
1. Play a nonverbal game of “telephone.” Think of a message that a dog
or cat might want to send, such as “I’m nervous” or “I’m hot and
would like a drink of water.” Communicate the message to the first
student, using only gestures.
2. Have students pass the message along to each other, using only
gestures. Continue until the message reaches the last student. Ask
the last student to say aloud what he or she thinks the message is.
3. Discuss how it felt to communicate nonverbally.

45–60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t “What Are You Saying” worksheet
t Stuffed dog toy

Insider Tips
t Prior to the “Approaching a Dog”
role-play activity, have the students
warm up by demonstrating various
emotions (e.g., happy, sad, fearful,
nervous) nonverbally.
t As an extension activity, have the
students draw pictures of animals
showcasing different emotions.
t When teaching about the proper
steps to take to pet an unfamiliar
dog, you can teach your students
the acronym “A.S.P.” which stands
for Ask – Sniff – Pet.
Classroom Teachers
t When presenting the “What
Are You Saying” worksheet’s
photographs and illustrations,
consider using poster board
or a PowerPoint or Keynote
presentation to help students
follow along.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Speaking & Listening
Standards 1, 3, and 6.
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t Ask the students how they feel when someone doesn’t understand
what they are saying.
t Ask the students how they think dogs or cats feel when we don’t
understand them.
Understanding Dogs
1. Have students turn to the “What Are You Saying” worksheet.
Discuss the body language in each illustration and why it’s okay or
not okay to approach a dog who looks like this.
2. Have pairs of students look at each photograph on the “What Are
You Saying” worksheet and identify how the dog feels and what
signals the dog is giving to show those feelings. Then discuss as a
whole group.
3. Discuss why it’s important for people to understand what a dog is
saying through body language. Go through each photograph with
the following questions:
t “If you saw a dog who looked like [identify photo], what would
you do? Why?
t “What could be making the dog feel this way? Why is it important
we know that?”
4. Explain that dogs depend on us to fulfill their needs. Guide students
to understand that reading dogs’ body language and thinking about
how they are feeling is one way to meet those needs and show we
care about them.

Humane Education Resource Guide
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Grades K–2: Lessons

Insider Tips (continued)
Outside Humane Educators
t To make sure all the students
understand the game “telephone,”
try playing a traditional round
first using a humane message
phrase like “adopt, don’t shop” or
“animals have feelings too.”
t If you are concerned about not
having enough time for this lesson,
bring in extra stuffed dog toys and
have students practice “A.S.P.” in
small groups.

Resource Links
Dog Body Language
http://www.aspca.org/Pet-care/virtualpet-behaviorist/dog-articles/caninebody-language
Cat Body Language
t http://www.petfinder.com/cats/
bringing-a-cat-home/how-to-readcats-body-language/
t http://www.humanesociety.
org/animals/cats/tips/cat_
communication.html
Dog Care & Needs
http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/dogcare/dog-care-general.aspx
Cat Care & Needs
http://www.aspca.org/aspcakids/petcare/cat-care.aspx

TeachHumane.org

Lesson 1: Communication and Empathy

(continued)

Approaching a Dog
1. Ask the students what is the first thing they should do if they want
to pet an unfamiliar dog.
t Answer: Ask your parent or guardian and then ask the dog’s
guardian if it is okay to pet his or her dog.
2. Ask the students what is the second thing they should do.
t Answer: Hold your hand up to the dog’s nose so he or she may
sniff your hand. Your fingers should be tucked in so that if the dog
did get startled he or she could not bite your fingers.
3. Ask the students what is the final step.
t Pet the dog behind the ears or under the chin.
Note: Do not pet on top of a dog’s head because some dogs may
become nervous when approached from above.
4. Bring out the stuffed dog toy and demonstrate the proper steps
involved with petting an unfamiliar dog.
5. While you pretend to be the stuffed toy dog’s guardian, have each
student individually come up and practice the 3 steps to properly pet
an unfamiliar dog.
Wrap Up:
Ask students to notice dog and cat behaviors and to report back next
time you see them. Also, remind the students that they are not to
approach a dog or cat they do not know without permission from the
animal’s guardian.

Humane Education Resource Guide
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What Are You Saying?
You can tell what a dog is trying to say by HIS OR HER
body language. Look at the dog’s tail, fur, ears,
mouth, eyes, and posture.

Just chilling.

ü Safe to approach
û Not safe to approach

Nice to
meet you!

Back off!

Let’s play!

I’m nervous.

8
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Grades K–2: Lessons

Source: HEART

© faria! used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 license.

X: Companion Animal Advocates
Lesson 2:
Overview: Using role-play and engaging in pair and group
discussions, students will learn that although all animals have similar
general needs, companion animals need specific things in order to be
happy and healthy.
Procedure:
Introduction
Introduce the lesson’s major themes of animals’ unique needs/wants and
what it means to be a responsible guardian for our companion animals.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Explain how to take care of
different companion animals.
t Describe the kind of care different
animals need in order to be happy
and healthy.
t Apply learned knowledge to be
a responsible companion animal
guardian at home.

Time Needed

Learning Pet Facts
1. Divide students into pairs and give each pair the “Companion
Animal” handout. Instruct students to discuss everything they know
about each animal.
t Animals covered in the “Companion Animal” handout: cats; dogs;
parrots; rabbits; hamsters; and turtles.
2. Ask students to share with the whole group something that s/he
discussed with her/his partner.
3. Offer the class a few facts about each animal that the children might
not have covered or known.

45–60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t “Companion Animal” handout
t “Pet Name: Companion Animal
Handout”:
t Tom—the turtle
t Harry—the hamster
t Rebecca—the rabbit
t Patty—the parrot
t Denise—the dog
t Carl—the cat
t Optional:
t Hamster wheel
t Catnip
t Bird seed
t Carrots
t Turtle tank

t The facts should cover topics like what the animal eats, what type
of habitat the animal lives in, how social the animal is, etc.
Small Group Activity on Pet Facts
1. Divide the students into groups of four and explain that they are
going to become one of the animals that we have discussed. Hand
each group a “Pet Name: Companion Animal Handout.”
2. First ask the students to discuss in their groups what they know
about their animal. Then fill in the back of the “Pet Name:
Companion Animal Handout.”
t Model how to answer the “Pet Name: Companion Animal
Handout” for students prior to having them answer the questions
on their own.
Poor Puppy Role Play
1. Tell the ‘animals’ that they are going to help you (the instructor).
Explain to the students that you adopted a puppy and she’s the first
companion animal you have ever had. You really love your puppy but
were never taught how to take care of animals, so the ‘animals’ are
going to have to help you understand what puppies need.
2. Go through the following scenarios with the students. After each
scenario, ask the students if there is a better way.

TeachHumane.org
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Grades K–2: Lessons

Lesson 2: Companion Animal Advocates (continued)

Insider Tips
t For a more interactive lesson
you can bring in the optional
materials. Additionally, you can
bring some candy, dog food, a
dog’s water bowl, tennis racket, or
football to make the Poor Puppy
Role Play activity more engaging.
(Pictures of these items can also
be used as substitutes.)
t To save time in the lesson, instead
of students talking in pairs during
the Learning Pet Facts activity, the
students can engage in a whole
group discussion.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, have
students observe and report back
on a companion animal in their
lives and all the things that that
animal’s guardian does to make
sure the animal is happy and
healthy.
t To add a theatrical element to the
Poor Puppy Role Play activity, have
students act as their companion
animal before starting the activity,
allowing them to identify more
with their animal prior to being
asked questions.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Speaking & Listening
Standards 1, 4, and 6; and Writing
Standards 4 and 8.
Outside Humane Educators
t Remember to define the term
“companion animal” as students
might not know what the term
means.
t This lesson may need to be
modified depending upon the
students’ reading and writing
levels.

t *MPWFNZQVQQZTPNVDI*NHPJOHUPGFFEIFSUJNFTBEBZ"OE
*NHPJOHUPHJWFIFSBMMNZGBWPSJUFGPPET MJLFQJ[[B DBOEZBOE
DIPDPMBUFćJTJTHPPE SJHIU
t *LOPXNZQVQQZJTHPJOHUPHFUUIJSTUZBęFSFBUJOHTPNVDI TP*N
HPJOHUPNBLFTVSF*HJWFIFSXBUFSPODFBNPOUI4PVOEHPPE
t .ZQVQQZBOE*XJMMEPFWFSZUIJOHUPHFUIFS*NFWFOHPJOHUPQMBZ
UFOOJTXJUIIFS BOEUBDLMFGPPUCBMMCFDBVTFXFSFCFTUQBMT*DBOCF
BTSPVHIBT*XBOU SJHIU
t 1VQQJFTOFFEBMPUPGTVOTIJOFTP*NHPJOHUPNBLFTVSFTIFTPVUTJEF
BMMUIFUJNF1MVTTIFTUPVHI TPTIFDBOTUBZPVUJOUIFSBJO PSTOPX 
PSTUPSNT1VQQJFTEPOUOFFETIFMUFS SJHIU
3. Introduce a number of items to the students that you bought for
your puppy (but in fact, these items are for the other companion
animals). Have students identify which animal should be given the
object.
When I can’t be with her, I’ll make sure she has plenty of good
stuff like this… (Display to students):
t Hamster wheel
t Catnip
t Bird seed
t Carrots
t Turtle tank
Wrap Up:
1. Explain to the students that they taught you well and now you know
how to be a good pet guardian.
2. Ask them to raise their hands if they learned one new thing that they
did not know about a pet today. Allow students to share.
Resource Links
Dog Care & Needs
http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/dogcare/dog-care-general.aspx
Cat Care & Needs
http://www.aspca.org/aspcakids/petcare/cat-care.aspx
Turtle Care & Needs
http://petturtle.com/care.htm

TeachHumane.org

Hamster Care & Needs
http://hamsterific.com/
Parrot Care & Needs
http://parrotcareguide.com/
Rabbit Care & Needs
http://www.petfinder.com/pet-care/
rabbit-care/basic-rabbit-care/
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What do you know about me?

Kitten

Rabbit

Hamster

Turtle

Parrot

© faria! used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 license.

Puppy
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© faria! used under a Creative Commons CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 license.

Tom—the turtle
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Tom—the turtle
I am Tom. I am a pet __________________________ .
I eat _______________________________________ .
I live _______________________________________ .

Add any facts you remember.
I _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
__________________________________.
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Harry—the hamster
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Harry—the hamster
I am Harry. I am a pet _________________________ .
I eat _______________________________________ .
I live _______________________________________ .

Add any facts you remember.
I _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
__________________________________.
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Rebecca—the rabbit
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Rebecca—the rabbit
I am Rebecca. I am a pet ______________________ .
I eat _______________________________________ .
I live _______________________________________ .

Add any facts you remember.
I _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
__________________________________.

TeachHumane.org
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Patty—the parrot
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Patty—the parrot
I am Patty. I am a pet _________________________ .
I eat _______________________________________ .
I live _______________________________________ .

Add any facts you remember.
I _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
__________________________________.

TeachHumane.org
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Denise—the dog
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Denise—the dog
I am Denise. I am a pet ________________________ .
I eat _______________________________________ .
I live _______________________________________ .

Add any facts you remember.
I _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
__________________________________.

TeachHumane.org
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Carl—the cat
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Carl—the cat
I am Carl. I am a pet __________________________ .
I eat _______________________________________ .
I live _______________________________________ .

Add any facts you remember.
I _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
__________________________________.
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Grades K–2: Lessons

Source: HEART and ASPCA

X: Help Me Find a Home
Lesson 3:

Photo by Glen K. Peterson

Overview: Students will learn that there are not always enough
homes for all companion animals, but that animal adoption centers and
rescue organizations will take care of homeless animals and try to find
them forever homes.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Define animal shelter.
t Identify at least one reason
for animal homelessness and
one way to help reduce animal
homelessness.
t Add up to ten.

Procedure:
Introduction
1. Tell the students what an animal shelter is.
a. An animal shelter, or animal adoption center, is a place that takes
care of animals.
b. The animals come to them because the guardian (or pet parent)
can no longer care for them.
c. The animal shelter tries to find families or individuals who can
adopt them and love them forever.
d. Animal rescue groups do similar work and sometimes they
specialize in caring for specific breeds of cats or dogs.
Note: You may need to explain what “adopt” means to your students.
Also write the words “animal shelter” and “animal rescue groups” on
the board or have them already written on a poster.

Time Needed
45–60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t “Help Me Find a Home” worksheet
t Poster board paper or construction
paper
t Markers
t Optional: pictures of adoptable
animals

2. Ask the students if they have ever been to an animal shelter or an
animal rescue group. Allow students to respond and share if they
have ever adopted an animal from a shelter or rescue group.
Homeless Animals
1. Pass out the Help Me Find a Home worksheet. Ask the students to
complete the worksheet and then let them know you will go over the
questions together.
Answers:
t %JEBMMPGUIFBOJNBMTĕOEBIPNF No
t )PXNBOZDBUTGPVOEBIPNF 
t )PXNBOZEPHTGPVOEBIPNF 
t )PXNBOZDBUTEJEOPUĕOEBIPNF 
t )PXNBOZEPHTEJEOPUĕOEBIPNF 
t 8IFSFDBOUIFBOJNBMTXIPEJEOPUĕOEBIPNFCFUBLFODBSF
PGVOUJMUIFZĕOEBIPNF An animal shelter or animal rescue
organization
2. Ask the students how many animals at the shelter need a home.
(Answer: 4)
3. What will happen if someone’s dog or cat has puppies or kittens and
the person cannot find homes for them? (Answer: The puppies and
kittens will be brought to the animal shelter and even more dogs and
cats will need homes.)

TeachHumane.org
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Grades K–2: Lessons

Lesson 3: Help Me Find a Home

Insider Tips
t If the students are having difficulty
with the math on the Help Me
Find a Home worksheet you may
need the class to do the activity
together as a whole group, instead
of individually.
t If there is time the students can
color the Help Me Find a Home
worksheet.
t For the PSA, instead of, or in
addition to, using illustrations, you
can print out pictures of animals
who are up for adoption at local
animal adoption centers or rescue
groups. You can also have the
students include the name and
phone number of the adoption
center/rescue group so that people
would know where to go if they
wanted to adopt.
t You can also create PSAs about
local organizations that offer lowcost spay/neuter services.
t Given the young age of these
children, avoid discussing the topic
of euthanasia of homeless animals.
Classroom Teachers
t This activity aligns to Common Core
Speaking & Listening Standards
SL.K.1b, SL.K.5, SL.1.1b, and SL.2.1b.
Outside Humane Educators
t If you are not able to post the PSAs
at a school, you can contact local
businesses in the area to see if they
will post them.

Resource Links
Animal Homelessness:
http://www.aspca.org/about-us/faq/
pet-statistics.aspx
Finding Adoptable Animals:
http://www.petfinder.com/

(continued)

4. Ask the students if they have ever heard the words “spay” or “neuter”
and write the words on the board. Allow time to discuss.
5. Explain to the students that spaying is a surgery for female dogs
or cats and neutering is a simple operation for male dogs or cats
to prevent them from having more puppies and kittens. Ask the
students why people would not want their dogs or cats to have
puppies or kittens. (Possible answers: they do not want more
animals to be homeless; they do not want to take a home away from
an animal already at the animal shelter.)
6. Ask the students on the count of three to say “Spay and Neuter” out
loud and then count, one, two, three, and the whole class will say,
“Spay and Neuter.”
Service Project
1. Explain to the students that sometimes non-profit organizations or
the government create public service announcements (PSAs), which
are messages to help make people aware of important problems.
Explain that we might see the messages on a billboard, TV, or hear
them on the radio.
2. Show a few PSAs as examples.
3. Review what the class has learned about animal homelessness and
animal adoption centers.
4. Ask the students to think of sentences that help people understand
the need to adopt an animal and/or the importance of spaying and
neutering.
Note: Students may have difficulty thinking of PSA messages, so
you might want to give them a few suggestions to start like, “Adopt,
Don’t Shop,” “Pets are for Life,” and “Every Animal Needs a Home.”
5. Ask them to write their messages on a poster board along with
pictures that illustrate what the sentences are asking people to do.
6. Post the PSAs around the school.
Wrap Up:
1. Ask students what they learned today. Possible answers:
t There are too many homeless animals.
t People can help animals by adopting them from an animal shelter
or rescue group and giving them a good home.
t If people spay/neuter their animals, it can reduce the number of
homeless animals.
t When there is an important problem, people can make a
difference by educating others about the issue and letting them
know what they can do.

TeachHumane.org
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Help Me Find a Home
Match the animal to the house so that the two numbers sum to 10.

6

8

1

2

10

5

9

3

5

7

0

7

3

4

6

2

Did all the animals find a home? _______
How many cats found a home? _______

How many cats did not find a home? _______

How many dogs found a home _______

How many dogs did not find a home? _______

Where can the animals who did not find a home be taken care of until they find a home?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
TeachHumane.org
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Grades K–2: Lessons

Source: HEART

Lesson 4: Moo, Oink, Cluck
Overview: Students will learn about the unique traits of farm
animals and build an appreciation for them by understanding their
natural behaviors and their close relationships with people.
Procedure:
Introduction
1. Introduce students to farm animals. Ask them what animals they
think of when they think of farm animals and let them know that
you will be focusing on cows, pigs, and chickens.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Identify some unique traits of cows,
pigs, and chickens.
t Describe natural behaviors of cows,
pigs and chickens.

Time Needed

2. Ask what sound cows make. Have students “moo” at the same time.
3. Ask what sound pigs make. Have students “oink” at the same time.
4. Ask what sound chickens make. Have students “cluck” at the same
time.
5. Tell students that farm animals have feelings, just like dogs and cats,
and that today they are going to learn some amazing facts about
cows, pigs, and chickens.

45–60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t “Who Am I” cards
t “Fascinating Facts” cards
t Paper
t Markers / crayons

Insider Tips
t If you are able to gather pictures
to represent each farm animal and
some or all of the fascinating facts,
you should show them to the class
as they learn about each animal.
Classroom Teachers
t If time permits, look up stories
about individual animals at farm
animal sanctuary sites and share
stories about real animals.
t Consider taking the class on a field
trip to a farm animal sanctuary.
t This activity aligns to Common Core
Literacy Standard 1 and Speaking
and Listening Standard 2.
Outside Humane Educators
t In case the classroom does not have
a chalk board or dry erase board for
you to use, bring your own chart
paper for the note taking about
cows, pigs, and chickens.

“Who Am I” and “Fascinating Facts”
1. Make three columns on the board entitled Cows, Pigs, and
Chickens.
2. Read the first “Who am I?” card and ask students to use the clues to
determine which farm animal you are talking about. Then ask them
what they learned about the animal and write that down under the
corresponding column.
3. Read the “Fascinating Facts” card about the same animal. Then ask
the students what else they learned about the animal and write the
information in the corresponding column.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 with the additional cards.
5. Ask the students what they were most surprised to learn.
6. Ask the students what farm animals have in common with people.
7. Ask students to draw a picture that represents one of the facts about
pigs, chickens, or cows that is on the board.
Wrap Up:
1. Ask students to share their pictures.
2. Ask students how they think farm animals should be treated.

Resource Links
Farm Sanctuary
http://www.farmsanctuary.org/learn/
someone-not-something/110-2/
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“Who Am I?” Cards
(front)

Some people say that I am really smart. I love my family
and my mother will raise me for at least 4 months teaching
me everything that I need to know. I really love to eat.
When it is hot I like to bathe in the mud because it helps to
keep me cool and protects my sensitive skin from sunburn.
I really love belly rubs, and if you treat me nicely I’ll come
when I am called. Who am I?

I really like to investigate my surroundings. For fun, I like
to bathe in the sun and explore. To feel safe I like to perch
in high places, sometimes even trees, even though most
people do not know that about me. To clean myself I dig
up and bathe in dust since it helps to remove any mites (or
small bugs) from my feathers. My mother really cares about
me and will protect me and my brothers and sisters by
stretching her wings over us to hide us from danger. When
I feel close to someone, I like being held. Who am I?
I love hanging out in the fields, grazing on grass. Even
though I am a very large animal, I am very gentle, and
enjoy being pet. My mother nurses me when I am young
and is very loving. I have hooves that help me to walk
through deep mud. On average, I drink about 30 gallons
of water a day. In the wild I can live up to about 25 years.
I have a long tongue, and if we are friends, I’ll lick your face,
just like a dog. Who am I?
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“Who Am I?” Cards
(back)

Pig

Chicken

Cow
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“Fascinating Facts” Cards
Pigs
Pigs are much happier when they can spend time with other pigs
they know. They like to play fight, run and chase, and play in water.
They enjoy physical contact and like to sleep next to each other.
Pigs love their friends and say hello enthusiastically
when they see each other by grunting and
rubbing noses affectionately.
Pigs are very sensitive and they get
nervous when they are mistreated.
When they are stressed out it is more
difficult for them to follow commands.
Based on information from Amy Hatkoff’s book The Inner World of Farm Animals.

Chickens
Chickens are very social and form friendships. They prefer to hang out
with chickens they know and avoid chickens they don’t know.
Chickens can tell people apart and remember how they have been
treated. They will turn away from people who are mean to them.
If they have been given a treat for doing a certain behavior,
they will peep for another treat if they do the same
behavior again. This shows they have memories and they
develop expectations based on their past experiences.
Hens take good care of their chicks. They will peep to their
chicks while they are still in the egg and the baby chicks
will peep back. Chicks can recognize the sound of their mothers.
Based on information from Amy Hatkoff’s book The Inner World of Farm Animals.
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“Fascinating Facts” Cards
Cows
Cows are close to their mothers and they enjoy being with cows their
own age. They play together, share food, and groom each other.
Cows can be sad when a loved one passes away. If a friend dies they
will sometimes voice their sadness, skip meals, and remain at the last
place they saw their friend or where s/he was buried.
Cows enjoy solving problems. A study was
done to see if cows could learn how to unlatch
a gate to get food. The cows were excited
when they succeeded and some actually
jumped up and down to express their joy.
Based on information from Amy Hatkoff’s book The Inner World of Farm Animals.
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Grades K–2: Lessons
© Anne Roberts used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 license.

Source: HEART

X: Urban Wildlife
Lesson 5:
Overview: Students will consider ways to create spaces that
are safe for both people and the wildlife with whom we share our
neighborhoods.
Procedure:
Introduction
1. Introduce the topic by asking students what types of wild animals
live in suburban and city neighborhoods, such as squirrels, ducks,
chipmunks, frogs, birds, turtles, geese, and raccoons.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Identify at least three ways to
make urban habitats safer spaces
for wildlife.

Time Needed
45–60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t Squirrel guided visualization
t Pictures of wildlife
t Three sheets of large chart paper,
one with a sketch of a backyard,
one with a sketch of a park, and
one with a sketch of a shore.
t Markers

2. Let the students know that they might see some of these animals
in parks, near the shore, or in their own backyards. Explain to the
students that we share our cities, towns and neighborhoods with
wildlife and it is important to think about not only our own safety
around wild animals, but also how to make spaces safe for the wild
animals themselves.
Guided Visualization
1. Let the students know that they are going to imagine what it is like
to be a squirrel. Tell the students to imagine that they are turning
into a squirrel. Ask them what they need to become a squirrel.
Allow students to respond. (Possible answers: fur; whiskers; bushy
tail; claws on their feet; little paws; dark eyes.)
2. Tell the students that you are going to pretend they are squirrels. Ask
them to stand up and let them know that you are going to narrate
what their day is like. See Squirrel Guided Visualization.
Note: The students can act by miming the narration of the story.
They should do this in one spot (i.e. pretending to climb up, running
in place, etc.).
3. After you read the guided visualization and the students have
imagined being a squirrel, tell them to imagine that they are turning
back into a person and ask them to sit down again.
4. Ask the students the following questions about the guided
visualization:
t )PXEJEJUGFFMUPCFBTRVJSSFM
t 8IFOXFXFSFTRVJSSFMT XIFSFXFSFXF (Answer: Park.)
t 8IBUEPFTBTRVJSSFMOFFEUPFBUUPCFIFBMUIZ (Possible answers:
water; flower bulbs; nuts; mushrooms; seeds; pine cones; fruits.)
t 8IBUXFSFUIFHPPEUIJOHTBCPVUPVSIBCJUBU (Possible answers:
trees; open space; flowers; squirrel friends.)
t 8IBUXFSFUIFEBOHFSPVTTDBSZUIJOHTBCPVUPVSIBCJUBU
(Possible answers: litter; people chasing us; cars; bad food.)
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Grades K–2: Lessons

Lesson 5: Protecting Urban Wildlife

Insider Tips
t Depending on where you live, you
may want to use different wildlife
that are native to where your
students are.
t If you have the space and the time,
you can actually have the students
walk around the room together
during the guided visualization
and act out the scene as a more
involved dramatization.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension, take your students
on a field trip to a park or the
shore to observe wildlife. Ask
the students to identify what
they think could be dangerous or
helpful to the animals.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Speaking and Listening
Standard 1.
Outside Humane Educators
t Students may not know what
habitat means. You may have to
define habitat for them.

Resource Links
MSPCA
t http://www.mspca.org/programs/
wildlife-resources/
HSUS
t http://www.humanesociety.org/
animals/resources/tips/create_a_
wildlife_sanctuary.html

(continued)

5. Sketch an outline of a park on the board (just a basic outline) and
ask the students to brainstorm ideas for making the park safer. As
students brainstorm ideas, illustrate their ideas on the board.
Possible answers:
t -JETPOUSBTIDBOT

t4JHOTUIBUTBZi3FTQFDUUIF8JMEMJGFw

t 3FDZDMJOHCJOT

t4QFFETJHOTUIBUTBZPOMZNJMFTIPVS

t /BUJWFXJMEĘPXFST ti"OJNBM$SPTTJOHwTJHOTCZUIFSPBE
t /VUUSFFT



t4RVJSSFMGFFEFST

Animal Habitats
1. Post three large pieces of paper on the wall. Each page will represent
one of the following habitats: Backyard; Park; and Shore. You can
sketch a basic scene to represent each habitat.
2. Each student will be given a picture of a wild animal and will have
to think about which place s/he is most likely to see the animal. Ask
the students to tape their animals to the correct habitats.
Note: It is okay to give the same animal to more than one student.
Some animals might fit in both the park and the backyard.
3. Once the students have placed their animals in the habitats, review
which animals are in which locations. Explain that the animals
might face similar dangers that you experienced as the squirrel.
4. Let the students draw pictures to make the space safer for their
animals. Let them use the park example that you did together as a
guide to follow.
Wrap Up:
Ask the students what they can do today to help keep wildlife safe and
protected.
Possible answers:
t Look at wild animals, but don’t touch them.
t Recycle and do not litter.
t Respect wild animals and don’t chase them.
t If you feed wildlife, like birds, provide food that is part of their
natural diet, like seeds.
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Squirrel Guided Visualization
Imagine yourself as a squirrel. Wiggle your nose; tap your feet; swish
your tail.
You are sitting in a tree. You’re hungry. You look around the park
below. You see birds hopping in the grass and people walking by.
You scurry down your tree. Once you hit the ground, you pause. You
pop your head up and look around. What’s that over there? Sniff,
sniff- you smell food. You twitch your tail in excitement. You run
over to see what it is: a plastic bag full of trash. You stick your head
inside and sniff around. It smells good, but there doesn’t seem to be
any food inside. You try to get out but are stuck. You panic, jumping
about. Finally, you’re outside the bag, but it’s caught to your foot.
You shake it off. Whew!
You see a trash can across the street. Trash cans are always good for
some food! Take a cautious step into the street. You keep moving, but
you’re confused. Where is the grass? The trees? Look around you.
What’s that sound? A car! Run! You’ve made it across the street,
barely.
Start moving toward the trash can. As you move, a child runs out and
begins to chase you. Time to run again! You zig zag your way down
the street.
Good, they’re gone! You jump up to the brim of the trash can and
peek inside. So many smells! You pull out some old food and lift it to
your face. You give it a good sniff before eating. Smells nice! Dig in!
After you’ve eaten, you don’t feel so good. No, you feel very sick.
Slowly, you make your way back across the street and into the park.
You climb back up into your tree and lay down on a branch. You start
to feel a little better, but you think about the rough morning you have
had. You decide to rest for a while.
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© Callum Hoare used under a Creative Commons
CC BY 2.0 license.

© pannamoo used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 license.

© Anton Bielousov used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC 2.0 license.

© TexasEagle used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC 2.0 license.

© Sergey Yeliseev used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 license.

© Matt D used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 license.

Parks
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© Ben Fredericson used under a Creative Commons
CC BY 2.0 license.

© Jay Turner used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 license.

© Jason Crotty used under a Creative Commons
CC BY 2.0 license.

© Manjith Kainickara used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-SA 2.0 license.

© Henry T. McLin used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 license.

© Steve Burt used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 license.

Shores and Wetlands
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© Eric Bégin used under a Creative Commons CC
BY-NC-ND 2.0 license.

© Dean Krafft used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC 2.0 license.

© Dave Govoni used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 license.

© Rastoney used under a Creative Commons CC
BY-NC 2.0 license.

© Michael Blanchard used under a Creative
Commons CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 license.

© anvay nakade used under a Creative
Commons CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 license.

Streets and Backyards
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Parks

Sample drawings
for chart paper
sketches

Shores

Backyards
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Grades 3–5: Activities

Source: HEART

Activity 1:
X: Circle of Compassion
Overview: Students will identify that which they care deeply about,
while also examining the terms “empathy” and “compassion.” Students
will do so by creating their very own “Circle of Compassion.”
Procedure:
Introduction
Introduce the topic of the activity, explaining to the students that in
order to solve the world’s problems we must first care about them.
Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Define and give examples of the
words empathy and compassion.
t Examine the issues surrounding
individuals deserving of empathy
and compassion.

Time Needed
20–45 minutes

Materials
t Whiteboard / chalkboard
t Dry erase markers / chalk
t Construction paper
t Markers / colored pencils / crayons

Empathy and Compassion
1. Write down on the whiteboard/chalkboard the word “empathy” and
ask the students if they are familiar with this term. If so, ask for a
definition. (Answer: “The capacity to identify with another’s feelings
or putting yourself in someone else’s shoes.”)
2. Erase the word “empathy” and then write down the word
“compassion” and ask the students if they are familiar with this term.
If so, ask for a definition. (Answer: “Having concern for the needs of
others AND wanting to do something to help.”)
Circle of Compassion
1. Draw a very large circle around the word “compassion.” Explain to
the students that this is a “Circle of Compassion” and each person
has one. A person’s “Circle of Compassion” is filled with those
individuals whom s/he would be willing, or at least has a desire, to
help to ease their suffering.
2. Fill in the names of a few individuals in your life who fit into your
“Circle of Compassion” and explain why you included each one.
(Possible individuals: mothers; fathers; sisters; brothers; friends;
pets; extended relatives.)
3. Ask students to suggest additional individuals. As students
brainstorm, encourage them to include people, animals, and parts
of nature.
4. Do you need to know someone personally to include that individual
in your circle of compassion? Share an example of hearing about a
natural disaster, such as an earthquake or a hurricane, in another
country. Ask them if they would have compassion for the people and
animals who were hurt. Ask them what people sometimes can do to
help those in need (e.g., donate money, send supplies to help).
5. Pass out construction paper and markers/colored pencils/crayons
and instruct students to make their own “Circle of Compassion.”
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Grades 3–5: Activities

Activity 1: Circle of Compassion

(continued)

Insider Tips
t Instead of circles, students can cut
out heart shapes for the activity.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, have
students write a paragraph about
who they included in their circles
of compassion and why.
t As an extension activity, have
students write a paragraph
response to the question, “Are
there any individuals who do not
deserve to be in your circle of
compassion?”
t As an extension activity, have
students write a paragraph
response to the question, “Do
you have to know individuals
to include them in your circle of
compassion?”
Outside Humane Educators
t If you do not have access to
a whiteboard or chalkboard,
come prepared with the words
“Empathy” and “Compassion”
written on poster board. Also,
have an already completed
“Circle of Compassion” to use as
a model.
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Wrap Up:
1. Once students have completed their “Circle of Compassion,” have
them share out loud some of the individuals they have included.
2. Ask students if they believe their “Circle of Compassion” will grow
or shrink as they get older.
t Answer: Their circles should grow because the more people in
their lives they meet and the more they learn about the world the
more they should expand their compassion to others.
t Facilitate discussion. Some students will say everyone should be
in the circle of compassion, but others may disagree giving the
examples of bullies or people who hurt others. Be prepared to
discuss these examples.
t Ask the students if they agree and why or why not. Discuss
whether we can have compassion for people who have done
something wrong or harmful. Ask them if we can have empathy
for a bully.
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Grades 3–5: Activities

Source: HEART

Activity 2:
X: Helping Homeless Animals
Overview: Students read stories about animals who have become
homeless due to some of the most common reasons for relinquishment
at animal adoption centers. They will then consider what could have
been done differently to prevent the animals from losing their homes.
Procedure:
Introduction
1. Ask the students if they know where animals at adoption centers
come from. Possible answers:

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Identify at least three reasons why
animals are at adoption centers.
t Explain several ways to prevent
animal homelessness.
t Describe how to be a responsible
animal guardian.

Time Needed

t They are found on the street.
t They were abused or neglected in their homes and were taken
away for their safety.
t People moved and did not take the animals with them.
t People did not like how the animals behaved.
t People decided that they did not have time for their animals.
t People did not want the animals anymore.

45–60 minutes

Materials
t Homeless Animal Stories
t Homeless Animal Follow-Up
Question Guide

2. Tell the students that animal adoption centers do their best to take
good care of the animals and find them good homes. Explain that
what adoption centers really hope for is that when people adopt
animals, they will keep them forever, be responsible guardians, and
provide them with everything they need to be happy and healthy.
Add that sometimes unexpected circumstances might make it
difficult or impossible for people to keep their animals anymore,
in which case it is better to bring the animals to an adoption center
than to leave them alone or on the street or give them away to
strangers. However, many of the reasons people do not keep their
animals could be avoided.
Homeless Animal Stories
1. Ask student volunteers to read each homeless animal story.
2. Ask the questions from the Homeless Animal Follow-Up Question
Guide.
3. As students answer the questions and identify ways to prevent
animal homelessness, you can write the solutions on the board.
Wrap Up:
1. Ask the students what can be done to prevent animal homelessness
based on what they learned from the stories. Possible answers:
t Think ahead before adopting.
t Give animals ID tags/microchips.
t Spay/Neuter.
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Grades 3–5: Activities

Activity 2: Helping Homeless Animals
Insider Tips
t The homeless animal stories
provided are fictional stories based
on some of the most common
reasons for animal homelessness
and relinquishment.
t Instead of asking the students to
read all the stories as one activity,
you could read a few stories over
the course of a few periods.
t To help the other students follow
along with the story, you can
provide each student with a copy
of the stories or have the stories
projected on a power point and
save paper.
t Consider breaking the students
up into small groups to read and
answer the questions, and then
share out loud.

(continued)

t People should only have animals as companions, not to use them.
t Research the qualities you want in animals before adopting them.
t Understand and accept the animals’ natural behaviors before
adopting them.
t Provide for the animals’ needs, like scratching posts for cats and
toys for dogs.
t Make sure that you know how to train an animal humanely and
that you have the time to devote to the animal.
t Plan to keep an animal for his/her whole life and really think
about how long s/he is going to live.
2. Ask the students what they learned about adopting an animal and
what they will think about before adopting an animal when they are
older. Allow students to respond.

Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, you could
have the students choose one of
the stories and write an additional
paragraph about what the animal’s
life is like now, after being
adopted into a new forever home.
t As an extension activity, you could
have the students draw one of the
stories, but change the story so
that the family provides the animal
with what s/he needs so they keep
their companion and the animal is
happy and healthy.
Outside Humane Educators
t If you are not able to provide
copies of the stories to each
student or project the stories on a
power point, you might consider
reading the stories to the students
yourself.
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Homeless Animals Stories
© David Trawin used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-SA 2.0 license.

Story 1: Lilly’s Story

Hi, my name is Lilly and I lived with a wonderful family.
My family let me run all around the neighborhood. I
thought it was fun at first, but then I did not recognize
anything around me and I became scared. I did not know
how to get back to my home. A nice person picked me
up and fed me. He brought me to an animal adoption
center. The adoption center wanted to find my family
but did not know where to look. I tried to tell people,
but they did not understand my barking. I never saw my
family again.

Story 2: Olive’s Story

© Dorothy Nomad used under a Creative
Commons CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 license.

My family named me Olive and used to play with me all
the time. I really liked to curl up on their laps and purr
while they pet me. One day I noticed all these boxes and
they were packing up all their things. In the middle of
their packing they put me in a cat carrier and drove me
to a place with lots of other animals. I heard them talking
to a man saying that they were moving and they could
not bring me with them. I didn’t understand why they
didn’t want me to move with them. Now I am waiting
for a new home.

© Kid Cowboy used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-SA 2.0 license.

Story 3: Bronx’s Story

When my family first brought me home they named
me Bronx and I thought they would keep me forever.
I loved them so much that I always wanted to be with
them. I jumped up on them when they came home and
I begged for food at the table. When I was left alone I
sometimes chewed things because I was bored and
I sometimes went to the bathroom on the floor
because I did not know any better. My family became
upset with me and gave me away.
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Homeless Animals Stories
Story 4: Benny’s Story

© catalatic used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 license.

My family thought I was a cute boy and called me Benny.
When they first saw me they said I was the sweetest cat
they ever met. I think it is fun to scratch. I actually have
a need to scratch; it is part of who I am. They didn’t like
how I scratched their furniture and they decided that they
didn’t want me anymore. They brought me to an animal
adoption center and said that I was too much work. I hope
that another family will want me and understand my need
to scratch. I do not know where my family members are,
but they left and they did not bring me with them.

Story 5: Peanut’s Story

© Philippe Guintoli used under a Creative
Commons CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 license.

My family picked me because I was small and cute and
they named me Peanut. After a few months they got
tired of my personality and brought me to an animal
shelter. I was really excited all the time. I jumped high,
played in the yard a lot and wanted to go for long walks.
They said they did not have time for me and that I had
too much energy. I am so sad and now I am waiting for a
new family.

Story 6: Juniper’s Story
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© Matt Carman used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 license.

When I was little my brothers and sisters were put in a
box with a sign that said, “Free to a good home.” I hoped
that a nice person would give me a loving home. Instead,
a man walked by, grabbed me, and said that he thought I
would make a good guard dog. He chained me up in the
backyard and I lived there for three years. He threw food
scraps at me and gave me water, but it would sit for days
at a time and it tasted bad. I was lonely and scared all the
time. One day a different man came by. He talked to me in
a gentle voice and he took me off the chain. He brought
me to a place with kind people who cleaned me, fed me
good food and gave me clean water. They also gave me
a toy and a name, Juniper, something I never had before.
Now I am waiting for my new forever home.
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Homeless Animal
Title Stories:
Follow-Up Question Guide (page 1)
Story 1: Lilly
t How did Lilly get to the animal
adoption center?
Answer: Her family let her run all around
the neighborhood and someone found her
on the street.
t What could the family have done
differently?
Answer: It was not safe to let her run
around by herself. They should have had
her on a leash.

Story 2: Olive

t How do you feel about the fact that the
family left Olive?
Allow for responses.
t How do you think Olive felt about being
given away?
Allow for responses.
t Why do you think they couldn’t take Olive
with them?
Possible answers:
– They moved to a place that does not allow
animals.
– They were moving far away and they didn’t
think she would like the long trip.
– They thought it would be too hard to move
all their stuff and Olive at the same time.

Story 3: Bronx

t What did Bronx do that the family
did not like?
Answers: Chewed things, went to the
bathroom on the floor, begged for food
at the table, and jumped up on people.
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t What else could the family have done
to make it easier for someone to
locate her family?
Answer: The family could have put an I.D.
tag on her collar and microchipped her.
Note: Explain what a microchip is in
case the students do not know.

t What could the family do to keep her?
Possible answers:
– They could do more research and find a
place to live that allows animals. There
are a lot of places that are pet-friendly.
– They could ask the veterinarian for
advice about how to make Olive
comfortable during a long trip.
– They could ask a friend to watch Olive
until they moved all their stuff and then
could come back to get her.

t Did Bronx know not to do those things?
Answer: No.
t How would Bronx learn not to do
those things?
Answer: The family needed to make time
to humanely train him.
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Homeless Animal Stories:
Follow-Up Question Guide (page 2)
Story 4: Benny

t Is scratching a natural behavior for a cat?
Answer: Yes, it is something cats need to do.
t What could the family do to protect the
furniture, but still let Benny scratch?
Answers:
– They could put a protective plastic cover
over the furniture.

Story 5: Peanut

t Why did the family choose Peanut?
Answer: He was small and cute.
t Does anyone know what type of dog
Peanut is?
Answer: He is a Jack Russell Terrier mix.
While we do not want to stereotype
dogs since each one is an individual,
Jack Russell Terriers tend to be very
high energy dogs. They usually need
someone who wants to take them
out for jogs and play ball for a while.
Before adopting an animal, think
about the qualities you are looking for
in a companion and the time you
can devote to the animal. Tell the
adoption staff what you are looking
for in a companion and ask them to
help you find a perfect match.
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– They could try getting a scratching post
and put it in front of the places he likes
to scratch.
Note: It is important to add that
the post may help, but it may not
prevent cats from scratching the
furniture altogether.
– They could consider adopting a different
species if they are that concerned about
their furniture.

t Should you choose your friends
based on how they look on the
outside or inside?
Answer: Inside.
The same is true for your animals.

a katz / Shutterstock.com

t What did Benny do that the family did
not like?
Answer: He scratched the furniture.
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Homeless Animal Stories:
Follow-Up Question Guide (page 3)
Story 6: Juniper
t What happened to Juniper?
Answer: Allow students to summarize.
t How could this have been prevented?
Possible answers:
– It is important to know why people want
animals, so we should not just give them
away for free to anyone.
– The person who had Juniper’s mom could
have spayed her and the person who had
Juniper’s dad could have neutered him.
– If someone noticed that Juniper was
chained in the backyard sooner, she
would not have had to live chained up
for three years.
t How is this story different from the
other stories?
Possible answers:
– The other families either lost their animals
or gave them up (even though they could
have done things differently to give the
animals better lives). However, this person
was not giving Juniper what she needed,
but he wanted her anyway. Someone else
had to come to rescue her.
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– In the other stories, it would have been
best for the animal if the family did
something differently and kept the
animal. In this story what was best was
that Juniper was rescued and adopted
into a new home.
t If you see an animal being neglected
or abused what should you do?
Answer: We should tell a trusted adult so
that s/he can inform the proper authorities.
Note: Provide your students with
the proper numbers of the local
authorities in the area that should be
notified of animal abuse or animal
neglect. Let them know that they
can call anonymously.
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Grades 3–5: Activities

Source: IFAW

Activity 3:
X: Clean It Up!
Overview: Students will be exposed to the detrimental impact
of human beings on the ocean and its inhabitants. Students will
participate in a service learning project, cleaning up and logging the
amount of plastic and non-plastic litter they find in a designated area.
Procedure:
Introduction
Introduce the topic of the activity by telling a story of an individual
marine animal affected by plastics in the ocean.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Identify the leading contributor to
ocean debris.
t Participate in a public service
project.
t Examine the severe impact human
waste, particularly plastics, can
have on marine life.

Time Needed
45–90 minutes

Materials
t Protective gloves
t Large trash and recycling bags
t “Clean It Up!” worksheet
t Pens

t A quick internet search will yield many results.
t Example: In the summer of 2012, an older sperm whale calf was
found deceased and floating off an island in Greece. During the
necropsy, scientists discovered 100 plastic bags in the sperm
whale’s stomach. One scientist stated, “All [of] our civilization was
in the stomach of this whale.” There were garbage bags, plastic
covers from food you would find in a supermarket, plastic ropes,
nets and even a plastic bag with a full address and telephone
number from a local restaurant. (Source: http://oceanwildthings.
com/2012/06/sperm-whale-death-by-100-plastic-bags/)
Plastic Debris and Litter
Share with students some of the facts about plastics and their effects.
t Plastic accounts for 90% of
debris in the oceans.
t 80% of all ocean debris
comes from the land--swept
by wind or washed by rain
off streets into drains, down
streams and rivers and out
to the sea.
t Plastic exists as tiny
particles in every part of the
ocean. In some areas there
is six times more plastic
than plankton.
t Many marine animals
mistake plastic for food and
swallow it, with painful and
often fatal results.
Brainstorming Solutions
1. Ask students what they believe can be done to help solve this
problem. Solicit solutions that may come from different actors
(i.e. government, companies, individuals, organizations).
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Grades 3–5: Activities

Activity 3: Clean It Up!

Insider Tips
t Safety first! When choosing an
area to clean up, keep in mind
what types of litter and refuse the
students might come across.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, have
students choose one item that they
collected and answer the following
questions:
t Could this item have been
recycled?
t Could this item have been
reused?
t Could this item have been
replaced by another item?
t To extend this activity into two
days, allow the students to choose
the clean up site. Prior to the clean
up date, have the students research
what type of litter they might find
at the site, and why it is there.
Outside Humane Educators
t If possible, invite other adults,
teachers, or chaperones to the
clean up for added supervision.

(continued)

Clean It Up!
1. Instruct the class that you will be participating in a clean up project
to do your part.
2. Before the clean up begins, share the “Clean It Up!” worksheet.
Explain that students should record every item they collect, as well
as its approximate weight. You may want to estimate the weight of
some items in your classroom as practice.
3. Divide the students into small groups. Appoint one member of each
group to collect and record the group’s data. The rest should focus
on picking up refuse.
t Make sure that students in charge of picking up items are wearing
gloves.
t Each group should be given a garbage bag and a bag to place
recyclable items.
t Remind students not to pick up sharp objects or anything too
heavy or dangerous.

Resource Links
Protecting Marine Animals
t http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/
our-work/education/beneath-waves

Wrap Up:
1. Bring the students back to the classroom and debrief on the activity.
2. Ask the class how much refuse they collected and what was the most
unusual item they found.
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Clean It Up!
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Did you know that almost 80 percent of debris found in the ocean comes from the land?
Help reduce that percentage by cleaning up an area of your community.

Plastic
Item Collected

Number
Found

Non-Plastic
Approx. Weight

Item Collected

Number
Found

Approx. Weight

Total bags collected: _____________ What was the most unusual item you found? __________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Grades 3–5: Activities

Source: HEART

Activity 4: Humane Message Stickers
Overview: Students will make stickers to promote humane messages
they want to advocate.
Procedure:
Introduction
Introduce the activity by discussing what a humane message is with the
students. Explain that it is any message promoting compassion toward
people, animals, and/or the planet.
Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Identify issues that they are
concerned about.
t Express a message that is important
to them and educate others.

Time Needed
20–45 minutes

Materials
t Blank labels (from an office supply
store)
t Decorative stickers
t Markers
t Optional
t Hole puncher
t Yarn

Getting Started
Brainstorm a list of humane messages with the students and write them
on the board.
Making the Humane Message Stickers
1. Provide each student with a label to decorate.
2. Allow students time to decorate their labels to make their humane
message stickers. They can choose a message that was brainstormed
earlier or another message that they want to promote. They can use
pictures, words, or both to promote their messages.
Wrap Up:
Ask the students to share their humane message stickers and to explain
why they chose their messages.
Insider Tips
t This is a great activity to do at
the end of a humane education
lesson when the students have
learned about an issue they are
really concerned about. You can
focus the activity by having all
the messages relate to the specific
lesson that you taught.
t You may want to ask the students
to sketch what they plan to put
on their sticker before passing
out the labels so that they make
sure they have enough space, spell
everything correctly, and they are
writing the message they really
want to promote.
t Since the sticker will only last for
one day if worn on clothing, you
can suggest that the students put
their stickers on something such as
a folder or water bottle.
t To help the students’ stickers last
you can make them into necklaces
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by using hole punchers (making
two holes in the top right and
top left corners of the label) and
looping yarn through the holes.
Classroom Teachers
t If time permits, allow students to
make additional stickers to give to
their peers in other classes.
t As an extension, ask students to
write a paragraph about their
message. Have them consider
including how they would respond
if asked what their sticker means.
Outside Humane Educators
t When brainstorming messages,
the students might have a difficult
time at first so share some initial
ideas. They also might have really
long messages that you may need
to help them shorten and make
more catchy.
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Grades 3–5: Lessons

Source: HEART and IFAW

Lesson 1:
X: Animals: It’s Their World Too
Overview: After reading short passages and watching a video,
students will compare and contrast the lives of elephants in the
wild and in captivity. Students will reflect on the reasons that such
intelligent, social and emotional animals are being held in captivity.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Compare and contrast the lives of
wild and captive animals.
t Describe the many physical, social
and emotional traits of elephants.

Time Needed
t 45–60 minutes
t 1 class period

Materials
t Elephants Never Forget video
https://vimeo.com/23640203
t “Elephants: Wild vs. Captive”
worksheet
t “Different Lives” handout
t (Optional) Pictures of elephants in
the wild and in captivity

Insider Tips
t This lesson can be modified to
use a variety of animals. Some
suggestions are dolphins, tigers,
bears and other animals routinely
kept in captivity. To modify the
lesson, simply find information on
the animal’s life in the wild versus
captivity.
t As an extension activity, have
students engage in a letter writing
campaign to a circus that relies on
animals to entertain.
t The last six minutes of the
Elephants Never Forget video
discuss ivory poaching and ways
groups like International Fund for
Animal Welfare are helping the
remaining elephant populations.

Procedure:
Introduction
Ask students the difference between an animal that is wild and captive.
Discuss the different types of captivity for animals. To complement the
discussion, consider showing pictures of various types of captivity.
Elephants Never Forget
1. Inform students that this lesson will focus on elephants. Create a
KWL chart on a whiteboard or chalkboard and ask students what
they already know about elephants and what they would like to
know about elephants. List student responses. (See “Insider Tips for
Outside Educators” for an explanation of the KWL chart)
2. View the first 12 minutes of Elephants Never Forget video. Prior to
viewing, instruct students to pay close attention to the types of exercise
elephants get and how they interact with their family and friends.
3. Following the viewing ask students if they have any comments or
questions about the video. Discuss.
Elephants: Wild vs. Captive
1. Distribute the “Elephants: Wild vs. Captive” worksheet and
“Different Lives” handout to students. Allow students to answer
sections based on the information from the Elephants Never Forget
video. (Possible sections: Wild—Food; Exercise; Friends/Family)
2. Read the “Different Lives” handout and complete the “Elephants:
Wild vs. Captive” worksheet using the handout’s information. Based
on reading level, students can complete this activity individually, in
pairs, small groups or as a class.
3. Upon completion, review the “Elephants: Wild vs. Captive”
worksheet as a class.
Wrap Up:
1. Ask students what they learned today. Write responses on KWL
chart. Possible answers:
t Elephants are intelligent, social, and emotional animals.
t Elephants have extremely close family bonds and form many
strong friendships.
t Captive elephants are not allowed to participate in many of their
natural behaviors.
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Insider Tips (continued)
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, ask
students to read the differing
descriptions of elephants. Then,
ask them to answer this question:
“Every year, people gather in the
middle of the night to watch circus
elephants walking through New
York City’s Midtown Tunnel—
because the elephants are so
large, this is the only way they can
enter Manhattan. You are invited
to watch them entering the city.
Considering these descriptions, do
you accept this unique invitation?”
t As an extension activity, have
students write a story from the
perspective of a baby elephant
taken from the wild and brought to
perform at a circus.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Reading Standards 1 and 4,
Speaking and Listening Standard 1,
and Writing Standard 4.

Lesson 1: Animals: It’s Their World Too (continued)
2. Ask students if they believe elephants would prefer to be in the wild
or in captivity? Ask students if they think elephants should be in the
wild or captivity. If students do not believe elephants should be in
captivity, ask them what are some things they may do to help captive
elephants. Possible answers:
t Don’t support using captive elephants for our entertainment.
t Write letters to legislators and companies expressing your opinion
on captive elephants.

Outside Humane Educators
t A “KWL” chart stands for “Know,
Want to Know, Learned.” It is an
organizational and assessment
tool to help understand students’
foundational knowledge as well as
what they learned from the lesson.

Resource Links
Protecting Elephants
t http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/
our-work/education/elephantsnever-forget
t http://www.humanesociety.org/
animals/elephants/
Mistreatment in Captivity
t http://www.aspca.org/aspcakids/realissues/animal-abuse-in-circuses.aspx
t www.bornfreeusa.org
Captive Industry
t http://www.elephantcenter.com/
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Different Lives

Wild Elephants

Captive Elephants

Elephants are not only one of the smartest animals
on the planet, but also one of the most empathetic.
They care deeply about one another and have been
observed in the wild helping each other when in
trouble and wrapping their trunks together to give
an “elephant hug.” Wild elephants communicate
in a variety of ways. They “speak” by touching
one another, gesturing with their bodies, making
different sounds like squeaks, trumpeting noises,
rumbles and even noises so low that people cannot
hear them. In the wild, elephants can live up to 70
years of age, roughly the same life span of many
people. Wild elephants are extremely active, walking
great distances to find enough food. On the average
day, African elephants can walk up to 37 miles and
their smaller relatives, the Asian elephants, can walk
up to 13 miles a day. Wild elephants not only get
their exercise from walking, but also love to forage
for food and water, dust bathe, wallow in the mud
to cool off from the heat and even go swimming!
Being so large and active means that wild elephants
need to eat a lot of food. One elephant can eat 300
pounds of food in one day. Elephants’ foods of choice
are roots, leaves, plants, fruit, grasses and bark. Wild
elephants live in family groups called “herds.” The
“matriarch,” or oldest female in the group, leads the
herd to the best places to find food and water. When
elephants die, their family members grieve just like
people. They even return to the site where their kin
passed away and touch their bones to mourn.

Elephants in captivity live much different lives than
those of their wild counterparts. Many elephants in
captivity were born in the wild and taken from their
families when they were very young. Instead of being in
herds with up to 100 other elephants, captive elephants
spend most of their time alone. Elephants are very
social creatures and have strong family bonds which
they are deprived of in captivity. Also, elephants are
very large animals requiring large areas to roam that
are rarely provided in captivity. Male elephants born
in zoos are quickly removed from their mothers and
separated from all the other elephants. When the male
elephants get older they are usually sent to other zoos
for breeding purposes. Though wild elephants can
live to be up to 70 years old, captive elephants usually
don’t live to be even 40 years old. Captive elephants
suffer from many health problems like tuberculosis and
foot disease, which is caused by standing on hard floor
surfaces for long periods of time and doing unnatural
tricks on these hard floors. Many captive circus
elephants are forced to learn these tricks by being
struck with a bullhook (a pole with a sharp metal point
and a hook at the end). Captive circus elephants spend
a very large portion of their lives traveling from town to
town locked in small cages. Some are even shipped in
trucks and railroad cars without heat or air conditioning
and often do not have access to food or water for long
periods of time. Unlike the wide variety of foods wild
elephants eat, many captive elephants are only given
dried hay and grains.

Sources: www.aspca.org/aspcakids, www.elephantsincanada.com, www.lcanimal.org, www.hsus.org, www.elephantvoices.org,
www.kids.nationalgeographic.com
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Elephants: In the Wild vs. In Captivity
Name: ___________________________________________

In the Wild

vs.

Date: _______________________

In Captivity

Lifespan

Food

Exercise

Family/
Friends
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Grades 3–5: Lessons
© Jacob Bøtter used under a Creative Commons
CC BY 2.0 license.

Source: HEART

Lesson 2:
X: Animal Communication
Overview: The topic of animal communication and its similarities
to, and differences from, human communication will be discussed.
Additionally, student groups will present a story about animals in peril
because of human activity and the animal communications they used
to find safety.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Describe similarities and differences
between animals and human
beings.
t Describe some extraordinary
abilities of animals, including
communication.
t Identify ways that animals express
emotions.

Time Needed
45–60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t “Animal Communication Stories”
handout for bears, dolphins, and
elephants
t “Animal Communication Sounds”
handout
t Pictures of various animals
communicating different messages
or feelings

Insider Tips
t Using the “Animal Communication
Sounds” handout, create index
cards for each of the animal
communication sounds so that
students within each group may
pass them around while practicing.
t When choosing animal pictures to
demonstrate animals expressing
emotions, be sensitive to animal
stereotypes and the age of the
students.
t If possible, have three adults in the
room to help the students read the
“Animal Communication Stories”
so that all the students can act out
the animal’s language.

TeachHumane.org

Procedure:
Introduction
1. Ask students to identify some of the ways that people communicate
with one another. (Examples: verbally; writing; body language; eyes.)
2. Ask a few students to demonstrate an emotion without talking.
Instruct the rest of the class to copy the student’s emotion and then
guess what that emotion is.
Communicating Animals
1. Ask students whether animals communicate. How? If so, how is it
different from human communication?
2. Show pictures of animals expressing different emotions followed by
the question, “What are they trying to communicate?”
3. Explain to the students that animals can express what they are
feeling with their bodies, but they also communicate in other
complex ways.
Animal Communication Role-Play
1. Divide the students into three
groups: elephants; bears; and
dolphins. Give each group a set of
index cards specific to its animal.
Each card explains a different
behavior or sound the animal
makes to express a specific feeling.
2. Instruct the students to read
each of the cards in their group
and practice acting out each
communication.
3. After the students practice their cards, give the groups the “Animal
Communication Stories” handouts related to their animals. Instruct
the students to read the story and figure out what feeling, out of the
feelings they have on their cards, the animals would express in the
moment.
t Throughout the story there will be sections saying for example
“[Use Bear Language].”
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Insider Tips (continued)
Classroom Teachers
t When showing pictures of animals
communicating through body
language, consider using poster
board or a PowerPoint or Keynote
presentation to help students
follow the various stories.
t Incorporating the animal language
into the story might need to be
initially modeled to the students
prior to their practicing the stories
as a whole.
t As an extension activity, have the
students, from the point of view of
their animal, write a letter to the
human race describing some of the
problems they encounter because
of people and some suggested
solutions animals have for people.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Reading Standards 1 and 2
and Speaking and Listening
Standards 1, 2, 5, and 6.

Lesson 2: Animal Communication

(continued)

4. Designate one student per group to read the story while the other
students act out their animal’s language. Students should practice
reading the story and acting out the language.
5. Have each group present their story to the rest of the students.
Wrap Up:
1. Summarize each story, emphasizing that in all three stories people
threatened animals and the animals had to get away. Ask students
what we should tell people about each animal.
2. Ask students what they think the animals would say if they could
talk to people.

Outside Humane Educators
t If you have a small group of
students or would like to shorten
this lesson into an activity, choose
only one “Animal Communication
Story” to focus on and narrate the
story for the students as they act
out the animal language.
t Prior to having students share as
a whole group what they think
animals would say to people, have
them discuss the question in pairs
and then share out loud.

Resource Links
Animal Communication
t http://acp.eugraph.com/
t http://www.factmonster.com/ipka/
A0768578.html
t http://www.nhptv.org/natureworks/
nwep3.htm
t http://www.ifaw.org/sites/
default/files/Ocean%20Noise%20
Pollution%20Report.pdf
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Animal Communication Stories

The Dolphin’s Story
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Once a large pod of dolphins—that’s the big
family group—were all swimming together
and having a lot of fun [Use Dolphin
Language]. Maybe they could catch some
fish by working together to herd them [Use
Dolphin Language]. As they swam and
jumped they saw some boats in the water and
a few of the young dolphins decided to play
around them, riding on their wake and showing
off how fast they can swim. The mothers didn’t
like this, and they called their children by name
to come back [Use Dolphin Language]—
so did the aunties who help to take care of the
children [Use Dolphin Language]. Suddenly, the pod heard the children calling, but
now they were very scared and upset [Use Dolphin Language]. They were caught
in a net, and couldn’t get out! All the adult dolphins moved together and surrounded
the boats, trying to scare off the people so they could free their children [Use Dolphin
Language]. All of the dolphins were angry, too [Use Dolphin Language]. When the
people realized that they had caught dolphins they opened the nets and let the young
ones go. The mothers and the aunties scolded the young dolphins for being too careless
[Use Dolphin Language]. Not all humans treat wild animals kindly, so the young
dolphins have to learn to play together where it is safe, in their wild ocean home.
How did the dolphins feel when they were trapped in the nets? [Show it in dolphin
language too]
What would you tell the people about dolphins?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Animal Communication Stories

Our Elephant Herd
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

A great herd of elephants is roaming the grassy
plains in search of food. They have walked all
day, and as evening falls they meet a related
group of elephants. As they join the herd,
elephants call out their names [Use Elephant
Language] and the whole herd greets the
others joyously [Use Elephant Language].
The large herd finds a watering hole, with the
help of their oldest and wisest female leader.
As the elephants drink, mothers teach their
children how to drink using their trunks to suck
in the water and spray it into their mouths.
Some of the elephants feel vibrations from far
away through their feet—what is it? They look
[Use Elephant Language] to see if it is a threat. The younger elephants are worried.
What if it’s a hunter? They know that people sometimes hunt elephants for their beautiful
tusks, or capture them and take them far away from their families. Their mothers comfort
them [Use Elephant Language] as the herd leaders listen closely. When the
leaders signal danger [Use Elephant Language] the herd moves off quickly from
the watering hole, and walks on throughout the day until they are sure that they
are safe again.
How would the elephants feel if they were hunted or captured by human beings?
[Show it in elephant language too]
What would you tell the people about elephants?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Animal Communication Stories

Mama Bear and Her Cubs
Date: _______________________

A mother bear and her two young cubs are roaming
across the wilderness. They have been traveling
for many miles, eating all of the wonderful foods
that they find in the trees and on the ground like
fruit, nuts and honey. The cubs are now good tree
climbers, and they also love to play together as their
mother forages for food [Use Bear Language].
One day they climb over a hill and see a fast rushing
stream, tumbling down into the valley below. The
cubs are so excited! They will be able to eat one of
their other favorite foods—fish! And also do their
favorite activity—swim! They race off down the hill,
out of sight of their mother. She is angry [Use Bear Language]. Those cubs should
stay close to her when they are so young. She is also worried [Use Bear Language]
because she sees smoke and a road, which she knows means that people live close to this
stream. Like all bears, she is shy and tries to avoid places where there are people. The cubs
don’t hear her calling, and they run into the stream, swimming and looking for fish to eat.
One cub finds a nice fishing spot, and acts angry [Use Bear Language] to keep his
brother from coming close—he wants all the tasty fish! The brother doesn’t want to fight
[Use Bear Language] so he then swims away. When the mother bear reaches the river,
only one of her cubs is there. Now she is very worried [Use Bear Language]! What if a
human being has stolen her other cub [Use Bear Language]? She runs up and down
the riverbank, until she hears her little cub crying [Use Bear Language] and finds him
scared under a bush. The cubs huddle by their mother [Use Bear Language], happy to
be close to her again after their adventure in the river.

© MichaelGat used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-SA 2.0 license.

Name: ___________________________________________

How would the bears feel if they were hunted or captured by human beings?
[Show it in bear language too]
What would you tell the people about bears?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Animal Communication Sounds Cards
Dolphins
t Dolphins whistle when they are being friendly.
t Each Dolphin has her/his own special whistle that is her/his name.
t Dolphins blow out air fast when they are scared or angry:
“chuff!” “chuff!”
t Dolphins make an ‘S’ shape with their bodies to scare others away—
they’re pretending to be sharks!
t Mother dolphins scold their babies by making many very
fast clicks.

Elephants
t Elephants trumpet very loudly to signal danger and protect
their young.
t Each elephant has his/her own low rumbling growl that is
her/his name.
t When elephants meet their friends they are joyful -- trumpeting,
stamping and rumbling.
t Elephants use their trunks to touch and comfort each other when
they are upset.
t Elephants freeze in place to listen and feel vibrations through their
feet when they are worried.

Bears
t Mother bears use grunts and clicks when they are worried
about their cubs.
t Bears lie down to show that they don’t want to fight with
each other.
t Bears may slap the ground when they are angry.
t Cubs make a sound like a baby crying when they are away
from their mothers.
t Cubs hum when they are happy, playing, and near their mothers.
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Source: IFAW

© West Midlands Police used under a Creative
Commons CC BY-SA 2.0 license.

Lesson 3:
X: Animal Investigators
Overview: Through discussion and participation in a role-play that
involves investigating an animal neglect case, students will understand
the concept of needs and that people must provide for the needs of
dogs and cats.
Procedure:
Introduction
1. Ask students what the difference is between a need and a want.
Objectives
Students will be able to…
t List the needs of cats and dogs.
t Identify the differences between
needs and wants.
t Compare and contrast the needs
of people and the needs of
companion animals.
t Analyze human behavior that
either helps or harms cats and
dogs.

Time Needed

2. Create a two-column chart. Label one column We Need and the
other Dogs/Cats Need. Lead a discussion about what students need
to be happy and healthy. Then guide students to compare the list
they just created with the needs of cats and dogs.
Animal Investigation
1. Explain to the students the role of an Animal Investigator, such as a
Humane Law Enforcement Officer or police officer. Tell the students
they will be acting like Animal Investigators and will be looking for
evidence to see who is telling the truth in the story.
t Students may work as a whole group or in small groups
2. Read the scenario:

45-60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t “Animal Investigator” Worksheet 1
t “Animal Investigator” Worksheet 2

Insider Tips
t For a more interactive lesson, bring
in props like dog or cat bowls,
leashes, water bottles, toys and
pictures of friends to show during
the introduction portion of the
lesson.
t If the students are working in small
groups or pairs, make copies of the
Drawings so that each small group
or pair may have its own.
t If there is extra time in the lesson,
have students share their decisions.
Discuss as a class their findings
and allow students to respectfully
debate their findings.

t A woman has called the authorities to report that a dog living in
her neighborhood is not being taken care of. The dog, named Bud,
lives in a backyard next door to the caller. Bud’s guardian says that
she looks after Bud properly. She says he always has water and that
she feeds him twice a day. Bud is not allowed inside of her house,
but he has his own doghouse. An Animal Investigator will come to
see Bud and assess the situation.
3. Show or direct students to Drawing 1 (the environment and dog)
from “Animal Investigator” Worksheet 1. Explain that when they
first arrive at Bud’s backyard, they should look at the whole situation
and describe all the details about the dog and the environment he
lives in. Ask students the following questions:
t What does Bud look like? What is he doing?
t What is his living situation like? Is he tied down? Is he
tangled up?
t What does the area around Bud look like?
t Why do you think the neighbor reported Bud’s situation?
4. Show or direct students to Drawing 2 (body condition).
Ask students the following questions:
t What is Bud’s body language saying?
t Does he look well fed? How can you tell?
t Does his collar fit properly?
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Insider Tips (continued)
Classroom Teachers
t Instead of making copies of the
Drawings for your students, create
a PowerPoint presentation with the
drawings so they can follow along
as a class.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Writing Standards 1 and 3
and Speaking and Listening
Standard 1.
Outside Humane Educators
t Type out the scenario as an extra
handout for the students. This will
allow them to follow along as you
read the scenario aloud to them.
t Animal neglect and cruelty are
sensitive topics, so be prepared
for student opinions that do not
reflect your own and, without
judging, ask questions as to why
certain opinions are held.

Resource Links
Understanding Cats and Dogs
http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/
our-work/education/cats-dogs-and-us
Dog Body Language
t http://www.aspca.org/Pet-care/
virtual-pet-behaviorist/dog-articles/
canine-body-language
Cat Body Language
t http://www.petfinder.com/cats/
bringing-a-cat-home/how-to-readcats-body-language/
t http://www.humanesociety.
org/animals/cats/tips/cat_
communication.html
Dog Care and Needs
t http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/dogcare/dog-care-general.aspx
Cat Care and Needs
t http://www.aspca.org/aspcakids/
pet-care/cat-care.aspx

Lesson 3: Animal Investigators

(continued)

5. Show or direct students to Drawing 3 (food). Ask students the
following questions:
t Are there signs that Bud is being fed twice a day like his guardian
said he was?
t What do you notice about the bowl?
t Has there been food in the bowl recently?
6. Show or direct students to Drawing 4 (water). Ask students the
following questions:
t Can Bud reach the water bowl? Is it right side up?
t Does it look like it has held water recently?
7. Show or direct students to Drawing 5 (shelter). Explain that shelter
can be a variety of things, but it needs to protect the animal from
rain, snow, wind, the hot sun and other elements. Ask students the
following questions:
t Do you think Bud’s shelter is adequate?
t Can Bud reach his shelter?
t Does it protect him from the weather? Explain.
t Does it have bedding inside such as straw or dry blankets?
8. Show or direct students to Drawing 2 again (health). Tell students to
look for signs of sickness. Ask students the following questions:
t Do you notice any signs that Bud is sick or hurt?
t Are his eyes teary or crusty?
t Do you notice any new wounds or see scabs?
9. Show students Drawings 1 and 2 again (playtime/activity). Ask the
students the following questions:
t What can you tell by looking at the rope?
t Do you see evidence that Bud gets to spend time with/be near
other people or run around and play with other dogs? Explain.
10. Have students determine whether all the evidence supports the
guardian’s claim that Bud is being cared for or the caller’s claim that
he is not. Have students write their determinations citing specific
examples to prove their findings. Students may do this as a small
group, in pairs, or individually.
Wrap Up:
1. Review the needs of a dog or cat.
2. Revisit Bud’s situation and ask the students what can be done to help
Bud if he is not being adequately cared for.
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Drawing 1

Animal Investigator Worksheet 1
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Animal Investigator Worksheet 2
Teacher Note: Be sure that students view the drawings one at a time as described in Lesson 3.
This allows students to first assess the whole situation, and then look closely at details.

Drawing 5

Drawing 4

Drawing 3

Drawing 2
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Source: HEART

Lesson 4:
X: A Happy Home for Every Dog & Cat
Overview: Students will learn about companion animal issues, specifically overpopulation, homelessness, and puppy mills. Students will
learn about these topics in a variety of ways, including through a video,
math worksheet and discussion of an individual dog’s story from homelessness to adoption.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Discuss some of the reasons for,
the consequences of, and ways
to prevent companion animal
homelessness.
t Identify several traits of a responsible
companion animal guardian.

Time Needed

Procedure:
Introduction
Ask students where people can get pets? Where can a family go to get a
cat or a dog? Briefly discuss.
Individual Homeless Animal Story
Introduce the students to an individual animal’s adoption story. This
story will highlight one of the millions of stories of animals who end up
homeless and in animal shelters.
t Option 1: Hazel’s Story. Read the “Hazel’s Story” handout to the
class. Note: This is a true story.
t Option 2: Introduce the students to your Before & After Story.*
Explain to the students that this story is only one out of millions of
stories of homeless animals living in the country right now.

45–60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t Before & After Story* pictures
t “Too Many Puppies?” math
worksheet
t “Hazel’s Story” handout
t HEART Puppy Mill Video
http://www.youtube.com/user/
TeachingHumane/videos

Insider Tips
t *Before & After Story—One of
the most effective tools a humane
educator can use is a personal
animal story. Highlighting the
difficulties and ultimate triumph of
an individual animal helps students
put a face and name to complex and
widespread problems. In this lesson,
we suggest as an option that the
instructor find a story of a dog or
cat who has a happy adoption story.
Preferably, the story would involve a
“before picture,” when the animal
entered the shelter and then an
“after picture,” when the animal
was adopted into a loving home.
The more information you can find
out about the animal’s homeless
story, the deeper the students will
become engaged.

TeachHumane.org

Companion Animal Overpopulation
1. Hand each student a “Too Many Puppies?” math worksheet.
Explain to the students that they are going to be using math to figure
out just how many puppies can come from one unspayed dog in only
two years.
2. Have students complete the “Too Many Puppies?” math worksheet
either individually or in pairs. Review the math section.
3. Hold a class discussion about the answers to questions “A” and “B.”
t (A) Takeaway Point: There are millions of homeless animals living
either on the streets or in shelters. A large percentage of these
millions of animals are euthanized each year because shelters
do not have adequate space and resources to take care of all the
homeless animals.
t (B) Takeaway Point: Spaying is a surgery done on female animals
and neutering is a surgery done on male animals to prevent them
from having more babies because there are so many companion
animals that already need homes. There are also other benefits to
the surgery. For example, it reduces the risks of certain diseases like
cancer, helps calm the animals down, and reduces the chances of
their running away and getting lost.
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Insider Tips (continued)
t To find a Before & After Story,
we suggest contacting your local
animal shelter and rescue groups.
You could also do online research
or ask friends and family.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, have the
students write a story from the
point of view of a dog living in a
puppy mill or living in a shelter.
t As an extension activity, see the
Homeless Animal Stories, and
discussion questions, in the Helping
Homeless Animals Activity #2 for
Grades 3–5.
t This activity aligns to Common Core
Math Standard 3.OA; Speaking and
Listening Standards 1, 2, and 3; and
Writing Standards 2 and 4.
Outside Humane Educators
t If possible, arrange a field trip to
a local animal shelter or animal
rescue group so students can meet
animals affected by homelessness.
t If the math computations are
too difficult for your students,
consider doing the math worksheet
together as a class and have the
students follow along.

Resource Links
Companion Animal Homelessness
t http://www.nhes.org/articles/
view/696
t http://www.peta.org/
issues/companion-animals/
overpopulation.aspx
t http://www.aspca.org/adoption/petoverpopulation.aspx
Puppy Mills
t www.humanesociety.org/issues/
puppy_mills
t http://www.aspca.org/PUPPYMILLS
t http://bestfriends.org/
common/pages/resourcearticle.
aspx?id=21474864659
t http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/
resource-centre/how-much-doggiemy-browser
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Lesson 4: A Happy Home for Every Dog & Cat
(continued)

Puppy Mills
1. Explain to students that even though there are millions of homeless
animals waiting for forever homes, and many more animals being born
on the streets every year, there are still people who purposely breed
puppies and kittens. Introduce the topic of puppy mills, briefly describe
what a puppy mill is and introduce the HEART Puppy Mill Video.
2. Play the HEART Puppy Mill Video for the class.
3. After the video, ask the students the following discussion questions
and debrief:
t Do you have any initial comments/feelings to share about the video?
t Describe what you saw in the video.
t Where do most puppies go after they are born on puppy mills?
t Would any of you treat your own dog the way the dogs in the video
were treated?
t Why do puppy mill operators treat their dogs this way and keep
them in those conditions?
t What can we do to help stop puppy mills?
Wrap Up:
1. Ask students what they learned today. Possible answers:
t Companion animal overpopulation is a big problem.
t Spaying/neutering, adoption and supporting adoption centers can
help reduce overpopulation and homelessness.
t Puppy mills are terrible places where dogs are not treated well and
their puppies are sold at pet stores where unsuspecting people often
buy cute puppies.
2. Ask students what they can do in their own lives to help homeless
animals and puppy mill dogs. Possible answers:
t Write to pet stores and legislators.
t Boycott pet stores that sell puppies from puppy mills.
t Always adopt your animals from local shelters.
t Educate others on these topics.
t Support organizations dedicated to solving these problems.
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Too Many Puppies?
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Meet Lacy. She is a nice dog with a nice family. Unfortunately, Lacy’s
family never got her spayed (a safe surgery to make sure Lacy doesn’t
have any unwanted puppies). Follow the directions to see just how
many puppies can come from just one unspayed dog like Lacy.
Directions: Read each sentence and write the correct number of
puppies into the right column. To get the total number of puppies,
add up all the numbers in the right column.
1. Lacy’s family wants ONE dog and gets Lacy.
2. In January, Lacy had EIGHT puppies. Her first litter of puppies consisted of two
males and six females.
3. In June, Lacy had her second litter. She had SIX more puppies. Three were male and
three were female.
4. In August, Lacy’s SIX daughters from her first litter each had SEVEN puppies.
24 were female. (6x7)
5. In December, Lacy had her third litter of SIX puppies. They were all female.
6. By the next January, Lacy’s THREE daughters from her second litter each had SIX
puppies. 6 were female. (3x6)
7. In May, Lacy’s TWENTY-FOUR granddaughters from her first litter each had FIVE
puppies. 72 were female. (24x5)
8. In July, Lacy’s SIX granddaughters from her second litter each had FOUR puppies.
15 were female. (6x4)
9. In August, Lacy’s SIX daughters from her third litter each had FIVE puppies.
10 were female. (6x5)
10. In December, Lacy’s SEVENTY-TWO great granddaughters from her first litter each
had FIVE puppies. 120 were females. (72x5)
What is the TOTAL number of puppies that were born because of one unspayed dog
in two years?

A) Will it be easy to find homes for all these puppies? What could happen to them?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
B) What could Lacy’s family have done to prevent so many puppies from being born?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Too Many Puppies?
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Meet Lacy. She is a nice dog with a nice family. Unfortunately, Lacy’s
family never got her spayed (a safe surgery to make sure Lacy doesn’t
have any unwanted puppies). Follow the directions to see just how
many puppies can come from just one unspayed dog like Lacy.
Directions: Read each sentence and write the correct number of
puppies into the right column. To get the total number of puppies,
add up all the numbers in the right column.
1. Lacy’s family wants ONE dog and gets Lacy.

1

2. In January, Lacy had EIGHT puppies. Her first litter of puppies consisted of two
males and six females.

8

3. In June, Lacy had her second litter. She had SIX more puppies. Three were male and
three were female.

6

4. In August, Lacy’s SIX daughters from her first litter each had SEVEN puppies.
24 were female. (6x7)
5. In December, Lacy had her third litter of SIX puppies. They were all female.

42
6

6. By the next January, Lacy’s THREE daughters from her second litter each had SIX
puppies. 6 were female. (3x6)

18

7. In May, Lacy’s TWENTY-FOUR granddaughters from her first litter each had FIVE
puppies. 72 were female. (24x5)

120

8. In July, Lacy’s SIX granddaughters from her second litter each had FOUR puppies.
15 were female. (6x4)

24

9. In August, Lacy’s SIX daughters from her third litter each had FIVE puppies.
10 were female. (6x5)

30

10. In December, Lacy’s SEVENTY-TWO great granddaughters from her first litter each
had FIVE puppies. 120 were females. (72x5)

360

What is the TOTAL number of puppies that were born because of one unspayed dog
in two years?

615

A) Will it be easy to find homes for all these puppies? What could happen to them?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
B) What could Lacy’s family have done to prevent so many puppies from being born?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Hazel’s Story
This is Hazel. Hazel’s story, though unique, is
unfortunately not too unusual. Her story starts
with a video camera in an elevator. Police and
prosecutors found some video footage from
that camera, showing Hazel’s guardian abusing
her. The police did a thorough investigation,
concerned that Hazel’s guardian was a dog
fighter and using Hazel as a bait dog. After the
investigation, a few things happened. Hazel was
seized from her guardian, had her injuries treated
by caring veterinarians, and was brought to the ASPCA animal shelter. Though
he wasn’t a dog fighter, Hazel’s guardian was punished for abusing and hitting
Hazel and he expressed deep remorse for hurting her.
At the ASPCA, Hazel was nursed
back to health and recovered from
her physical and emotional injuries.
She learned to trust people again
and, after some time, she found a
new home! Hazel was adopted by a
loving couple that gave her a new
life. Hazel must have known she
was home because her new doggie
mom said, “As soon as we got her
home, she started kissing me and
kissing my fiancé.”
Hazel’s story is just one of the
millions of stories of homeless
animals that end up at animal
shelters every year. Thankfully,
Hazel’s story had a happy ending,
but there are still so many cats and
dogs at shelters waiting for their
forever homes.
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Grades 3–5: Lessons

Source: HEART

Lesson 5:
X: Friends on the Farm
Overview: Students will learn about how farm animals are similar
to cats and dogs. First, students will determine the origins of certain
foods. Then they will think about how animals are raised on factory
farms to become food by watching a video.
Procedure:
Introduction
Introduce the lesson’s major themes: farm animals; their treatment; and
their roles in society being raised for human consumption.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Describe the conditions under
which animals in factory farms are
raised.
t Identify ways to address the
problems with factory farming.

Time Needed
45–60 minutes
1 class period

Where Does This Food Come From Challenge
1. Tell students you are going to name a food and that they have three
ways to respond. They can raise one finger in the air if they believe
the food comes from plants. They can raise two fingers in the air if
they believe it comes from an animal. Or they can raise three fingers
in the air if they believe it can come from both an animal and a
plant.
2. Present the following nine food items: peanut butter; cheese; chicken
nuggets; pasta; chocolate; milk; soy milk; eggs; and bacon.

Materials
t The Meatrix® I video
http://www.themeatrix.com/
(Produced by Free Range Studios,
www.freerangestudios.com,
in conjunction with GRACE/
Sustainable Table,
www.sustainabletable.org.
Copyright © 2003 GRACE)
t “Farm Animal Compare/Contrast”
handouts:
t Chickens
t Cows
t Pigs
t (Optional) Pictures of:
t Traditional family farm
t Exterior of a factory farm

3. Debrief about the challenge, focusing on which animals were used
in the animal products. Ask the students if they believe the animals
mentioned are very different from dogs and cats.
Factory Farming
1. Ask students to describe what a typical farm looks like in the United
States. (Possible answers: big red barn; large green pastures; lots of
space.)
2. Inform the students that at one time farms did look like an idyllic
scene with roaming pastures and wide open spaces, but this is no
longer the case. Explain to the students that they will be watching a
short video that talks about what it is like on today’s modern farms,
also known as factory farms.
t Prior to showing The Meatrix® I, ask the students to keep this
question in mind while they watch the video: In what ways do we
treat farm animals differently from companion animals?
3. Play the video, The Meatrix® I.
4. After viewing the video, ask the students the post-video questions:
t Do you have any initial comments/feelings to share about the video?
t Based on what you saw and heard in the film, how would you
describe a factory farm?
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Grades 3–5: Lessons

Lesson 5: Friends on the Farm

Insider Tips
t The Meatrix® I video can
be ordered for free at
http://www.themeatrix.com/.
t For a more interactive lesson,
bring pictures of foods used in the
Where Does Your Food Come From
Challenge, to use when quizzing
students.
Classroom Teachers
t To extend the lesson, supply the
students with information about
their group’s farm animal and
give them time to create a more
detailed class presentation.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Reading Standards 1, 7, and 9;
Speaking and Listening Standards
1, 3, and 4; and Writing Standard
4.
Outside Humane Educators
t If you are unable to watch a video,
bring in images of factory farms
that are not too graphic. Focus on
confinement, antibiotic use, and
environmental degradation.
t Supply each farm animal group
with poster board, and photos they
can glue on the poster board, to
add to their presentation.

Resource Links
Farm Animal Protection
t www.farmsanctuary.org
t www.hsus.org/farm_animals/
t www.cok.net
t www.eatwellguide.org
Pro-Animal Agriculture
t www.consumerfreedom.com
t http://www.debatabase.org/details.
asp?topicID=301

(continued)

Compare and Contrast: Farm Animal Lives
1. Inform the students that they will each become experts on a
particular farm animal. Divide the students into groups of 4 or 5.
2. Once students are divided into groups, assign each group one
animal (cow, pig, or chicken) and give them the corresponding
photos of those animals.
3. Tell each group to compare and contrast the pictures of the animals
in a more natural habitat, and the list of their natural behaviors, to
the pictures of the animals living in the factory farms.
4. Instruct each group to answer the following Small Group Questions.
t What do you notice about how the animals on the factory farm are
raised?
t How do you think animals raised on factory farms feel?
t What differences do you notice between the animals in their natural
setting compared to the animals in the factory farm?
t Where do you think the animals would prefer to live and why?
5. Once the groups have had time to discuss and record their answers,
give the groups a few minutes each to share their information with
the rest of the class. If there is more than one group working on the
same animal, consider having one group share answers for the first
two questions and then have the other group share responses for the
remaining questions.
6. Ask students why they think factory farms operate the way that
they do. (Answer: Operators make more money by confining more
animals in a relatively small space. It saves on land, building space,
and labor. As a result, the food from animals raised on these kinds of
farms is cheaper than if the animals had more space.)
Wrap Up:
Ask students how they feel about factory farms. Finally, if they are
concerned with the way the farm animals are treated, ask them what
they think can be done to help. Possible answers:
t Write letters to companies that raise farmed animals and insist that
they treat the animals more humanely.
t Write letters to legislators and ask that they pass tougher laws to
protect the well-being of farm animals.
t Only support farms that do not raise animals in factory farm-like
conditions (i.e. not purchasing food from fast food restaurants).
t Eat more plant-based foods.
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Compare and Contrast: Chickens
Natural Behaviors
for Chickens

Chickens in Natural Habitat

t Roam around freely
t Stretch their wings
t Investigate
t Sunbathe
t Dustbathe
t Perch in high places
t Raise their young

Factory Farm Chickens

All photos this page © Farm Sanctuary
TeachHumane.org
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Compare and Contrast: Cows
Natural Behaviors
for Cows

Cows in Natural Habitat

t Roam around freely
t Graze on grass
t Lie in the sun
t Nurse and raise their
calves
t Form friendships
t Jump when excited

Factory Farm Cows

All photos this page © Farm Sanctuary
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Compare and Contrast: Pigs
Natural Behaviors
for Pigs

Pigs in Natural Habitat

t Roam around freely
t Cool off in mud
t Investigate
t Sleep by other pigs
for comfort
t Build a nest of straw
t Raise their piglets
t Play

Factory Farm Pigs

All photos this page © Farm Sanctuary
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Grades 3–5: Lessons

Source: HEART

Lesson 6:
X: Wildlife Under Fire
Overview: By teaching their peers and reading real world accounts
of animals affected by human activity, students will make tangible
connections between the lives of both people and wild animals.
Procedure:
Introduction
Introduce the lesson’s major themes of environmental issues such
as pollution, habitat destruction, poaching, climate change and
endangered species.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Identify ways to help endangered
animals.
t List some of the causes and
consequences of
t Habitat destruction
t Pollution
t Poaching
t Climate change
t Identify the various reasons why a
species may become endangered.

Time Needed
45–60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t “Habitat Matching” worksheet
t “Animals in Danger” worksheets
(poaching, habitat destruction,
climate change, and pollution
stories)
t Markers
t Poster board paper

Insider Tips
t The Animals in Danger stories
are fictional and based on real
environmental concerns.
t When the student groups are
writing their answers on the poster
board, instruct them to write in
complete sentences. This will help
clarify their presentations to the
rest of the class.
t To have a more local impact, you
can create your own “Habitat
Matching” worksheet using
endangered species from your
state or region.

TeachHumane.org

Habitat Destruction and Endangered Species
1. Write the following sentence on poster board, a power point
presentation or white/chalk board: Animals can be found living in
almost every place on earth. A place an animal normally lives is called
his or her __________. There are many kinds, including jungles,
rainforests, oceans, deserts and rivers. Ask students to complete the
sentence. (Answer: Habitat)
2. Hand out the “Habitat Matching” worksheet and
go over the instructions with the class.
Go over answers as a class. (Answers:
Ocean/River—Leatherback Sea
Turtle and Shortnose Sturgeon;
Shoreline—Black Rail and
Northern Cricket Frog;
Woodland/Forest—Gray Wolf
and Peregrine Falcon)
3. Ask the class what all of the
animals in the “Habitat Matching”
worksheet have in common.
(Answer: They are all endangered
species)
4. Ask class to define “endangered species.”
Animals in Danger
1. Introduce the next activity. Divide students into small groups giving
each group a different “Animals in Danger” story and worksheet.
Each group will read the story and then answer the four questions
following the reading on poster board (they are not to answer the
Bonus Vocabulary section yet). Additionally, each group should
write the title of the worksheet on top of the poster board.
t Time permitting: Have students decorate
the poster board with drawings representing their story after
they have finished writing down their answers.
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Grades 3–5: Lessons

Insider Tips (continued)
Classroom Teachers
t When summarizing the “Animals
in Danger” stories, consider using
poster board or a PowerPoint
or Keynote presentation to help
students follow the various stories.
t Prior to the groups’ sharing out
loud, model how best to present
the information to the class.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Reading Standards 1 and 4;
Speaking and Listening
Standards 1, 2, and 4; and
Writing Standard 2.
Outside Humane Educators
t When defining the term
endangered species, the word
extinct might be used. Make sure
to also define the word extinct as
some students might not know
what this term means.
t To cut down on confusion and
disagreements amongst group
members, assign one student
volunteer per group to read the
story aloud to the rest of the
group.

Resource Links
Habitat Destruction
t http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/
our-work/education/under-one-sky
t www.equalearth.org/
naturalhabitatdestruction.html

Lesson 6: Wildlife Under Fire

(continued)

2. Once the groups have completed their poster boards, go through the
following steps with each group:
t Summarize group’s story for the rest of the class.
t Ask the students to present their four answers to the class using
the poster board.
t Remind the class to fill in the Bonus Vocabulary when it appears
in each group’s presentation.
Wrap Up:
1. Ask students what they learned today. Possible answers:
t How to define endangered species, habitat destruction, pollution,
climate change, and poaching.
t Ways people try to solve problems facing wild animals and the
environment.
t Reasons why people destroy habitats or poach animals.
2. Ask students what they can do in their own lives to help prevent
or curb environmental harms like habitat destruction, pollution,
climate change, and poaching. Possible answers:
t Write to companies and legislators.
t Boycott products.
t Recycle, reduce and reuse household goods.
t Educate others on these topics.
t Support organizations dedicated to solving these problems.

Endangered Species
t www.nrdc.org
t www.fws.gov/endangered
Climate Change
t www.epa.gov/globalwarming/kids
t http://climatekids.nasa.gov/bigquestions/
t http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/
node/6367
Poaching
t http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/
resource-centre/criminal-natureglobal-security-implications-illegalwildlife-tra-0
t www.savetherhino.org/
t www.humanesociety.org/issues/
poaching/
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Habitat Matching Worksheet
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Animals can be found living in almost any place on Earth. The place an animal normally
lives is called his/her __________________. There are many kinds, such as grass, in the soil,
in ponds or rivers.
Directions: Draw a line between each animal
and his or her home.

Northern Cricket Frog

Ocean/River
Leatherback Sea Turtle

Black Rail

Gray Wolf

Shoreline

Peregrine Falcon

Shortnose Sturgeon

Woodland/Forest
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Animals in Danger: Polar Bears
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Kodak and his mother live in the Arctic. They spend much of their time
swimming from ice flow to ice flow in search of food. Each month getting
from one ice flow to the next becomes harder for Kodak, who is still
very young. Many ice flows have melted because of climate change and
sometimes Kodak and his mother have to swim for many miles before they
reach land, which is dangerous and tiring. The earth’s temperature is rising
and causing ice to melt, warmer oceans and more extreme storms. Climate
change is caused by too many greenhouse gases being released into the
atmosphere (air). These gases come from cars, planes, factories, household
products and factory farming. Fortunately for Kodak and his mom, there
are people trying to slow down climate change. People are cutting down
on greenhouses gases by riding bikes instead of driving cars, using less
electricity from factories, and not eating food from factory farms. With help
from you and other people who care for Kodak and all polar bears, climate
change can be stopped and the Arctic can be saved!

1. What is harming the Polar Bears? _______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
2. What is climate change? ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
3. What causes climate change? __________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
4. How are people trying to stop climate change? ___________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Bonus Vocabulary
Habitat Destruction is __________________________________________________________
Pollution is ___________________________________________________________________
Poaching is ___________________________________________________________________
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Animals in Danger: Tigers
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Dhali and her two cubs live in the jungles of Indonesia. Dhali
and her cubs are very special. They are three of only about 3,200
wild tigers left in the world. Tigers like Dhali have had almost all
of their habitats destroyed by people. Dhali’s habitat has been
destroyed so that people could use the trees and land. Habitat
destruction has been caused by some big paper companies
cutting down most of the trees so they could make paper. Other
companies clear the land so they can farm palm oil (used in
food) and sell it overseas. For tigers, like Dhali, time is running
out unless something can be done. People are trying to help.
Around the world people are boycotting products with palm
oil and only using recycled paper products as a way to say that
they don’t support the companies that are hurting the tigers.
1. What is harming the Tigers?____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
2. What is habitat destruction? ___________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
3. What causes habitat destruction? _______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
4. How are people trying to stop habitat destruction? ________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Bonus Vocabulary
Climate Change is _____________________________________________________________
Pollution is ___________________________________________________________________
Poaching is ___________________________________________________________________
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Animals in Danger: Elephants
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Princess, her sister Tilly, and the rest of her family and friends
live in Africa. Since they are adult elephants, they are big and
strong. Unfortunately the sisters and the other elephants
also face a big problem: poaching. Poaching is when people
illegally hunt and kill wild animals. The illegal hunters, called
poachers, kill thousands of elephants every year so they
can make money by selling the elephants’ tusks. The tusks
are made out of ivory and the ivory is used to make trinkets
and jewelry. Many people buy these items because they think they are pretty and valuable
without realizing that they are supporting the killing of elephants. People from around the
world have joined together to try to protect the elephants. Groups like the International Fund
for Animal Welfare (IFAW) provide equipment and training to help local park rangers and
governments stop people from poaching. They also help people understand that they can
help protect elephants by not buying ivory products.
1. What is harming the elephants? ________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
2. What is poaching? ___________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
3. What causes poaching? _______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
4. How are people trying to stop poaching? ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Bonus Vocabulary
Habitat Destruction is __________________________________________________________
Pollution is ___________________________________________________________________
Climate Change is _____________________________________________________________
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Animals in Danger: Brown Pelicans
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Sklya is a beautiful Brown Pelican who is very sad. Every year she flies
down from her summer home in Canada to lay her eggs in Florida.
The last two years Sklya and most of her friends have not hatched any
chicks. Scientists believe that the birds are having a hard time having
chicks because of the pollution. Pollution is when chemicals and other
harmful materials get into the environment and cause problems for
animals, people and the planet. The pollution that is hurting Sklya and
the other Brown Pelicans comes from chemicals called pesticides that
farmers are using to protect their crops from insects. These chemicals
are making all the Brown Pelican’s eggshells too thin and weak.
Luckily, scientists have let the people know about what they found
and some are trying to help. People are trying to stop the pollution by
asking the farmers and companies to stop using harmful chemicals.
Many families are also using household cleaning products that don’t
hurt the environment.

1. What is harming the Brown Pelicans? ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
2. What is pollution? ____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
3. What causes pollution? _______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
4. How are people trying to stop pollution? _________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Bonus Vocabulary
Habitat Destruction is __________________________________________________________
Climate Change is _____________________________________________________________
Poaching is ___________________________________________________________________
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Grades 6–8: Activities

Source: HEART

Activity 1: Puppy Mills: Exposed
Overview: After being introduced to the topic of puppy mills
through an educational video, students will dig deeper into the issue
by comparing and contrasting various state laws as they relate to dog
breeding.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Describe the conditions of a puppy
mill.
t Examine the reasons why puppy
mills exist.
t Compare & contrast various laws
addressing animal breeding.

Time Needed

Procedure:
Introduction
Introduce the topic of the activity by asking students to describe what
they believe companion animal overpopulation means. Ask students
how many animals they believe are homeless and why this happens.
(Note: According to ASPCA in 2013, approximately 5–7 million
animals enter animal shelters in the United States every year.)
What is a Puppy Mill?
1. Ask students whether they believe it makes sense for people to
continue breeding dogs and cats given that there are already millions
of homeless animals.
2. Explain to the students that there are places called puppy mills that
exist solely to breed more dogs. Tell them they will be watching a
video about puppy mills.

20–45 minutes

Materials
t HEART’s Puppy Mill Video
http://www.youtube.com/user/
TeachingHumane/videos
t TV & DVD player or computer &
projector
t Summary of your state’s puppy mill
law
t Summary of the strongest state
puppy mill law

Insider Tips

3. Screen HEART’s Puppy Mill Video.
Tough Love Laws: A Comparison
1. After the video, ask students to share their initial reactions and
comments.
2. Ask students what can be done to end puppy mills.
(Possible answers: adopt pets; do not buy animals from pet stores or
online; educate other people on the issue.)

TeachHumane.org
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t To find your state’s puppy mill law,
visit Animal Legal and Historical
Center’s website:
t http://animallaw.info/
articles/State%20Tables/
tbuscommercialbreeders.htm
t http://www.animallaw.info/
articles/armpusbreedinglaws.
htm
t Organizations such as Animal
Legal Defense Fund (www.aldf.
org) and Humane Society of the
United States (www.hsus.org) have
detailed information and rankings
of each state’s animal-related
statutes, including ones on puppy
mills.
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Grades 6–8: Activities

Activity 1: Puppy Mills: Exposed
Insider Tips (continued)
t Go Local. Instead of focusing on
state laws, have students examine
different cities’ responses to puppy
mills. For a list of city ordinances
go to this website:
http://bestfriends.org/Resources/
No-Kill-Resources/Puppy-millinitiatives/Fighting-Puppy-Mills/
Jurisdictions-with-retail-pet-salebans/
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, have
students compare and contrast
their state’s animal cruelty law(s)
with the federal Animal Welfare
Act:
http://www.animallaw.info/statutes/
Outside Humane Educators
t If your teaching setting is not
conducive to showing videos, bring
in photographs of puppy mill
conditions.
t Focus less on the horrid reality
of animals being euthanized and
focus more on the very clear and
possible solutions to the animal
overpopulation and puppy mill
problems.
t Learn more about puppy mills at:
t http://www.aspca.org/
PUPPYMILLS
t http://bestfriends.org/
common/pages/resourcearticle.
aspx?id=21474836560
t http://www.ifaw.org/sites/
default/files/ifaw-report-howmuch-is-that-doggie-on-mybrowser.pdf
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(continued)

t Important: If not mentioned, explain to the students that
legislation can be an effective way to curb puppy mills.
3. Explain to the students that they are going to examine laws
addressing puppy mills.
t Option 1: Have students compare and contrast their state’s puppy
mill law with that of the state with the strongest law.
t Option 2: If your state does not have a specific law addressing
animal breeding, choose the states with the weakest and strongest
puppy mill laws to compare and contrast.
Things to consider: number of animals allowed; penalties;
minimum conditions allowed; who is considered a “commercial
breeder.”
t Option 3: If your state does not have a specific law addressing
animal breeding, choose any state’s puppy mill law and have
students brainstorm ways that the law could be improved.
Wrap Up:
1. Once students have completed their comparisons, review them
together.
2. Ask students what the motivations are for puppy mill operators
and what can be done to shut puppy mills down. (Possible answers:
adopt from a shelter; don’t patronize pet stores that sell animals;
encourage lawmakers to adopt tougher puppy mill laws; educate the
public; profits.)
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Source: HEART

Activity 2: My Story: How Did I Get Here?
Overview: Students will examine some of the many ways companion
animals become homeless and end up in animal shelters. Students will
translate this new knowledge into creating a first-person point of view
piece, which they will scaffold prior to completing.
Procedure:
Introduction
1. Ask the students, “what is a homeless companion animal?”
Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Identify some of the reasons for
companion animal homelessness.
t Describe at least three things that
a person should consider before
adopting an animal.

2. Have the students list all of the dangers a homeless companion
animal might face because s/he is living on the street.
3. Lead the students in a discussion about what can happen to animals
who are homeless. Explain that they may find forever homes while at
adoption centers or they may be euthanized due to overpopulation,
health problems, or behavioral issues.
How Did I Get Here?
Ask the students, “Why do you think companion animals end up in
animal shelters?” Allow students to respond. Possible answers:

Time Needed
30–60 minutes

Materials
t “Telling Their Story” worksheet
t Optional: “Homeless Animal Stories”
handout (from the Grades 3–5
Activity: Helping Homeless Animals)

t They were stray and picked up.

Insider Tips

t Family decided they did not want the animal anymore.

t Create a handout that explains how
companion animal homelessness can
be prevented. Include the contact
information for local animal care
and control, shelters, and reputable
rescue groups.
t If students have difficulty starting
their stories, read one or more
stories from the “Homeless Animal
Stories” handout from the Grades
3–5 Activity 2 or share any real life
homeless animal stories you know.

t Someone’s companion animal had puppies or kittens.

Classroom Teachers
t As an extension, consider a field trip
to a local animal adoption center.
t As an extension, have students hold
a fundraiser for a local shelter or
animal rescue group.
Outside Humane Educators
t If the site allows, bring a rescued
animal from a shelter (provided the
animal will be comfortable). Telling
the story of an animal they can
actually meet will be very effective.
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t They were abused or neglected and rescued.
t Family could no longer take care of them.

Telling Their Story
1. Inform students that companion animals find themselves at animal
shelters for a variety of reasons.
2. Hand out the “Telling Their Story” worksheet to the students.
Instruct the students to complete the worksheet, which will help
them create their own animal homelessness story written from the
point of view of the homeless animal.
3. After the students complete the “Telling Their Story” worksheet,
have them use it to create a one page narrative from the point of
view of the animal in their worksheet.
Wrap Up:
1. Once students have completed their narratives, have volunteers
share out loud.
2. Ask students what can be done to prevent unnecessary companion
animal homelessness. (Possible answers: spay/neuter; adopting
animals instead of buying them; providing animals with an ID tag/
microchip; Trap/Neuter/Return programs; supporting local animal
adoption centers.)
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Telling Their Story
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Imagine you are an animal who lost your home.
What would your life be like? Answer the following
questions as though you were a companion animal who
was abandoned in a shelter or became homeless.
What is your name?
What kind of companion
animal are you?
What was your life like
when you lived with a
family?
What happened that
made you abandoned or
homeless?
How do you spend your
days?
What makes you happy?

What makes you sad or
worried?
What do you wish your life
were like?
How can people help you
so that you have a better
life?
On the back, use what you have written above to write a short story from the perspective
of your animal.
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Grades 6–8: Activities

Source: HEART

Activity 3: Finding Your Match
Overview: Students will complete a questionnaire to consider what
they are looking for in their perfect companion. They will also think
about what their companion animals will need so that they can be the
best guardians.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Identify several important factors
to consider when deciding to
adopt an animal.

Time Needed
30–45 minutes

Materials
t “Finding Your Match”
questionnaire
t Optional: Books about animal care
for different species (and different
dog breeds)

Insider Tips
t Consider doing some research in
advance so that you are ready to
suggest which animals might be
good matches for your students if
they ask for help.
t Remember to emphasize that
it is important not to make
assumptions about an animal’s
personality because each animal
is an individual, but that it can be
helpful to become familiar with
the tendencies of certain breeds
of dog. For example, Jack Russell
Terriers tend to be very high
energy. Hound dogs tend to be
calmer dogs. Staffordshire terriers
tend to be very loyal dogs.
t Encourage students to talk to the
staff at the adoption center about
what they are looking for in a
companion. The staff members will
help them find their match and be
impressed that they have thought
ahead about the qualities they are
looking for in a companion.
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Procedure:
Introduction
Introduce the activity by asking the students if they ever think about
having a companion animal when they are older. Explain to them that
many people choose animals based only on appearance, not personality
or the time and space they can provide for their animals.
Finding Your Match
1. Let the students know that they are going to fill out their own
“Finding Your Match” questionnaire and that they will discuss their
responses as a group afterward.
2. Hand out the “Finding Your Match” questionnaire and give students
time to fill it out.
3. Once the students have completed the questionnaire, ask them to
find a partner with whom to share all their responses, except the last
one.
t When partner #1 finishes sharing, partner #2 should suggest what
animal s/he thinks would be a good match and why.
t Then partner #1 should say whether or not that was the animal
s/he thought would be a good match and why. If the suggested
animal was not the same, partner #1 should consider partner #2’s
suggestion and then decide whether or not s/he wants to change
his/her answer.
t They should then switch roles so that partner #2 can share.
Group Sharing
1. Start by asking students what they think finding a perfect match
really means. Allow students to respond.
Take home point: Remind students that match means two, so
when thinking about a perfect match it means finding a companion
animal who fits what you are looking for, but it also means that they
fit what the companion animal is looking for – meaning that you
have to consider whether or not you have the means and ability to
provide for all of the animal’s needs.
2. Ask the whole class the following questions:
t Were there certain questions on the questionnaire that you thought
were more important than others? Which ones? Why or why not?
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Activity 3: Finding Your Match
Insider Tips (continued)
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, assign
students different species of animals
to learn more about their natural
behaviors and how to provide them
with proper care to meet their
needs. Afterward ask the students
if there is an animal they learned
about that they think would be a
good match for them and why.
Outside Humane Educators
t If possible, bring a few books on
animal care for a few different
species of animals so that the
students can use them as a
reference for deciding on a perfect
match. The books can also be a
good resource during the group
sharing session.
t Remind students that they can find
many different species of animals
available for adoption through
Petfinder.com, which provides
personality descriptions of the
animals so that potential adopters
can know more about them.
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(continued)

t Were there any questions that did not matter to you? Why or why
not? (e.g., what the animal looks like)
t Did you have an animal in mind that you thought would be your
perfect match but then reconsidered? If so, why? (e.g., a student may
have thought s/he wanted a dog, but then realized without a yard
s/he would have to take the dog out multiple times a day for exercise
and to go to the bathroom and s/he would not have the time.)
t What type of animal did you think would be your perfect match
and why?
t What are some additional considerations, not on the questionnaire,
that you should make before choosing an animal to adopt?
Wrap Up:
1. Ask the students whether they think this activity can help someone
find his/her perfect match.
2. Tell the students that if their whole family wanted to adopt
an animal, all family members might consider filling out the
questionnaire together to help them decide on the perfect match for
the whole family.
3. Let the students know that there are many different types of animals
that are in need of adoption, such as dogs, cats, guinea pigs, rabbits,
reptiles, birds, hamsters, and a wide variety of other companion
animals.
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Finding Your Match
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

1. What commitments do you have that keep you busy? (Circle all those that apply.)
School

Homework
Hobbies

Sports

Arts

Time with human friends

Clubs

Chores

Other___________________________

2. How many hours on average do you think your activities take every day? Add them up, then
add 8 hours for sleeping and 2 hours for eating. How much time do you have left to spend
with your animal?

3. How much space do you have for an animal? How will your animal get exercise?

4. Do you want an animal who is more independent and only needs a little of your time or an
animal who is really dependent and wants to be with you all of the time?
Independent

or

Dependent

5. Do you want an animal who cuddles and sleeps in the bed with you or an animal who sleeps
in his/her own place?
Cuddles

or

Sleeps in his/her own place

6. Do you want an animal who is full of energy and wants to play a lot or a calm animal?
High energy

Medium Energy

Low energy

7. Do you care about size? A big animal or a small animal?
Very small

Small

Medium

Large

Very large

8. Do you care about what your animal looks like? If yes, describe.
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Finding Your Match
9.

(continued)

Do you care about the gender of the animal?
Male

Female

It doesn’t matter

10. Do you want a younger animal or older animal?
Baby

Young

Middle-aged

Senior Animal (older)

11. What do you most look forward to about having an animal? (Circle all that apply.)
Playing with him/her
Petting him/her

Watching his/her behaviors

Going for walks

Cuddling/holding

Other___________________________________
12. How would you describe the personality of your perfect animal? (Circle all that apply.)
Lovable

Serious

Courageous

Smart

Silly

Affectionate

Curious

Mischievous

Shy

Playful

Peaceful/Calm

Sweet

Fun

Other_________________

13. Is there anything else you are looking for in your match?

14. What animal do you think would be the best match for you and why?
(you can be general or specific)
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Source: HEART

Activity 4: Humane Map
Overview: Students will create maps of their neighborhoods,
highlighting different landmarks related to animals.
Procedure:
Introduction
Ask students to list the different components of a map. (Possible
answers: scale; legend or key; title; north arrow; neatline.)
Objectives
Students will be able to…
t List the different parts of a map.
t Locate landmarks in their
neighborhood.
t Practice their research skills.

Time Needed

2. List all of the students’ responses and discuss. Have the class
collectively decide which locations should be included in the
“humane map.” Include all of the possible answers from Step 1.

30–60 minutes
(Optional) 2 days

Materials
t
t
t
t
t

Humane Map
1. Explain to the students that they will be creating a “humane map,”
a map of their neighborhood that focuses on animals. Ask students
what they think a “humane map” would show. (Possible answers:
pet supply stores; dog parks; veterinarian offices; animal hospitals;
public parks; animal shelters; rescue group locations; places where
wild animals live.)

Whiteboard / chalkboard
Dry erase markers / chalk
Neighborhood maps
Markers / colored pencils / crayons
Computers with Internet access

Insider Tips
t To create the map, use a mapping
website, such as Google Maps,
Yahoo Maps, or Mapquest, then
zoom in until you have the amount
of area you want to cover.
t If you have time, have groups
or pairs of students explore the
neighborhood and record the
places they find on the humane
map. Caution: Be extremely explicit
about where students may and may
not travel.
Classroom Teachers
t For a more individualized activity,
have students create maps centered
around their homes.
t As an extension, have students
prepare questions and conduct an
interview with people who work at
“humane map” locations.

3. Have the students discuss and agree upon a symbol for each location
(e.g., a dog face to symbolize a dog park on the map).
Research & Mapping
Hand each student a map of the neighborhood. Instruct the students to
research online the different places they listed. The students then draw
the symbol of each place on their maps
N
in the correct location.
Wrap Up:
1. Once students have completed their
“humane maps,” review the students’
W
findings for accuracy.
2. Ask the students if there were any
places they listed that were not in
their neighborhood. If not, should
they be? Why is it important to
have each of these places in every
neighborhood?

E

S

3. Ask students why they believe it is important for animal guardians
and general citizens to know the locations of all these places.

Outside Humane Educators
t Before doing this activity, identify
the locations you want to include
on the map.
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Grades 6–8: Activities

Source: HEART

Activity 5: Humane Movie Review
Overview: Students will watch and review one of their favorite
movies with a critical lens by examining whether or not the movie is
humane.
Procedure:
DAY 1
Introduction
1. Ask the students how they become interested in seeing a movie. Do
they read any reviews of a movie before they decide to go see it?

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Explain all the necessary
components of a quality movie
review.
t Watch movies and television shows
with a critical lens by considering
whether they are humane.
t Write a movie review.

Time Needed

2. Ask the students, “What should a good movie review include?” List
their responses. Include the following possible answers if not said
by students: plot/character/setting summary; proper organization;
writer’s opinion with supporting details, and outside information/
context about the movie.
Humane Lens
1. Write the word humane on the board. Ask students to define the
word humane in their own words.
t A dictionary definition—marked by compassion, sympathy, or
consideration for people or animals

30–45 minutes
2 Days

Materials
t Whiteboard / chalkboard
t Dry erase markers / chalk
t “Humane Movie Review” handout

2. Ask the students, “How can a movie be humane?” “What are some
themes or topics a movie can present that are considered humane?”
Humane Movie Themes:
t Reverence for animals (i.e. wildlife, companion animals, farm
animals)
t Spreading compassion to others, including other species
t Working toward justice for animals
t Treating animals with compassion, empathy and kindness
t Stopping the exploitation of animals (protecting animals)
t Animals as sentient beings
t Human/animal bond
3. Ask the students for examples of movies that might have humane
themes. Explain to the students that any movie can have a humane
theme and that some are easier to spot than others.
Humane Movie Review
Hand each student a “Humane Movie Review” handout and instruct
them to go home, watch one of their favorite movies, and complete the
“Humane Movie Review” handout.
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Activity 5: Humane Movie Review (continued)
Insider Tips
t Bring a copy of an example of
a good movie review. Have the
students read it and explain what
they thought the reviewer did well.
t If there is a movie that you believe
highlights many of the humane
themes discussed in class, assign
that movie to the students to
watch and have them complete the
“Humane Movie Review” handout
based on that movie.
t Be prepared to discuss the usage of
animals in films/television.
Useful links:
t http://articles.latimes.com/2011/
aug/14/entertainment/la-caanimal-movies-20110814
t Pro Animal Actors
http://www.
americanhumanefilmtv.org/
about/
t Anti Animal Actors
http://www.peta.org/issues/
animals-in-entertainment/
animal-actors.aspx

DAY 2
Review
1. Have students
share their
“Humane Movie
Review” handout
answers in pairs.
2. Once each
student has
shared in his or
her pair, ask the
whole class for
volunteers to share the movie they saw, a summary of the plot,
and answers to the handout.

Classroom Teachers
t This activity can be modified to be
a “Humane Literature Review” if
your students are learning about
the reviewing process.
t If viewing a film during class time,
pause the film periodically to allow
students to take notes and answer
questions on the “Humane Movie
Review” handout.
Outside Humane Educators
t To make sure each student goes
home and watches a movie with
a humane theme, create a list of
movies or movie genres for the
students to choose from.
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Humane Movie Review
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Movie Title: _____________________________________________________ Year: __________
Plot Summary:

Guiding Questions
1. Were there any animals in the movie?

Yes / No

1a. If so, were they animated or were real animals used?

Animated / Real / Both

1b. If so, were the animals portrayed positively or negatively? Explain.

2. Did any human characters use animals in the movie? (Examples: riding a horse; raising farm
animals; having a police dog.)
Yes / No
2a. If so, did the character(s) treat the animal(s) humanely? Explain.

3. What were the overall themes of the movie?

4. Did any of the themes have to do with animals or the treatment of animals? If so,
were those themes positive or negative? Explain.
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Humane Movie Review
Name: ___________________________________________

(continued)

Date: _______________________

Movie Review
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Grades 6–8: Lessons

Source: HEART

© Jeff Weese used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-ND 2.0 license.

Lesson 1: How Much is that Doggie in the
Window?
Overview: Students will consider the differences between buying
animals sold for profit and adopting animals from adoption centers.
Procedure:
Introduction
Introduce the topic by asking students what they think the differences
are between pet stores that sell animals for profit and adoption centers
that adopt out animals.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Explain some of the differences
between selling a dog and
adopting a dog.

Time Needed

A Dog is Someone, Not Something
1. Ask the students what the difference is between getting a dog and
getting the latest computer or phone models.
Possible answers:
t Dogs are living beings and electronics are things.

45–60 minutes
1 class period

t Dogs have feelings and electronics do not.

Materials
t Online or newspaper ads of
breeders selling dogs
t “Ads” from Petfinder.com or local
adoption centers about dogs
available for adoption
t “Ad Questions Guide” sheet

t Dogs need love and attention, but electronics do not need
anything.
t Dogs are their own beings and electronics are just there for us
to use.
2. Do you think that we should sell living beings? Allow students to
respond.
3. Do you think that we should own living beings? Allow students to
respond.
Note: Some people choose to use the word guardian instead of
owner when referring to their relationships to their animals because
they believe their role is to look after their animals, to do what’s best
for them, and to take care of them, not to own or control them.
Comparing the Ads
1. Let the students know that they are going to compare and contrast
ads from breeders and adoption centers to see what they can learn
from the ads.
2. Break the students up into groups of three or four. Give each group
five or six ads for dogs/puppies for sale from the local newspaper
and descriptions of dogs/puppies available for adoption at local
animal adoption centers.
3. Ask students to compare and contrast the ads using the Ad
Questions Guide Sheet.
4. Once the students have completed the questions ask them to share
out loud.
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Insider Tips
t You can visit Petfinder.com to find
“ads” for dogs who are up for
adoption.
t This lesson focused on dogs,
but you could also compare and
contrast ads for cats/kittens for sale
and cats/kittens who are up for
adoption.
t Be prepared to explain to the
students that not all adoption
centers euthanize, but that the
ones that do are trying their best
to place the animals in good
homes. Have a discussion about the
root of the problem and consider
ways to reduce the number of
homeless animals.

Lesson 1: How Much is that Doggie in the
Window? (continued)
Crossing the Line
Ask students whether they would “cross the line” based on their views.
That is, if they strongly agree with each statement listed below, they will
cross a “line” (of your making) that divides the classroom. While they
are standing, ask students to justify their positions.
t I would get my dog from a breeder.
t I would get my dog from an adoption center.
t I would get my dog from a pet store.
t I know I should get my dog from an adoption center, but I feel
uncomfortable doing that and no one should force me.
t Animal homelessness is a serious problem.

Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity you could
have the students imagine that
they are on the state legislature.
Let them know that they will vote
on a bill that would require all
breeders to have licenses and that
only a limited number of licenses
will be issued. They will need to
consider the reasons people will
oppose the bill and reasons people
will support the bill and then have
a class vote.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Literacy Standard 5 and
Speaking and Listening Standard 1.

Wrap Up:
1. Ask students to share what they have learned from this activity.

Outside Humane Educators
t Be prepared to define euthanasia
because some students may not
know what it is.
t When breaking students up into
small groups, ask the students
to assign one person to be the
recorder, to write the group’s
answers down, and one person
to be the reporter to share the
group’s answers with the rest of
the class.

5. Ask students if they think that people have an ethical obligation to
adopt animals and why or why not.

Note: Challenge students to articulate the differences between
buying a dog from a breeder and adopting an animal from an
adoption center.
2. Ask students, if they wanted to have a dog, if this activity influenced
where they would go to find a dog and why or why not. Allow
students to share.
3. Ask students if they know how many animals enter adoption centers
every year in the United States. (Answer: 5–7 million in 2013)
4. Ask students if they know how many animals are euthanized every
year in the United States. (Answer: 3–4 million in 2013)

Resource Links
t PetFinder: http://www.petfinder.
com/
t ASPCA: http://www.aspca.org/
about-us/faq
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Ad Questions Guide Sheet
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

1. What information does the breeder’s ad provide about each dog?

2. What information does the adoption center’s ad provide about each dog?

3. What information does the breeder’s ad focus on?

4. What information does the adoption center’s ad focus on?

5. What do you think are the main differences between these ads? Why?

6. What do you think is the main goal of the breeders?

7. What do you think is the main goal of the adoption centers?
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Source: ASPCA and Heart

Lesson 2: How Much Is the Cost of Care?
Overview: By assessing the cost of the care of companion animals,
students will recognize that part of the responsibility of animal
guardianship is having the means to provide for their animals’ needs.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Identify the essential needs for the
care of a companion animal and
consider the expenses related to
those needs.
t Calculate the difference between
one’s expenses and one’s income.

Group Work
1. Explain to students that they are going to consider the cost of care
for their companion animals by deciding what they think their
animals need and comparing that to their budgets to see whether or
not they can afford the cost of care.
2. Break the students into groups of 4 or 5. Each group will be given an
animal and will investigate his/her needs (small dog, large dog, cat,
guinea pig, small bird, or hamster).

Time Needed
45–60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t
t
t
t

Procedure:
Introduction
Let the students know that they are going to pretend that they are
adopting companion animals. Explain that while having animals is a lot
of fun, it is also a big responsibility because when you have animals you
are responsible for providing for their needs.

“Cost of Care Breakdown” handout
“Expense Guide” worksheet
Income cards
Envelopes

3. Hand out the Expense Guide Worksheet. Ask them to start by
brainstorming everything they can think of that their companion
animal will need that has a cost. When they consider the costs they
should decide if they think it is a single, one-time expense (e.g.,
spay/neuter), a monthly expense (e.g., food) or a yearly expense
(e.g., vaccinations).
4. Hand out the Cost of Care sheet with suggested items that their
animals will need and the estimated costs for the items. They
should start by writing down the cost of all the items they already
brainstormed. Then they will review the Cost of Care sheet to see if
there are any additional items on the list that they think they should
get for their animals. They will add up all the expenses to see what
the cost of care will be for the initial year of adoption, consider
ongoing yearly expenses, and then also factor in monthly expenses.
5. Each group of students will receive a sealed envelope with an income
card indicating the amount of money they have saved to spend on
the initial year of care and how much they can afford to spend for
care on a monthly basis. They will need to compare the amount of
money they have to their total expenses.
Follow up questions:
t Can you afford the cost of care of your companion animal?
t Is there anywhere that you can cut costs and still provide for your
animal? Also, list the pros and cons of eliminating one item.
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Lesson 2: How Much Is the Cost of Care? (continued)

Insider Tips
t Students may have different ideas
about what the essential needs
are for their animals. Make sure
there is time in the discussion to
consider what the students believe
to be essential or non-essential
and challenge them to not cut
anything out from their budget
that is important for their animal’s
welfare and/or the well-being of
animals in general (e.g., spaying/
neutering).
Classroom Teachers
t If you have additional time, the
students can divide up the items
on the expense guide worksheet
and contact local pet supply stores,
veterinarians and adoption groups
to research the current cost of the
items and services in your local
neighborhood.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Speaking and Listening
Standards 6.1c, 7.1c, and 8.1c.
Outside Humane Educators
t The math required for this activity
may be difficult for some students.
Challenge them to try to do the
addition on their own first and
only use a calculator if they need
help or want to check their work.

Resource Links
t ASPCA: http://www.aspca.org/
about-us/faq

(The groups should come to a consensus. To help the consensus
building, each group should make a list to prioritize the necessity
of each expense.)
t Do you think you should reconsider adopting this animal?
t Do you think you could afford the care of a different companion
animal?
t If you can afford the cost of care for your animal, what are other
considerations you need to think about before adopting? (Possible
answers: adequate time to spend with the animal; need for
petsitting or kenneling when you go away on vacation; sufficient
space for the animal; safe and warm sleeping area for the animal;
commitment for the animal’s lifetime; and knowing how to meet
the animal’s needs.)
t If you had plenty of money for the cost of care of your companion,
what might you do with your extra money?
Note: After students answer, if it is not brought up, ask them if they
would consider donating to an animal shelter or rescue group to
help homeless animals.
Whole Group Discussion
1. Ask each group of students to share what they discussed with the
whole class and their final decisions about whether or not they
believed they could afford the cost of care for their animal.
2. After each group shares, allow the other groups to comment on
whether or not they agree with the group’s choice to adopt or not to
adopt based on the cost of care and the group’s income.
3. Ask students: If you did not think that you could afford to properly
care for an animal, but you still love animals and want to help them,
what could you do? (Possible answers: If their friends or neighbors
work long hours or are physically challenged, the students can help
by walking their dogs or playing with their cats; volunteer at a local
shelter or rescue group; and/or conduct a shelter drive to donate
useful items to homeless dogs and cats, like toys, beds, and food.)
Wrap Up:
Ask the students to share what they learned from this activity. (Possible
answers: it is important to think about the cost of care before adopting
an animal; if you do not have the means to provide for the animal’s
needs, it is more responsible not to adopt; even if you can afford the
cost of care for a companion animal, there are other things to consider
before adopting; taking care of an animal is a big responsibility; there
are ways to help an animal even if you do not have your own.)
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Income Cards

Based on your income and
expenses you have about
$30/month and $700 for the
1st year for the cost of care for
your companion animal.

Based on your income and
expenses you have about
$167/month and $2000 for the
1st year for the cost of care for
your companion animal.

Based on your income and
expenses you have about
$25/month and $800 for the
1st year for the cost of care for
your companion animal.

Based on your income and
expenses you have about
$45/month and $680 for the
1st year for the cost of care for
your companion animal.

Based on your income and
expenses you have about
$35/month and $500 for the
1st year for the cost of care for
your companion animal.

Based on your income and
expenses you have about
$10/month and $100 for the
1st year for the cost of care for
your companion animal.
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Cost of Care Breakdown
How much is that doggie (or kitty, rabbit, rat, goldfish or guinea pig . . . ) in the shelter window?
In addition to the initial cost of adoption, there’s a whole litany of expenses that the average pet
guardian will incur within a year. To make it easier for you to plan for your new arrival, we’ve prepared
a financial breakdown of the annual costs of caring for a variety of species.
Sm.
Dog

Costs

Med.
Dog

Lg.
Dog

Cat

Rabbit

Food
Recurring Medical 2
Litter 3
Toys/Treats
License
Health Insurance 4
Misc.

$55
$210
$40
$15
$225
$35

$55
$15
$225
$45

Annual Costs
$235
$115
$190
$260
$160
$70
$165
$415
$75
$25
$40
$15
$225
$175
$65
$30
$15

Annual Total

$580

$695

$875

1

$120
$235

$670

$730

G. Pig

Sm.
Mamm
$50

Sm.
Bird
$75
$85

Fish

$105
$70
$415
$30

$20

$210
$25

$25

$15

$15

$15

$15

$635

$300

$200

$35

$70

$40

$70

Capital Costs
Spay/Neuter
Other initial
medical 5
Collar/Leash
Litter Box
Scratching Post
Cage
Carrier bag
Crate
Aquarium Equip. 6
Training Class

$190
$70

$200
$70

$200
$70

$145
$130

$25

$30

$35

$10
$25
$15

$110

$110

$110

Capital Total

$470

$565

$560

$40
$35

$60
$95

$160

$25
$100
$40

$40
$125

$200
$365

$325

$70

$40

$70

$200

$1,055

$705

$340

$270

$235

Special Costs
Long Hair Groom

$264

$320

$408

First Year Total

$1, 314

$1,580

$1,843

$1,035

1 Premium brand dry kibble
2 Exam, vaccinations, heartworm preventative and topical flea/tick
preventative
3 Scoopable litter for cats, scooped daily; hardwood shavings or
recycled paper products for rabbits, guinea pigs and small mammals,
changed at least weekly
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4 Insurance coverage varies: some policies cover spay/neuter,
vaccinations, and heartworm medication. The annual
deductible will also vary depending on the policy
5 Deworming, basic blood tests and microchip
6 Basic twenty gallon set up with light/hood, outside filter,
undergravel filters, air pump and gravel. Does not include fish.
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Expense Guide Worksheet
Name: ___________________________________________

The Cost of Care

Date: _______________________

Our group’s animal: __________________________

Initial Costs/One-Time Costs
Item

Approximate Cost

Total Initial Cost:

Monthly Costs
Item

Approximate Cost

Total Monthly Cost:
Monthly Cost x 12 Months = Monthly Costs for the Year ___________________________
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Expense Guide Worksheet

(continued)

Yearly Costs
Item

Approximate Cost

Total Yearly Cost:
Initial Cost : _________________________
+Monthly Costs for the Year : _________________________
+Yearly Cost : _________________________
Total First Year = _________________________
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Grades 6–8: Lessons

Source: HEART

© Jlhopgood used under a Creative Commons
CC BY-ND 2.0 license.

Lesson 3: Don’t Test on Me
Overview: Students will examine the phrase “to test on animals” as it
relates to cosmetics and household products. After discussing the topic,
playing a trivia game, and creating and performing commercials for
cruelty-free products, students will learn about some of the alternatives
to animal testing.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Explain what the phrase “to test
on animals” means.
t Describe three common types of
product tests performed on animals
(i.e. LD50 and Draize eye and skin
irritancy tests).
t List alternatives to animal testing
and be able to identify cruelty-free
products.

Time Needed

Procedure:
Introduction
1. Ask the students to pretend that they work for a shampoo company
and that the company just developed a new shampoo. Before the
company can start selling the shampoo, you (the students) need to
make sure it is safe for people to use.
2. Ask the students what they could do to make sure the product is safe
for people to use. Write down student responses on the board.
3. Explain that companies have choices with how to test a product’s
safety and some companies choose to test on animals. Explain that
today’s topic is about product animal testing, or when companies
test the safety of household items and cosmetics on animals.
What is Product Animal Testing?
1. Ask students what is meant by the phrase, “to test on animals.”

45–60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t Information cards (5 sets)
t LD50
t Draize Eye/Skin Test
t “Trivia Game” cards (5 sets)
t “Commercial Time” script
t Product with a cruelty-free logo

Insider Tips
t When students are reading
about the LD50 and Draize tests,
incorporate age-appropriate
images of these tests so students
may gain a deeper understanding
of their effects on animals.
t Instead of one cruelty-free product,
bring in numerous products, ideally
with a variety of cruelty-free
labels, so each student group can
have a tangible product to do a
commercial about.

TeachHumane.org

t Possible answer: Many times when companies make new cosmetics
or household products, like shampoos or detergents, they will test
them on animals to see if they are safe for human use. Companies
usually perform three different types of tests. One is the Lethal Dose
50 test and the others are the Draize skin and eye irritancy tests.
2. Divide students into small groups and hand each group the
information cards detailing the nature of both the LD50 and the
Draize tests and ask students to read them.
Trivia Game of True or False
1. While the students remain in their small groups, hand out the four
Trivia Game Cards. Instruct the students that they will take turns
reading the questions while the rest of the group will guess whether
or not the statement is true or false. The reader will flip the card
over to reveal the answer after each student has guessed.
2. Review answers as a group. Answer any student questions.
Commercial Time
1. Show the students a product with the “Cruelty-Free” logo. Explain
to the students that not all products are tested on animals and that
there are products (shampoos, deodorants, detergents, cosmetics
and others) that have a label like the one shown. The label indicates
that this product was not tested on an animal, and confirmed by an
organization outside of the company.
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Grades 6–8: Lessons

Insider Tips (continued)
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, have
students choose one product in
their house and see if it was tested
on animals or not. If it was tested
on animals, have them research
cruelty-free alternatives.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Reading Standard 3 and
Writing Standards 4 and 7.
Outside Humane Educators
t If you are unable to make sets of
the Trivia Game cards, create a
True/False quiz handout and go
over the answers together as a
group.

Resource Links
Cruelty-Free Products
t www.leapingbunny.org
t http://www.humanesociety.
org/issues/cosmetic_testing/
compassionate_consumer/take_
action.html
t http://www.peta.org/living/beautyand-personal-care/companies/
default.aspx
Anti-Animal Testing
t http://www.aavs.org
t http://www.peta.org/issues/animalsused-for-experimentation/default.
aspx
t http://www.neavs.org/research/
testing

Lesson 3: Don’t Test on Me (continued)
2. Explain to the students that, in their groups, they will create
a 1-minute commercial for a cruelty-free product (shampoo,
deodorant, detergent, cosmetic).
3. Review the following guidelines for your commercial together as a
class:
t The commercial needs to be between 30 seconds and 1 minute
in length.
t The commercial needs to be convincing and make people want
to purchase the product.
t At some point, your commercial must mention that the product
is cruelty-free.
t Everyone in your group must participate in the commercial.
4. Model the activity for the students using the Commercial Time
Script.
5. Have the student groups perform the commercials they created.
Wrap Up:
1. Ask students how they feel about testing on animals to make new
cosmetics and household goods.
2. Ask students what they can do if they do not want to support animal
testing. Possible answers:
t Write to companies and legislators.
t Boycott products.
t Educate others on these topics.
t Support organizations dedicated to labeling products
“cruelty-free.”

Pro-Animal Testing
t http://animaltestingperspectives.
org/
t http://www.aalas.org
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Animal Testing Information Sheet
Directions: Create sets of index cards to hand out to students using the following information

Draize Skin or Eye Irritancy Test
Scientists will drip the experimental substance into the eyes or onto
the skin of an animal. The animals are then observed over the course
of several days for redness, ulceration, swelling, bleeding or discharge.
When the experiment is over, the animals are usually killed.

Lethal Dose 50 Test (LD50)
This test determines the amount of a toxic substance that will kill
50% of animals in a test group. During a lethal dose test, the
experimental substance is involuntarily fed to animals, pumped into
their stomachs by a tube, injected under the skin, or forcibly inhaled
through a gas mask.
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Trivia Game Information Sheet

(front)

Directions: Create sets of index cards to hand out to students using the following information

Testing cosmetics and household products on animals
is required by law.

The only alternative to testing on animals is testing on people.

Every country in the world tests on animals.

Animal welfare laws protect animals used in research.
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Trivia Game Information Sheet

(back)

Directions: Create sets of index cards to hand out to students using the following information
FALSE. There is no law that requires animal testing for cosmetics and household products.
The Food and Drug Administration only requires that each ingredient in a cosmetics product
be “adequately substantiated for safety” prior to marketing or that the product carry a warning
label indicating that its safety has not been determined. And household products, which are
regulated by the Consumer Product Safety Commission, do not have to be tested on animals.
Source: A. Goldberg and T. Hartung, Protecting More than Animals & In Defense of Animals,
The Truth About Vivisection, Frequently Asked Questions, webpage

FALSE. Many companies test on cells that are collected in test tubes. This process is called
in-vitro testing. Several companies have even produced synthetic (or fake) skin that can be
used as an alternative.
Source: A. Goldberg and T. Hartung, Protecting More than Animals

FALSE. The legal requirements (or laws) for testing vary widely around the world.
The European Union has banned cosmetic testing on animals.
Source: New York Times, E.U. Bans Cosmetics With Animal-Tested Ingredients, March 11, 2013

TRUE & FALSE. The Animal Welfare Act (AWA) is the primary law covering laboratory
animals in the United States, but it does not cover what can be done to an animal during
an experiment. It only applies to the type of care an animal receives before and after
experimentation. Also, the law does not protect birds, rats, or mice used in research.
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Commercial Time Script
Directions: This commercial requires two participants: the instructor and either
another instructor or volunteer.
[Two instructors pretend to fold laundry.]
Instructor 1:

(Instructor 2’s name), you always have the most amazing smelling
laundry. Your clothes smell like a garden!

Instructor 2:

Thank you, (Instructor 1). I’m going to let you know my secret. I only
use Mrs. Meyer’s brand laundry detergent. They make their product
using only natural ingredients and they never test their product on
animals. Most importantly, it smells amazing!

Instructor 1:

They don’t tests on animals? How do I know if their product is safe?

Instructor 2:

Don’t be silly. You don’t need to test on animals to make sure a
product is safe. There are a lot of alternatives to testing on animals,
such as testing products on fake or synthetic skin.

Instructor 1:

Wow, I didn’t know that! I can’t wait to buy a Mrs. Meyer’s brand
laundry detergent.

Instructor 2:

The animals will thank you for it!

Instructor 1 and Instructor 2: Hahaha!
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Grades 6–8: Lessons

Source: HEART

© Mercy For Animals MFA used under a
Creative Commons CC BY 2.0 license.

Lesson 4: Behind Closed Doors
Overview: Students will examine the lives of farmed animals,
specifically egg-laying hens living in battery cages. Students will
be presented with proposed legislation banning battery cages and
opposing viewpoints on the bill. Students will decide which viewpoint
best represents their own, and write a persuasive paragraph based on
the bill and their knowledge of factory farming.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Explain that factory farms exist
because this form of agriculture
maximizes profits and provides less
expensive food.
t Describe the conditions for animals
on modern factory farms.
t Analyze a bill that is intended to
improve the living conditions for
egg-laying hens.

Time Needed
45–60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t “Three Perspectives” handout
t “What Do You Think About the
Bill?” worksheet
t (Optional) Pictures of:
t Factory farms
t Battery cages
t Pigs
t Egg price graphic

Procedure:
Introduction
1. Ask students to list the basic needs of companion animals. Write
down the students’ responses. (Possible answers: food; water; shelter;
exercise; medical care; and space to move around.)
2. Referring to the list the students just created, ask them if they believe
the same needs apply to cows, pigs, chickens, goats, turkeys, and
sheep. Ask the students what these animals have in common and
how people usually refer to them.
3. Ask the students if dogs and cats have basic emotions such as
happiness, loneliness and sadness. Then ask students if they think
farmed animals have the same basic emotions.
True or False Questions
1. Inform the students that they will now be playing a quick game of
True or False. After the instructor reads the statement, the students
will either raise one finger to indicate “True” or raise two fingers to
indicate “False.”
t Most farmed animals live on small family farms where they are
treated humanely (with empathy, kindness and compassion).
FALSE. More than 99% of farmed animals are raised on factory
farms.
t Most chickens who are raised for their eggs live in small cages
where they cannot spread their wings or move around freely.
TRUE. More than 90% of chickens raised for eggs live in battery
cages.
t Most farmed animals are raised outdoors and get plenty of sunlight.
FALSE. Most live on factory farms and never go outside.
t Pigs are intelligent and clean animals.
TRUE. Many researchers believe they are more intelligent than
dogs and they bathe in mud to protect their skin from sunburn and
insect bites.
t The price of eggs has increased since 1980.
FALSE. After accounting for inflation, the price of chicken is 1/4th
what it was in 1980. Factory farming has contributed to lower food
prices.
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Grades 6–8: Lessons

Lesson 4: Behind Closed Doors (continued)

Insider Tips
t For a more engaging discussion,
bring in pictures of factory farms,
battery cages, and farmed animals
living in confinement on factory
farms to show the students. You
can use pictures from the Grade 3-5
Lesson 5: Friends on the Farm.

2. Describe what the term “factory farm” means. (Possible answer:
Factory farms are farms where large numbers of animals live in
very crowded, small spaces. Many farmers switched to this type of
farming beginning in the 1960s because they could raise a lot more
animals and make more money. However, some people think this
type of farming is cruel to the animals.)

Classroom Teachers
t When reviewing the True or False
Questions, consider using poster
board or a PowerPoint or Keynote
presentation to help the students
visualize factory farm conditions.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Reading Standards 1, 7, and 8;
Speaking and Listening Standard 1;
and Writing Standards 1 and 4.

Battery Cage Bill
1. Ask the class what they think the term “battery cage” means. Give
students the hint that it involves chickens.

Outside Humane Educators
t If possible, consider showing The
Meatrix® I, an animated video
about factory farming conditions,
following the True or False
Question activity. The video can be
found at http://www.themeatrix.
com/ (Produced by Free Range
Studios, www.freerangestudios.
com, in conjunction with
GRACE/Sustainable Table, www.
sustainabletable.org. Copyright ©
2003 GRACE)

Resource Links
Farm Animal Protection
t www.farmsanctuary.org
t www.hsus.org/farm_animals/
t www.cok.net
t www.eatwellguide.org
Pro-Animal Agriculture
t www.consumerfreedom.com
t http://www.debatabase.org/details.
asp?topicID=301
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t Answer: These cages are used on factory farms to raise chickens
for their eggs. Birds who live in these cages cannot spread their
wings or move around comfortably.
t If possible, show students pictures of hens in a battery cage.
2. Explain to the students that not everyone agrees that a bill requiring
expansion of the cage size for hens is a good thing. Distribute the
“Three Perspectives” handout and “What Do You Think About
the Bill?” worksheet to each student. Instruct the students to
read the three perspectives and other information on the “Three
Perspectives” handout.
3. Explain to the students that after they are finished reading the
“Three Perspectives” handout they are to complete the “What Do
You Think About the Bill?” worksheet.
4. Once the students have completed both the handout and the
worksheet, instruct them to write a persuasive paragraph supporting
their decision about which choice would be best.
Wrap Up:
1. Once the students have completed their paragraphs, request that
volunteers representing each perspective read their persuasive
paragraphs. (If one choice is not represented, then the instructor will
speak on behalf of that choice).
2. Once each topic is presented, have the students pretend they are
members of Congress and vote on the bill.
3. Ask students what they can do to help if they are concerned about
the welfare of chickens in battery cages. (Possible answers: write to
companies and legislators; boycott; stop eating eggs; educate others;
and support farm animal protection organizations.)
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Three Perspectives
Overview: There are people who support the bill because they think it is a good step
toward improving the lives of chickens on factory farms. However, there are also people
who do not support the bill because they think it is unnecessary and would cost too
much money for the farmers and the people who buy eggs. There are also people who
do not support the bill because they don’t think it does enough to improve the lives of
the chickens. Below are different people’s opinions about the bill.

Opinions
Roberto: I do not support this bill because I think it is bad for farmers and
people who buy eggs. If this bill passes, farmers will have to buy new cages
for their hens. This will cost the farmers millions of dollars. Since farmers
have to spend more money to produce eggs, they will have to charge the
people who buy the eggs more money. I don’t think we all should have
to pay more money for eggs because some people think hens need more
room in their cages.

Liana: I support this bill because it will improve the lives of hens. I think it
is unfair to keep animals in small cages their entire lives. Hens need room
to move around and being in small cages their whole lives is cruel and
frustrating for them. The new bill would double the size of the cages where
the hens live. This bill will not make the lives of the hens perfect, but I think
it is a step in the right direction.

Mikal: I do not support this bill because I do not think it does enough to
help hens. This bill would only make the tiny cages slightly larger for the
hens. This is an improvement, but it is still cruel to treat the hens this way.
I believe that hens should not be in cages at all. Hens should live outside
where they can freely move around. For this reason, I will only support a bill
that bans all cages.
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Three Perspectives

(continued)

If this bill became a law, all farms in the United States would have to:
t Switch from battery cages to enriched cages [see picture below].
t Double the size of cages used to raise the chickens who produce eggs we eat.
t Have “environmental enrichments” such as perches, nesting boxes, and
scratching areas.
t Stop “forced molting” in which birds are purposefully starved to trick their bodies
into creating more eggs.
t Put a label on all cartons of eggs that explains how the chickens were treated. For
example, it would explain if the chickens lived in “enriched” cages or were cage-free.

Photo © Farm Sanctuary

Battery Cage

Photo © JS West

Enrichment Cage
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What Do You Think About the Bill?
Name: ___________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Directions: There is a bill in Congress that is meant to improve the lives of egg-laying hens.
Some people think the bill is a good idea and support it. Others think it is a bad idea and do not
support it. After reading the different viewpoints about this bill, complete this decision analyzer.
Position #1
This bill is a good idea.

Position #2
This bill is a bad idea.

Why would someone think the
bill is a good idea? List as many
possible supporting reasons
and facts here:

Why would someone think the
bill is a bad idea? List as many
possible supporting reasons
and facts here:

My Position: Circle the position you choose.
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Grades 6–8: Lessons

Source: IFAW

Lesson 5: What’s Your View?
Overview: Students will engage in a classroom discussion about their
attitudes toward animals and animal use. Students will reexamine these
attitudes after watching the Under One Sky video and answering factual
and opinion based questions about the film.
Procedure:
Pre-Class
Label each corner of the room with a different sign. The four signs
should read: Strongly Agree; Agree; Disagree; Strongly Disagree.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Explain their general and more
specific attitudes about animals
and animal use.
t Examine human relationships with
animals and what characteristics
animals may have that lead to
people treating them differently.

Time Needed

Introduction
Inform students that in today’s lesson they will be examining their own
personal attitudes toward animals as well as brainstorming actions
groups and individuals, such as themselves, can take in order to make
the world a better place for animals.
What’s Your View
1. Give students directions to the “What’s Your View?” activity.
t The instructor will read a Viewpoint Statement aloud to the class.

45–60 minutes
1 class period

t The students will walk to the corner of the room that reflects their
opinions about the statement.

Materials
t Under One Sky video
https://vimeo.com/7063703
t “What’s Your Score” quiz
t 4 large signs
t Strongly Agree
t Agree
t Disagree
t Strongly Disagree

t The students must be prepared to explain the reasoning behind
their opinions.
t Once all the students have chosen a corner, the instructor will
randomly call upon students from differing corners and lead a
discussion on the topic.
2. Read each of the Viewpoint Statements.
t Primates are our closest relatives and so they deserve more
protection than other animals.
t Animals should not be kept as pets.
t Respect for animals is as important as respect for human beings.
t People should be allowed to kill animals that damage their crops
or eat their livestock.
t Wild animals should only live in the wild.
t People don’t need to spend time in nature.
t It is acceptable for human beings to use animals.
t It is not important to consider animals when planning
development projects that meet human needs, such as housing or
shopping.
3. Explain to students that they may change their minds and move to a
different corner as a result of discussions.
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Lesson 5: What’s Your View?

Insider Tips
t If it is too difficult for students to
move and stand in each corner
of the room, you can modify
the “What’s Your View” activity
by having one side of the room
represent “Agree” and the
opposite side represent “Disagree.”
t You may wish to establish ground
rules for discussion to encourage
good listening, cooperation and
sensitivity to different viewpoints.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, ask
students to write a paragraph
response to one of the “What’s
Your View” statements.
t As a lesson modification, choose
a statement that divided the
class and have the class conduct a
formal debate on the issue.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Reading Writing Standards 1
and 4 and Speaking and Listening
Standards 1, 2, 3, and 4.

(continued)

4. After the exercise, ask the students if they were surprised by any
of their peers’ responses. Ask how they generally feel about the
importance of animals.
What’s Your Score Video
1. Inform the students that they will be watching a video and
answering some questions about the video.
2. Prior to viewing the film, have the students read over the “What’s
Your Score” quiz. Clarify any questions they might have before
beginning the video and then show the film.
3. After viewing the film, give students time to complete the “What’s
Your Score” quiz and then go over the answers. Invite discussion on
the open-ended questions 8-10 on the quiz.
Wrap Up:
1. Ask for ideas on what can be done, as individuals or as a group, to
make the world a better place for animals.
2. Revisit the “What’s Your View” statements and ask the students
if their views have changed as a result of the film and if they have
gained any new knowledge.

Outside Humane Educators
t If you find students having a
difficult time brainstorming actions
they can take to make the world
a better place for animals, be
prepared with a few examples to
help them think of their own.
t Do not feel compelled to get
through all of the “What’s Your
View” viewpoint statements. If
a meaningful dialogue is taking
place on a particular subject, don’t
feel the need to jump to the next
statement.

Resource Links
t
t
t
t

www.ifaw.org/lessons
www.aspca.org
www.hsus.org
www.teachhumane.org
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What’s Your Score?
What have you learned from the video you have just seen?
Check the correct answers below.

1

2

How many species of animalS on earth have
scientists named?

6

Cats are believed to first
have been kept as pets by

a) approximately 10 million

a) the Egyptians

b) more than 1.8 million

b) the Hebrews

c) fewer than 800,000

c) the Americans

The variety of species on earth can be
described as:
a) biodiversity

7

Why do you think some countries still hunt whales?

8

Why do you think that pets can make some people feel better?

9

If responsible whale watching protects
whales and generates revenue, why do
you think some countries still hunt whales?

b) true biology

c) an ecosystem

3

Elephants are the largest land animal on earth.

4

Hummingbirds can flap
their wings at:

a) True

b) False

a) 220 beats per second
b) 20 beats per second
c) 200 beats per second

To navigate and find food, whales use:
a) their excellent senses of smell
b) echolocation

10

What two things CAN YOU do to make the world a
better place for animals?

c) translocation
Answers: 1. b; 2. a; 3. True ; 4. c; 5. b; 6.a; questions 7 -10. It’s your decision!

5
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Grades 9-12: Activities

Source: ASPCA and HEART

© Forrest Samuels used under a Creative
Commons CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 license.

Activity 1: A Day in the Life
Overview: Students will choose a specific animal-related career,
research information on that career, and write a story about how a
person in that particular career would spend a typical workday.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Describe the details of a specific
animal-related career.
t Identify ways to research
effectively.
t Examine non-fictional information
and create a fictional story.

Time Needed
2 class periods
(45 min/period)

Materials
t “Suggested Animal-Related
Careers” handout
t Computers
t Paper
t Pens / pencils

Procedure:
Class Period 1:
Introduction
Let the students know that there are a variety of careers that either
work directly with animals or help advocate for animals. Ask the
students if they can think of any careers related to helping animals and
write their list on the board.
Choosing a career
Provide the students with a list of animal-related careers and ask them
to choose one career to research, either from the board or the list
provided.
Research
1. Provide the students with guided questions to help them with their
research. Let them know that they can start their research by using
the internet or gathering information from the library, but they can
also try to set up an interview with someone who actually works in
the field.
2. Allow the students time to begin researching their career topic using
the guided questions.
3. Ask students to complete their research at home on their own.

Insider Tips
t If possible, invite guest speakers
who work in animal-related careers
to visit.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, have
students either find images from
the internet or draw illustrations
to represent the career they wrote
about and create an animal-related
careers bulletin board.
Outside Humane Educators
t If you do not have access to
computers, bring in articles or
information about various animalrelated careers that the students
can use for their research.

TeachHumane.org

Class Period 2:
Story Writing
Ask students to begin writing their fictional story based on the
information that they gathered. Let them know that they are writing
a story about a day in the life of a person with their specific chosen
career. Challenge them to incorporate additional details to make the
story interesting and realistic.
Wrap Up:
1. Once students have completed their stories, ask if any of them
want to share out loud. Allow time for the rest of the class to ask
questions.
2. After students have shared their stories, ask if anyone in the class has
any interest in pursuing one of the particular careers they learned
about.
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Suggested Animal-Related Careers
Careers

t

"OJNBM$BSFHJWFS

t

Veterinarian

t

)VNBOF&EVDBUPS

t

7FUFSJOBSZ5FDIOJDJBO

t

8JMEMJGF3FIBCJMJUBUPS

t

"EPQUJPO$PVOTFMPS

t

1BSL3BOHFS

t

"OJNBM#FIBWJPSJTU

t

"OJNBM1IPUPHSBQIFS

t

)VNBOF5SBJOJOH4QFDJBMJTU

t

"OJNBM1BJOUFS

t

)VNBOF-BX&OGPSDFNFOU )-& 0GGJDFS
"OJNBM*OWFTUJHBUPS

t

%FWFMPQNFOUGPSBOBOJNBMPSHBOJ[BUJPO

t

.BSLFUJOHGPSBOBOJNBMPSHBOJ[BUJPO

"OJNBM-BXZFS

t

7PMVOUFFS$PPSEJOBUPSGPSBOBOJNBMPSHBOJ[BUJPO

t

Guided Questions
 8IZEJEZPVDIPPTFUIJTDBSFFS 
 8IBUFYQFSJFODFBOEPSFEVDBUJPOEJEZPVOFFE
GPSZPVSQPTJUJPO 
 8IBUJTZPVSBWFSBHFEBZMJLFBUXPSL
 *OXIBUXBZTEPZPVIFMQBOJNBMTJOZPVSQPTJUJPO
 8IBUJTUIFCFTUQBSUPGZPVSXPSL
 8IBUJTZPVSNPTUNFNPSBCMFFYQFSJFODFSFMBUFE
UPZPVSXPSL
 8IBUJTUIFNPTUDIBMMFOHJOHQBSUBCPVUZPVS
XPSL
 *GZPVDPVMEDIBOHFTPNFUIJOHBCPVUZPVS
QPTJUJPO XIBUXPVMEJUCF
 8IBUJTTPNFUIJOHJNQPSUBOUBCPVUZPVSDBSFFS
UIBUQFPQMFEPOPUVTVBMMZLOPXBCPVU
 *TUIFSFBOZUIJOHFMTFUIBUZPVXBOUUPTIBSF
BCPVUZPVSDBSFFS 
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Grades 9-12: Activities

Source: HEART

Activity 2: Attitudes Toward Animals
Overview: Students will consider how attitudes of the past have
influenced our relationship to animals in the present. They will analyze
different perceptions of the human/animal relationship and examine
their own attitudes toward animals.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Analyze multiple perspectives on
the human/animal relationship.
t Articulate their own philosophy on
how animals should be treated.

Time Needed

Animal Perceptions
1. Write the following on the board:
t Polar Bears
t Dogs

45 minutes

t Chickens

Materials
t
t
t
t

Procedure:
Introduction
Introduce the topic by letting the students know that they are going
to be thinking about the human/animal relationship and how our
perceptions of animals have been influenced by the opinions of others
from the past to the present.

Animal quotations
Animal quotations paraphrased
Whiteboard / chalkboard
Dry erase markers / chalk

t Bees
t Cows
2. Ask the students, “If you were asked to rank the animals in descending
order of importance, how would you do this? How would you justify
this ranking?”
3. Give students time to make their own lists, decide why they ranked
the way they did, and give them a chance to share out loud.
Note: Be prepared for a wide range of answers and justifications.
4. Let students know that the class will analyze quotations by famous
people who have influenced how different people perceive animals.
Quotations about Animals
1. Break the students up into seven groups and give each group a
quotation.
2. Ask the students to first paraphrase the quotation.
3. Then ask students to determine what they think the quotation really
means and whether or not they agree with it and why.
4. Ask each group to share out loud and as they share ask the students
to consider which quotations most align with, and most differ from,
what they believe.
5. Ask students to share which quotations they most agree or disagree
with and why.
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Grades 9-12: Activities

Activity 2: Attitudes Toward Animals
Insider Tips
t The goal here is not to find the
“right answer,” but to challenge
students to persuasively articulate
their views.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, ask
students to look up additional
quotations about the human/
animal relationship that may have
influenced our perceptions of
animals.
t Ask students to think about real
life examples of how animals
are treated that represent each
quotation.
t Ask students to imagine they
are an animal and have them
write a story inspired by one of
the philosopher’s quotations if
everyone lived by that philosophy.
Challenge them to consider what
their lives are like, what rights they
have, how they are treated and
describe their day-to-day existence.

(continued)

6. Challenge students to write their own animal-related quotations.
Encourage them to use the quotations provided as models and help
them to create their own. If they are having difficulty, ask them to
answer the following question, “If you had to explain in one or two
sentences how animals and humans should coexist, what would you
say?”
7. Give students the opportunity to share their animal quotations with
the class.
Wrap Up:
Ask the students the following questions:
t Can you see how these quotations have influenced the way people
treat animals? Can you think of any examples?
t Have these quotations influenced how you look at the human/
animal relationship?
t How can you put your quotation into practice?

Outside Humane Educators
t It may be difficult for the students
to paraphrase the quotations in
small groups so you may consider
paraphrasing them together as a
whole class and then break the
students into groups to analyze
what they think the statement
really means.
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Animal Quotations
Quotation

Quotation Paraphrased

 3FOÏ%FTDBSUFT BQIJMPTPQIFSPGNBUIFNBUJDT
BOEQIZTJDT JTLOPXOGPSEFFNJOHBOJNBMT
BTiUIPVHIUMFTTCSVUFTUIBUXFSFNFSFMZ
TPQIJTUJDBUFENBDIJOFTMBDLJOHDPOTDJPVTOFTTw

%FTDBSUFT"OJNBMTBSFUIPVHIUMFTTBOEDBOCF
DPNQBSFEUPNBDIJOFT5IFZIBWFOPBXBSFOFTTPS
GFFMJOHT

 #FOFEJDUEF4QJOP[B BOFUIJDTQIJMPTPQIFS TBJE 
i*EPOPUEFOZUIBUCFBTUTGFFMXIBU*EFOZJT 
UIBUXFNBZOPUDPOTVMUPVSPXOBEWBOUBHFBOE
VTFUIFNBTXFQMFBTF USFBUJOHUIFNJOUIFXBZ
XIJDICFTUTVJUTVTGPSUIFJSOBUVSFJTOPUMJLFPVST 
BOEUIFJSFNPUJPOTBSFOBUVSBMMZEJGGFSFOUGSPN
IVNBOTFNPUJPOTw

4QJOP[B*BENJUUIBUBOJNBMTDBOGFFM CVUUIFZBSF
IFSFGPSPVSPXOVTFBOEXFDBOVTFUIFNUIFXBZ
XFXBOUUP5IFZBSFMFTTFSUIBOIVNBOCFJOHTBOE
UIFJSGFFMJOHTBSFOPUBTJNQPSUBOUBTUIFGFFMJOHTPG
QFPQMF

 +FSFNZ#FOUIBN UIFGPVOEFSPGUIFSFGPSNJOH
VUJMJUBSJBOTDIPPMPGNPSBMQIJMPTPQIZ JTLOPXOGPS
TBZJOH i5IFRVFTUJPOJTOPU $BOUIFZSFBTPO OPS
$BOUIFZUBML CVU $BOUIFZTVGGFS w

#FOUIBN*UEPFTOPUNBUUFSIPXTNBSUBOBOJNBMJT 
XIBUNBUUFSTJTUIBUUIFZDBOTVGGFS BOEUIBUNFBOT
XFTIPVMEOPUDBVTFUIFNIBSNPSQBJO

 7PMUBJSF B'SFODIFOMJHIUFONFOUXSJUFSBOE
QIJMPTPQIFS TBJE i5IFSFBSFCBSCBSJBOTXIP
TFJ[FUIJTEPHXIPTPHSFBUMZTVSQBTTFT.BOy
JOyGSJFOETIJQ BOEOBJMIJNEPXOUPBUBCMFBOE
EJTTFDUIJNBMJWFy :PVEJTDPWFSJOIJNBMMUIF
TBNFPSHBOTPGGFFMJOHBTJOZPVSTFMG"OTXFSNF 
NFDIBOJTU IBT/BUVSFBSSBOHFEBMMUIFTQSJOHTPG
GFFMJOHUPUIFFOEUIBUIFNJHIUOPUGFFM w

7PMUBJSF5IFSFBSFIFBSUMFTTQFPQMFXIPBSF
EJTTFDUJOHEPHTXIJMFUIFZBSFTUJMMBMJWF%JTTFDUJOH
BEPHXPVMETIPXUIBUUIFBOJNBMIBTUIFTBNF
PSHBOTBTBQFSTPO TPPGDPVSTFBEPHDBO
FYQFSJFODFUIFTBNFFNPUJPOTUIBUBIVNBOCFJOH
DBOGFFM

 .BIBUNB(BOEIJ LOPXOGPSIJTQSBDUJDFPGOPO
WJPMFODF TBJE i5IFHSFBUOFTTPGBOBUJPOBOEJUT
NPSBMQSPHSFTTDBOCFKVEHFECZUIFUSFBUNFOUPG
JUTBOJNBMTw

(BOEIJ/BUJPOTUIBUBSFLJOEUPBOJNBMTBSFNPSF
MJLFMZUPCFLJOEUPQFPQMF BOEOBUJPOTUIBUBSFDSVFM
UPBOJNBMTBSFNPSFMJLFMZUPCFDSVFMUPQFPQMF
"OBUJPOUIBUJTLJOEUPBOJNBMTJTNPSBMMZNPSF
BEWBODFEUIBOPOFUIBUEPFTOPUDBSFBCPVUUIF
XFMGBSFPGBOJNBMT

 "MJDF8BMLFS DJWJMSJHIUTBDUJWJTUBOEBVUIPSPG
5IF$PMPS1VSQMF TBJE i5IFBOJNBMTPGUIFXPSME
FYJTUGPSUIFJSPXOSFBTPOT5IFZXFSFOPUNBEF
GPSIVNBOTBOZNPSFUIBOCMBDLTXFSFNBEFGPS
XIJUFT PSXPNFOGPSNFOw

8BMLFS"OJNBMTIBWFUIFJSPXOQVSQPTFGPSCFJOH
BOEUIFZBSFOPUIFSFUPCFVTFEBOEBCVTFECZ
QFPQMF KVTUBTCMBDLQFPQMFBSFIFSFGPSUIFJSPXO
SFBTPOTBOEBSFOPUIFSFUPCFVTFEBTTMBWFTCZ
XIJUFQFPQMF BOEKVTUBTXPNFOBSFIFSFGPSUIFJS
PXOSFBTPOTBOEBSFOPUIFSFUPCFVTFEBTTFSWBOUT
GPSNFO

 "MCFSU4DIXFJU[FS BVUIPSBOEQFBDFBEWPDBUF 
TBJE i6OUJMIFFYUFOETIJTDJSDMFPGDPNQBTTJPOUP
JODMVEFBMMMJWJOHUIJOHT NBOXJMMOPUIJNTFMGGJOE
QFBDFw

4DIXFJU[FS8FXJMMPOMZIBWFBQFBDFGVMXPSME
XIFOXFFYUFOEDPNQBTTJPOUPFWFSZPOF JODMVEJOH
BOJNBMT8FDBOUIBWFQFBDFXIFOXFDBVTFIBSN
PSWJPMFODFUPTPNFPOFFMTF
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Grades 9-12: Activities

Source: HEART

Activity 3: Letter Writing
Overview: Students will learn that letter writing is a simple but
effective tactic that can influence politicians and policy-makers to make
humane choices. It has been used in almost every modern social justice
movement and can reap tremendous results.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Write a polite and persuasive letter
on an animal-focused issue that is
important to them.
t Understand how and why letter
writing is an important way to
create change.
t Understand the basic components
of writing a persuasive letter.

Time Needed
30–60 minutes

Materials
t
t
t
t
t

Internet access (for research)
Whiteboard / chalkboard
Dry erase markers / chalk
“How to Write a Letter” worksheet
“Letter Writing Sample” handout

Procedure:
Introduction
Explain to students that letter writing can make the world a better place
and is an important way to create change. Letter writing has been a
tactic used by many people and organizations.
Success Stories:
t http://www.sierraclub.org/planet/199510/letterwriting.asp
t http://www.amnesty.org.au/write/
t http://www.sdpb.org/WildHorses/wild_horse_annie.asp
Writing Letters, Making Change
1. Ask students to list all the problems faced by animals that could be
solved by human beings. Write down students’ responses on the
board.
2. Instruct each student to choose one of the listed problems and
brainstorm what kind of group can help the most to solve that
problem (e.g., a private company, federal government, state
government, local government).
3. Hand out to each student the “How to Write a Letter” worksheet.
Read the worksheet as a group and answer any general questions
about it.
4. Instruct the students to complete
the worksheet. The students
might need to do extra research
to find addresses, facts about the
problem they are writing about,
or companies that are involved
with the issue.
5. Once the students have
completed their worksheets,
hand out the “Letter Writing
Sample.” As a class, analyze
the various parts of the letter
(Headings, Body, Salutation,
etc.) and the language used in
the letter.
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Grades 9-12: Activities

Activity 3: Letter Writing
Insider Tips
t If the students are having difficulty
brainstorming on their own, be
prepared to offer them some
examples of problems animals are
currently facing.
t If you are interested in a particular
pending bill, you can focus this
activity on that bill. Present
the students with background
information on the topic and the
bill’s purpose. Using this activity,
have students write letters to their
representatives.

(continued)

6. Instruct the students, using their completed worksheets as a guide,
to write their own persuasive letters. Remind students that all
letters must be polite, legible and follow the format discussed in the
worksheet.
Wrap Up:
1. Once students have completed their persuasive letters, have student
volunteers read their letters aloud to the class.
2. Collect the letters and mail them to their respective destinations.

Classroom Teachers
t Allowing students to become
“experts” on their problems can
easily extend this activity. Have
students do research (in or out of
class) on their issues and all the
key actors involved. After students
have adequately researched their
topics, have them write their
persuasive letters.
t This activity can be combined
with another lesson from this
Resource Guide. After students
have learned about a particular
topic and have become passionate
about the problem, incorporate
the letter writing activity as a way
for students to engage in creating
solutions to the problem.
Outside Humane Educators
t If you are unaware of how much
your students know about animalfocused issues, create your own
list of problems animals face.
Additionally, supply students with
background information on these
subjects so they can make better
educated decisions when choosing
their topics.
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Letter Writing Sample
John Q. Public
123 Fake Street
Anywhere, NY 12345

May 22, 2012

Rep. Jane Kongrisswohman
1010 E. Lected Blvd.
Anywhere, NY 12345

Dear Ms. Kongrisswohman:
My name is John Q. Public, and I go to school at Anywhere High School. I’m
contacting you because I would like you to vote for House Bill 9876. This bill would
ban the sale of shark fins.

Recently, I learned how sharks are being caught and have their fins cut off to make
shark fin soup. After having their fins cut off, the sharks are then thrown back in the
water to slowly die. I love animals and I believe this practice is very cruel. Also, it
is causing shark populations to become threatened with extinction. The main reason
that you should support this bill is that sharks are an important part of the ocean’s
ecosystem. If they go extinct, it will hurt all of the animals who live in the ocean.

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter. I appreciate all the great work you do
to help our community.

Sincerely,
John Q. Public
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How to Write a Letter
/BNF @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

%BUF @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Step 1: What Change Do You Want?
*UJTJNQPSUBOUUIBUXIBUZPVBTLGPSJTSFBTPOBCMF*UJTVOMJLFMZUIBUBCVTJOFTTPSHPWFSONFOUPGGJDJBMJTHPJOH
UPNBLFBIVHFDIBOHFPWFSOJHIU5IBUEPFTOUNFBOUIBUIVHFDIBOHFTXJMMOFWFSIBQQFO CVUVTVBMMZIVHF
DIBOHFTCFHJOXJUINBOZTNBMM SFBTPOBCMFDIBOHFT
*UJTBMTPJNQPSUBOUUIBUZPVBSFTQFDJGJDBCPVUXIBUZPVXBOU:PVXBOUUIFQFSTPOXIPSFBETZPVSMFUUFSUPLOPX
FYBDUMZXIBUZPVXBOUIJNIFSUPEP'PSFYBNQMF JGZPVBSFXSJUJOHUPHPWFSONFOUPGGJDJBMT UFMMUIFNBCPVUB
TQFDJGJDCJMMBOEIPXZPVXBOUUIFNUPWPUFPOJU
8IBUBSFZPVUSZJOHUPQFSTVBEFTPNFPOFUPEP 

Step 2: Choose the Right Person
*UJTJNQPSUBOUUIBUZPVDIPPTFUIFSJHIUQFSTPOBTUIFSFDJQJFOUPGZPVSMFUUFS*OCVTJOFTTFT UIFSFBSFDFSUBJO
QFPQMFXIPIBWFNPSFQPXFSPSJOGMVFODFPWFSBDPNQBOZ̓*OUIFHPWFSONFOU JUJTCFTUUPDPOUBDUUIFQFPQMF
XIPNPTUEJSFDUMZSFQSFTFOUZPV*GZPVMJWFJO$IJDBHP GPSFYBNQMF JUXPVMECFCFTUUPTFOEUIFMFUUFSUPZPVS
MPDBMBMEFSNBO TUBUFTFOBUPS PSTUBUFSFQSFTFOUBUJWF
5PXIPNEPZPVXBOUUPTFOEZPVSMFUUFS 

Step 3: Brainstorm Reasons to Support Your Opinion
5BLFUJNFUPCSBJOTUPSNBUMFBTUGJWFSFBTPOTXIZZPVUIJOLUIFQFSTPOXIPSFDFJWFTZPVSMFUUFSTIPVMEBHSFFXJUI
ZPV5IFOMPPLBUZPVSMJTUBOEEFDJEFXIJDIUISFFSFBTPOTBSFUIFCFTU$JSDMFUIFTFUISFFSFBTPOTBOEVTFUIFNJO
ZPVSMFUUFS
#SBJOTUPSNMJTU
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How to Write a Letter (continued)
/BNF @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

%BUF @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Step 4: Write the Letter
6TFUIFGPSNBUUIBUJTFYQMBJOFECFMPXUPDSFBUFZPVSMFUUFS3FNFNCFSUPCFQPMJUFJOUIFMFUUFS*GZPVBSFSVEF 
UIFQFSTPOXIPSFBETJUXJMMCFDPNFVQTFUBOEXJMMCFNPSFMJLFMZUPEJTBHSFFXJUIZPV"MTP ZPVSIBOEXSJUJOH
OFFETUPCFOFBUBOEMFHJCMF*GUIFQFSTPODBOOPUSFBEZPVSMFUUFS JUXJMMCFNFBOJOHMFTT
'PSNBUGPSUIFMFUUFS

:PVS/BNF
:PVS"EESFTT
:PVS5PXO 4UBUF ;JQ$PEF

Date

-FUUFS3FDJQJFOUT/BNF
-FUUFS3FDJQJFOUT"EESFTT
-FUUFS3FDJQJFOUT5PXO 4UBUF ;JQ$PEF

%FBS.S.T -FUUFS3FDJQJFOUT-BTU/BNF 
̓
1BSBHSBQI*OUIJTQBSBHSBQIZPVXJMMJOUSPEVDFZPVSTFMGBOEUIFJTTVFZPVBSFXSJUJOHBCPVU'JSTU NFOUJPO
XIFSFZPVMJWFBOEXIFSFZPVHPUPTDIPPM5IFO UFMMUIFQFSTPOFYBDUMZXIBUZPVXPVMEMJLFIJNIFSUPEP
%POUHPJOUPBMPUPGEFUBJMBCPVUUIFJTTVFCFDBVTFZPVXJMMCFEPJOHUIBUJOUIFTFDPOEQBSBHSBQI
1BSBHSBQI*OUIJTQBSBHSBQI ZPVXJMMHPJOUPEFUBJMBCPVUXIZUIFSFDJQJFOUTIPVMEBHSFFXJUIZPV6TFUIF
SFBTPOTUIBUZPVCSBJOTUPSNFEJO4UFQBCPWF8SJUFBUMFBTUPOFTFOUFODFBCPVUFBDIPGUIFTFSFBTPOT
1BSBHSBQI*OUIJTQBSBHSBQI ZPVXJMMUIBOLUIFQFSTPOGPSSFBEJOHZPVSMFUUFS
4JODFSFMZ
:PVSTJHOBUVSF
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Grades 9-12: Lessons

Source: HEART

Lesson 1: Can Anyone Be A Hero?
Mesut Dogan / Shutterstock.com

Overview: Students will learn that heroism is not something reserved
for those rare individuals who achieve something extraordinary, but is
a mindset or behavior possible for anyone, human or animal.
Procedure:
Introduction
Explain to the students that the lesson’s topic is heroes and write the
word “hero” on the board.
Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Describe the characteristics that
make someone a hero.
t List some reasons people do not
always act heroically.
t Write about an ordinary hero.

Defining the Word Hero
1. Divide the students into small groups. Explain that they are to think
about what makes someone a hero and write down all the qualities
or characteristics of a hero.
2. As a whole class, discuss their lists of qualities or characteristics.
Write down these responses on the board.
Important points for the discussion:

Time Needed
45–60 minutes
1 class period

t Heroes act voluntarily and without the expectation of material
gain.

Materials

t Heroes provide a service to someone in need, or the community as
a whole.

t “Heroic Tales” handout
t “Ordinary Hero Newspaper”
worksheet
t Whiteboard / chalkboard
t Dry erase markers / chalk
t Picture of a person on a busy
street, injured, seeking help

t Being a hero involves potential risk/cost to physical comfort, social
stature, or quality of life.
t Heroes act as role models for others and can inspire other people
to be heroes.
Who is a Hero?
1. Now that students have explained what makes someone a hero, ask
them if they think Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. is a hero. Referring
to the list of qualities and characteristics written on the board, ask
students how he demonstrated these
qualities and characteristics.
2. Ask students if a person has
to be famous or wellknown to be a hero. Then
pass out the “Heroic Tales”
handout and instruct them
to read the first story about
Kailash Satyarthi.
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Lesson 1: Can Anyone Be A Hero? (continued)

Insider Tips
t As an extension activity, have the
students complete the “‘Ordinary
Hero’ Newspaper” worksheet.
t If there are ordinary heroes, either
human or animal, that you would
like to highlight instead of those
on the “Heroic Tales” handout,
create your own handout with
passages for the students to read.
Classroom Teachers
t When showing the picture of the
person on a busy street, consider
using poster board or a PowerPoint
or Keynote presentation.
t As an extension activity, have
students research a lesser known
hero (either human or animal),
write a report on that individual,
and present their findings to the
class.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Reading Standards 1, 4, and 7;
Speaking and Listening Standard 1;
and Writing Standard 7.
Outside Humane Educators
t If your setting does not have a
chalkboard/whiteboard, create sets
of index cards with a large variety
of qualities and characteristics on
them so the student groups can
choose from the index cards.
t If you see your students for more
than 60 minutes, consider including
the “‘Ordinary Hero’ Newspaper”
worksheet into the regular lesson.

Resource Links
Hero Stories
t http://www.time.com/
time/specials/packages/
completelist/0,29569,2059858,00.
html
t http://myhero.com

3. Referring to the list on the board, ask if this person demonstrated
these qualities and characteristics. Then point out how this person is
not as well-known or admired as celebrities (such as movie or music
stars). Ask students why that is the case.
4. Ask students if an animal can be a hero. Then instruct the students
to read the second story from the “Heroic Tales” handout. Referring
to the list on the board, ask if this animal demonstrated these
qualities and characteristics.
5. Ask students if ordinary people (like themselves or people they
know) can be heroes. Give an example of a person you (the
instructor) know who fits the definition of a hero. Ask students if
they can think of anyone from their own lives who they think is
heroic. Allow students to share some of their stories.
What Prevents Someone from Acting Heroically?
1. Show the students a picture of a person on a busy street, injured,
seeking help. Ask the students what an ordinary person should do in
this situation.
2. Explain that scientists used this scenario as an experiment. They
hired actors to lie on the ground and pretend to be in pain. However,
it took a long time for anyone to stop and help. Ask the students why
they think it took so long.
3. Explain the concept that everyone has the ability to be a hero,
but that sometimes we are faced with negative influences like
“conformity” and “the bystander effect.” Ask students if they think
the man who helped the person on the floor was a hero. Point out
how his actions influenced other people in that situation to stop and
help as well.
Wrap Up:
Ask students if they have any examples where they resisted conforming
or were not bystanders and chose to help a person or animal.

The Bystander Effect
t http://psychology.about.com/od/
socialpsychology/a/bystandereffect.
htm
t http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/
article/item/we_are_all_bystanders
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Ordinary Hero Worksheet
/BNF @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

%BUF @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Meet Ordinary Hero
__________________________________
By: _______________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

)FSFJTBQJDUVSFPGUIFPSEJOBSZIFSPXIPJTNBLJOH
UIFXPSMEBCFUUFSQMBDF

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Heroic Tales
Kailash Satyarthi
© BBC World Service used under a
Creative Commons CC BY-NC 2.0 license.

,BJMBTIIBTEFWPUFEIJTMJGFUPFOEJOHDIJME
TMBWFSZ8IFOIFXBTZFBSTPME IFHBWFVQB
IJHIQBZJOHKPCUPGPDVTPOGSFFJOHDIJMESFOXIP
BSFJMMFHBMMZGPSDFEUPXPSLBTTMBWFT)FXPVME
PSHBOJ[FSBJETPOGBDUPSJFTUIBUVTFEDIJMETMBWFT
JO*OEJB.BOZCVTJOFTTQFPQMFXIPVTFEDIJME
TMBWFTUISFBUFOFEUPLJMMIJN CVUUIBUEJEOPUTUPQ
IJN"GUFSNBOZTVDDFTTGVMSBJET ,BJMBTITUBSUFE
BOPSHBOJ[BUJPODBMMFEUIF(MPCBM.BSDI"HBJOTU
$IJME-BCPS5IJTPSHBOJ[BUJPOXPSLTBMMPWFSUIF
XPSMEUPTUPQDIJMETMBWFSZBOEDIJMEMBCPS

Lulu the Pig

Larry Lettera/ Camera 1

+P"OOTVGGFSFEBNBKPSIFBSUBUUBDLXIJMFUBLJOH
DBSFPGIFSEBVHIUFSTQJH -VMV+P"OOXBTBMPOF
BOEOPPOFDPVMEIFBSIFSDSJFTGPSIFMQ-VMVLOFX
UIBU+PBOOXBTJOUSPVCMFBOESBOPVUPGUIFIPVTF
-VMVUSJFESFMFOUMFTTMZUPHFUIFMQ4IFFWFOMBJE
EPXOJOUIFNJEEMFPGUIFTUSFFUXIJMFUSZJOHUPHFU
DBSTUPTUPQ-VMVXPVMESFUVSOUPUIFIPVTFUPDIFDL
PO+P"OOBOEUIFOSFUVSOUPUIFTUSFFUTFBSDIJOH
GPSTPNFPOFUPIFMQ'JOBMMZ TPNFPOFOPUJDFE-VMV
BOEGPMMPXFEIFSUPUIFEPPS+P"OOXBTSVTIFEUP
UIFIPTQJUBMBOETIFTVSWJWFE8JUIPVU-VMVTIFMQ 
+P"OONJHIUOPUCFIFSFUPEBZ

Vocabulary
Bystander effect:"QIFOPNFOPOXIFSFQFPQMFJOBOFNFSHFODZTJUVBUJPOEPOPUPGGFSBOZ
IFMQUPBWJDUJNJOOFFEPGBTTJTUBODFXIFOPUIFSQFPQMFBSFQSFTFOUCVUOPUIFMQJOHFJUIFS
Conformity:5IFBDUPGNBUDIJOHBQFSTPOTBUUJUVEFT CFMJFGT BOECFIBWJPSTUPCFUIFTBNF
BTUIPTFPGBHSPVQPGQFPQMF
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Grades 9-12: Lessons

Source: IFAW

Lesson 2: Understanding Habitats
Overview: While examining the importance of habitat, students will
participate in a public meeting role play in which they will examine
various point of views surrounding a particular solution to the problem
of fragmentation.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Examine and discuss the term
“habitat” and its four main
elements:
t Cover
t Food
t Water
t Space
t List some of the causes &
consequences of “fragmentation.”
t Identify and examine solutions for
“fragmentation” such as “wildlife
corridors.”

Time Needed
45-60 minutes
1 class period
(2 class periods optional)

Materials
t “South India Gazette” worksheet
t “Solutions Found for Elephants”
worksheet

Insider Tips
t This lesson can easily be extended
to two class periods by handing
out the “Solutions Found for
Elephants” worksheet while
the student groups are working
on their persuasive statements.
The public meeting can also
be extended by having each
spokesperson answer questions
from the audience and having a
vote at the end of the meeting.

TeachHumane.org

Procedure:
Introduction
Write the following sentence on poster board, a power point
presentation or whiteboard/chalkboard: “____________ is the
combination of resources and environmental conditions present in an
area that makes it possible for a species to survive and reproduce.” Ask
students to complete the sentence. (Answer: “Habitat”)
Habitat’s Elements
1. Ask the students to name and describe the four main elements of
habitat. (Answer: Cover; Food; Water; Space)
2. Ask the students to imagine what would happen to various kinds
of animals if just one of the four main habitat elements were
taken away or changed in some way. Stress to the students the
interdependency of the four elements.
t Example: It would not be good for elephants if there were a lot of
space, food and territory to cover, but they could not actually get
to their water holes because a large road was built that splits their
territory in half.
Fragmentation
1. Use this example to introduce the term “fragmentation” and explain
that it is caused when large areas of habitat are broken up by human
activities.
2. Ask the students to give examples of things that might have caused
fragmentation in their areas and to name some animals who might
have been affected. If students struggle with examples, broaden the
territory from local areas to anywhere.
Wildlife Corridors
1. Ask students to brainstorm solutions to “fragmentation.” Offer
“wildlife corridors” as a possible solution if not given.
t A wildlife corridor is an area of habitat connecting wildlife
populations separated by human activities.
2. As a class, read the fictional “South India Gazette” worksheet.
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Insider Tips (continued)
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity have
students choose a wild animal and
research the relevant habitat needs,
focusing on the four elements.
Then have the students research
whether the animal’s habitat has
been altered by human beings and
what is being done, if anything, to
protect this species.
t This activity aligns to Common Core
Reading Standards 1 and 4; Writing
Standards 1, 2, and 4; and Speaking
and Listening Standards 1, 3, and 4.
Outside Humane Educators
t If you are concerned about not
having enough time to complete
this lesson, instead of asking
questions during the “Habitat
Elements” and “Fragmentation”
sections of the lesson, briefly discuss
the topics by introducing the terms
and relevant facts.
t To cut down on confusion and
disagreements amongst group
members, assign one student
volunteer per group to be the
designated spokesperson.

Resource Links
Habitat
t www.ifaw.org/lessons
t www.equalearth.org/
naturalhabitatdestruction.html
Wildlife Corridors
t www.nrdc.org
t http://www.reliableprosperity.net/
wildlife_corridors.html
t http://news.nationalgeographic.
com/news/2013/01/pictures/130109florida-wildlife-species-bearspanthers-environment-science/

TeachHumane.org

Lesson 2: Understanding Habitats

(continued)

Public Meeting—Role Play
1. Divide the class into four groups representing the various parties
who will speak at a public meeting about the proposed project
highlighted in the “South India Gazette” worksheet.
Each group will be assigned a role:
t (PWFSONFOUPďDJBMXIPOFFETUPHFUTVQQPSUGPSUIFSPBE
project from local inhabitants and conservation experts.
t &YQFSUGSPNBOJOUFSOBUJPOBMDPOTFSWBUJPOPSHBOJ[BUJPO
working to protect elephants and other wildlife in the area.
t 7JMMBHFSXIPIBTBGBSNBUUIFFEHFPGUIFXJMEMJGFSFTFSWFT
t -PDBMTNBMMCVTJOFTTPXOFSXIPXJMMCFCFUUFSDPOOFDUFEUP
potential customers and whose transportation costs will be
lower if the road is built.
2. Give the groups 15-20 minutes to draft persuasive statements
that reflect their points of view and have each group nominate a
spokesperson who will assume the assigned role.
3. Have each designated spokesperson present to the rest of the
class, which will be representing the public audience attending the
meeting.
4. At the end of the presentations, provide an opportunity for questions
and more suggested solutions from the “audience.”
Wrap Up:
1. Have the class evaluate each of the presentations and summarize
lessons learned.
2. Hand out the “Solutions Found for Elephants” worksheet, informing
the students that the public meeting role play was based on real
life considerations and this worksheet recounts a true story of
governmental officials, local villagers and conservation groups
working together to help wildlife affected by fragmentation.
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Gazette
This article is based on real issues and events, though the project described & the people quoted are fictitious.

SOUTH INDIA

is also key to the survival of several other species,
such as tigers. We must work with the Indian
government to protect it now.”
The corridor is a narrow strip of land currently
owned by local people. The land is not only used
by the local elephant population, but by other
animals such as leopards and tigers as it links
two forested areas cut off from each other by
deforestation and agricultural land.

“It is crucial that something is
done to help these elephants.”
– Anand Kumar, conservationist
Government officials in charge of the project
say the new highway would better connect
human settlements to the north and south of the
reserves. However, a road cutting through the
forest could also result in collisions between
vehicles and animals straying onto or crossing the
roadway.

Road puts 1,000
elephants at risk

Local villagers are also divided in their views of
the proposed road. Some think it will help their
area develop and allow them to commute more
easily to towns nearby. Others are concerned that
it will confine the elephants into small pockets of
forest, forcing the herds to stray into local villages
and fields looking for food, which could destroy
crops and endanger their families.

New highway could cut through vital wildlife
habitat in southern India

T

“People have very little money here and depend
on the crops they grow to feed their families.
When elephants stray onto farm land they tear
up crops with their trunks to eat and their huge
feet can ruin a whole year’s harvest. Sometimes
people get injured and killed when they try to
frighten them off their land,” explains Karthik
Gowda, who lives near the wildlife reserve.

he lives of more than 1,000 wild elephants
are at risk from a road that could cut
through their habitat in Southern India.
Conservation groups believe that the road
will cut through a critical corridor of land linking
two important wildlife reserves and will stop the
elephants from moving safely along their natural
migratory routes for foraging and breeding. Almost
half of the wildlife corridors in India already have
roads passing through them.

TeachHumane.org
20 Under One Sky - Student
Animal
Action
Education
Worksheet

© IFAW/ Aidong

“It is crucial that something is done to help these
elephants,” said conservationist and elephant
expert Anand Kumar. “Today, there are only 25,000
wild Asian elephants remaining in the whole of
India. They are suffering greatly from poaching,
habitat loss, and fragmentation. This piece of land

If the road is given the go-ahead by the Indian
government, work could begin within the next 18
months.
In the meantime, said Kumar, “We will be working
with all parties to come up with solutions that not
only protect the elephants’ habitat and stop them
being lost to India forever, but that will help local
people and the government too.”

Humane Education
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Solutions Found for Elephants
5IVSTEBZ %FDFNCFS 
#BOHBMPSF *OEJB
.PSFUIBOPOFUIPVTBOEXJMEFMFQIBOUTIBWFCFFOHJWFOBSJHIUPGQBTTBHFUPEBZ XJUIUIFTBGFHVBSEJOHPGB
XJMEMJGFDPSSJEPSUIBUMJOLTUXPSFTFSWFTJO,BSOBUBLB 4PVUIFSO*OEJB5IFMBOEXBTIBOEFEPWFSCZUIF*OUFSOBUJPOBM
'VOEGPS"OJNBM8FMGBSF *'"8 BOE8JMEMJGF5SVTUPG*OEJB 85* UPGPSFTUPGGJDJBMTJOBDFSFNPOZJO#BOHBMPSFUIF
GJSTUUJNFMBOEIBTCFFOCPVHIUCZBOPOQSPGJUXJMEMJGFPSHBOJ[BUJPOBOETJHOFEPWFSUPUIFHPWFSONFOUUPQSPUFDU
UIFIBCJUBUPGUIFFOEBOHFSFE"TJBOFMFQIBOU.JDIBFM8BNJUIJ *'"8THMPCBM&MFQIBOUT1SPHSBN.BOBHFS TBJE
i5IJTJTBTJHOJGJDBOUTUFQGPSXBSEGPSFMFQIBOUDPOTFSWBUJPOJO*OEJB BOEBNPEFM*IPQFPUIFSXJMEMJGFHSPVQT
XJMMGPMMPX5SBOTGSPOUJFSXJMEMJGFMJOLBHFTBSFBTVTUBJOBCMFNFBOTPGBEESFTTJOHCPUIIBCJUBUGSBHNFOUBUJPOBOE
IVNBOFMFQIBOUDPOGMJDUw
̓
5IFTJHOJOHCFUXFFOUIF,BSOBUBLBHPWFSONFOUBOE85*USBOTGFSTUIFMBOE LOPXOBTUIF&EBZBSHBMMJ
%PEEBTBNQJHF &% DPSSJEPS UPUIF'PSFTU%FQBSUNFOU*OSFUVSOGPSUIFUJUMFEFFET GPSFTUPGGJDJBMTXJMMNBJOUBJOUIF
DPSSJEPSBTBTBGFQBTTBHFGPSFMFQIBOUT5IFBDSFTPGMBOEXFSFQSJWBUFMZQVSDIBTFECZ*'"8JOUPFOTVSF
BWJBCMFIBCJUBUXBTQSPUFDUFEGSPNGVUVSFEFWFMPQNFOU85*GJFMETUBGGXJMMNPOJUPSUIFVTBHFPGUIFDPSSJEPSCZ
XJMEMJGFBOEFOTVSFUIFNPWFNFOUPGFMFQIBOUTJTOPUIJOEFSFE
̓
5IF&%DPSSJEPSJTBOBSSPXTUSJQPGMBOE LNXJEFBOELNMPOH UIBUJTDSVDJBMUPUIFMPDBMFMFQIBOUQPQVMBUJPO
BTJUMJOLTUXPGPSFTUFEBSFBTDVUPGGGSPNFBDIPUIFSCZEFGPSFTUBUJPOBOEBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOE"IJHIXBZBMTPSVOT
UISPVHIUIFDPSSJEPSDPOOFDUJOHIVNBOTFUUMFNFOUTUPUIFOPSUIBOETPVUI UISFBUFOJOHUIFBCJMJUZPGFMFQIBOUTUP
NPWFTBGFMZCFUXFFOUIFQSPUFDUFEBSFBTGPSGPSBHJOHBOECSFFEJOH̓
̓
'SFE03FHBO 1SFTJEFOUPG*'"8 TBJEi*BNQSPVEPGUIJTHSPVOECSFBLJOHJOJUJBUJWF XIJDIBJNTUPHJWFQSJWBUFMZ
PXOFEMBOECBDLUPUIFHPWFSONFOUBVUIPSJUJFTXIPBSFCFTUQMBDFEUPFOGPSDFFYJTUJOHDPOTFSWBUJPOMBXT5IF&%
DPSSJEPSJO,BSOBUBLBJTBMTPIPNFUPXJMEUJHFSTBOEMFPQBSET TPCZQSPUFDUJOHUIFIBCJUBUPGFMFQIBOUTXFBSFBMTP
BCMFUPQSPWJEFTBGFQBTTBHFGPSPUIFSFOEBOHFSFETQFDJFTBOEXJMEMJGFJOUIFBSFBw
̓
85* *'"8BOEQBSUOFSTIBWFBMTPBDRVJSFEQBSUPGBOJEFOUJGJFEFMFQIBOUDPSSJEPSMJOLJOHUIF8BZBOBE4BODUVBSZ
UPUIF#SBINBHJSJ4BODUVBSZ ,FSBMB5IFTUSJQPGMBOEJTUISFBUFOFECZIVNBOTFUUMFNFOUT#ZBDRVJSJOHUIFMBOE
PXOFECZWJMMBHFST FJUIFSCZEJSFDUQBZNFOUPSCZQSPWJEJOHTVJUBCMFBMUFSOBUJWFMBOEBOEIPVTFTBMPOHXJUI
SFIBCJMJUBUJPOQBDLBHFT UIFQSPKFDUXPSLTXJUIMPDBMDPNNVOJUJFTUPFOTVSFFMFQIBOUIBCJUBUJTQSPUFDUFEGPSMPOH
UFSNDPOTFSWBUJPO'PVSGBNJMJFTIBWFBMSFBEZCFFOWPMVOUBSJMZSFMPDBUFEGSPN5IJSVMBLVOOVWJMMBHF.S03FHBO
DPNNFOUFEi*NQPSUBOUMZ MPDBMWJMMBHFSTBMTPCFOFGJUGSPNUIFDSFBUJPOPGDPSSJEPSTCFDBVTFUIFZIFMQSFEVDF
JOTUBODFTPGDPOGMJDU UIVTDSFBUJOHBCFUUFSXPSMEGPSBOJNBMTBOEQFPQMFw
̓
&MFQIBOUOVNCFST XIJDIPODFXFSFJOUIFNJMMJPOT IBWFQMVNNFUFEUPBOFTUJNBUFE 5PEBZ UIFSF
BSFBQQSPYJNBUFMZ UP "TJBOFMFQIBOUTSFNBJOJOHJOUIFXJME BCPVUBUFOUIPGUIFFYJTUJOH"GSJDBO
FMFQIBOUQPQVMBUJPO5IFNBKPSUISFBUTUPFMFQIBOUQPQVMBUJPOTXJUIJO"TJBBSFQPBDIJOH IBCJUBUMPTTBOE
GSBHNFOUBUJPO
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Grades 9-12: Lessons

Source: HEART

© Mercy For Animals MFA used under a
Creative Commons CC BY 2.0 license.

Lesson 3: The Omnivore’s Debate
Overview: By weighing the evidence on both sides of an issue,
students will appreciate the important controversies surrounding our
nation’s meat industry.
Procedure:
Introduction
Ask students what, according to the United Nations, is the number
one cause of greenhouse gas emissions in the world. (Answer:
industrialized animal agriculture or factory farming.)

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Explain some of the impacts
industrialized animal agriculture
has on the environment and
animal welfare.
t Understand the motivations and
reasons behind the adoption of a
plant-based diet.

Truth or Lie?
1. Hand out to the students the “Truth or Lie?” worksheet and instruct
them to answer the five questions to the best of their ability.
2. Review the answers with the class. Inform students that there is a
section on the worksheet to take notes about the answers.
1. True
2. True

Time Needed

3. False. According to the U.S. Senate Committee on Agriculture,
Nutrition and Forestry, these animals generate 130 times as much
waste as humans.

45-60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t “Truth or Lie?” worksheet
t “The Omnivore’s Debate” handout

Insider Tips
t When the student groups are
writing their answers on the poster
board, instruct them to write in
complete sentences. This will help
clarify their presentations to the
rest of the class.
t To complement “The Omnivore’s
Debate” handout, consider showing
“The Meatrix® I” film (www.
themeatrix.com). It provides a clear
and engaging context for the issues
surrounding raising animals on
factory farms.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity,
students can examine a common
misconception that people, who do
not eat meat, do not get enough
protein. Students could make a
classroom chart that compares
protein values per serving,
and include meat and meat
alternatives.

TeachHumane.org

4. False. The inflation-adjusted price of chicken is less than 1/4th
what it was in 1980. In this time, the average broiler chicken
(chicken bred for meat) has grown nearly twice as big and people
are eating nearly twice as much chicken.
5. False. Currently, only one percent of these animals are raised in a
humane, sustainable way.
Free Write
1. Ask students to write continuously for five minutes, responding to
this prompt, “For the sake of our animals and environment, should
we become a vegetarian nation?” Tell the students that their writing
will not be graded, but they may share their pieces if they like.
2. After five minutes, invite student volunteers to share their work.
Going Over the “Facts”
1. Hand out to the students “The Omnivore’s Debate.” As a class, read
the fourteen facts and solicit and answer any questions about them.
2. Divide the class into two debate teams. Instruct the students which
UFBNXJMMCFSFQSFTFOUJOHUIFi7FHFUBSJBO/BUJPOwTJEFBOEXIJDI
team will be representing the “No Change” side. Also, announce that
you will be looking for at least one “introductory statement” from
each team.
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Insider Tips (continued)
t As an extension activity, students can
become “Deli Detectives,” examining
their local supermarkets and seeing
whether they can find the origin of
the stores’ meats. This activity will
familiarize them with “COOL,” or
“Country of Origin Labeling Laws.”
t This activity aligns to Common Core
Reading Standards 1 and 4; Speaking
and Listening Standards 1, 3, and 4;
and Writing Standards 2 and 4.
Outside Humane Educators
t If you feel you will run short on
time, cut out the “Free Write”
activity. Another way to save time
is to ask students to read and assess
“The Omnivore’s Debate” handout
themselves.
t For the possibility of a more
impassioned debate, take a quick
poll of students’ attitudes prior to
dividing the class into two teams. If
attitudes are divided equally, assign
the teams accordingly.

Resource Links
Farm Animal Protection
t www.farmsanctuary.org
t www.hsus.org/farm_animals/
t www.cok.net
t www.eatwellguide.org
t www.mfa.org

Lesson 3: The Omnivore’s Debate

(continued)

The Debate
1. Have each side present one or two opening statements (about a
minute each).
2. Debate’s ground rules:
t One student speaks at a
time.
t Students respond directly
to their opponents’
arguments with facts.
t Students will only be
called upon if they raise
their hands.
Wrap Up:
1. Take a straw poll as to whether the debate changed anyone’s opinion
about the issue. Ask students what information was particularly
influential.
2. Explain to the students that the debate asked students to take a hard
stand, but there might be a “middle ground.” Ask the students to
consider the issues raised, and consider the type of solutions that are
available.

Pro-Animal Agriculture
t www.consumerfreedom.com
t http://www.debatabase.org/details.
asp?topicID=301

TeachHumane.org
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The Omnivore’s Debate
Resolve: For the sake of our animals and our environment, we should become a vegetarian nation.

THE FACTS:
 8IJMFNPTUDBUUMFBSFSBJTFEPOGBDUPSZGBSNTBOEHJWFOBDPSOCBTFEEJFU UIFZBSFHFOFUJDBMMZNFBOUUPFBU
HSBTT(SBTTGFECFFGJTMPXFSJOGBUT DIPMFTUFSPM BOEDBMPSJFTBOEIJHIFSJOWJUBNJOT BOUJPYJEBOUT BOEIFBMUI
QSPNPUJOHGBUT"OE DPNQBSFEUPUIFJSDBHFEDPVOUFSQBSUT HSBTTGFEBOJNBMTBSFUSFBUFENPSFIVNBOFMZ
)PXFWFS UIFJSNFBUUFOETUPDPTUBCPVUUXJDFBTNVDI
 0GUIFNPSFUIBOCJMMJPODIJDLFOTSBJTFEFBDIZFBSPO64GBDUPSZGBSNT NPSFUIBONJMMJPONBMFDIJDLTBSF
HSPVOEVQBMJWFPSUPTTFEJOUPCBHTUPTVGGPDBUF)VOESFETPGNJMMJPOTNPSFDIJDLFOTTVGGFSGSPNCSPLFOMFHTBOE
XJOHTGSPNSPVHIIBOEMJOHNJMMJPOTNPSFEJFGSPNUIFTUSFTTPGUIFKPVSOFZUPUIFTMBVHIUFSIPVTF 'PPE *OD
EPDVNFOUBSZ
 i5IFUSVUIJTJUUBLFTQPVOETPGHSBJOBOEHBMMPOTPGXBUFSUPQSPEVDFBQPVOEPGCFFGJOUIF6OJUFE
4UBUFT5IFSFBMJUZJTUIBUQFSDFOUPGUIFOBUJPOTHSB[JOHMBOETBSFOPUTVJUBCMFGPSGBSNJOH$BUUMF
FBUGPSBHFTUIBUIVNBOTDBOOPUDPOTVNFBOEDPOWFSUUIFNJOUPBOVUSJFOUEFOTFGPPEw IUUQXXX
CFFGGSPNQBTUVSFUPQMBUFPSH
 "DDPSEJOHUP.BSL#JUUNBOPG5IF/FX:PSL5JNFT i8F<"NFSJDBOT>FBDIDPOTVNFTPNFUIJOHMJLFHSBNTPG
QSPUFJOBEBZ BCPVUUXJDFUIFGFEFSBMHPWFSONFOUTSFDPNNFOEFEBMMPXBODFPGUIBU BCPVUHSBNTDPNFGSPN
BOJNBMQSPUFJO*UTMJLFMZUIBUNPTUPGVTXPVMEEPKVTUGJOFPOBSPVOEHSBNTPGQSPUFJOBEBZ WJSUVBMMZBMMPGJU
GSPNQMBOUTPVSDFTw
 *ODSFBTJOHMZ DPODFSOFEDJUJ[FOTBSFCVZJOHiTVTUBJOBCMFCFFGw6TVBMMZ UIJTNFBOTUIFZQBZUIFGBSNFSGPSPGB
DPXUIFNPOFZQBZTUIFGBSNFSUPSBJTFBHSBTTGFE GSFFSBOHJOHDPXUIBUJTSBJTFEIVNBOFMZ
 "DDPSEJOHUP-FTUFS#SPXO QSFTJEFOUPG&BSUI1PMJDZ*OTUJUVUF NPWJOHiEPXOUIFGPPEDIBJOwPSDPOTVNJOHMFTT
NFBUSFEVDFTXBUFSVTF*OUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT XIFSFUIFBOOVBMDPOTVNQUJPOPGHSBJOBTGPPEBOEBOJNBMGFFE
BWFSBHFT QPVOETQFSQFSTPO BNPEFTUSFEVDUJPOJOUIFDPOTVNQUJPOPGNFBU NJML BOEFHHTDPVMEFBTJMZ
DVUHSBJOVTFQFSQFSTPOCZQPVOET TBWJOH UPOTPGJSSJHBUJPOXBUFSBOOVBMMZQFSQFSTPO
 i5IFNBJOJOHSFEJFOUT<PGGPPEBOJNBMT>BSFHFOFUJDBMMZNPEJGJFEHSBJOBOETPZUIBUBSFLFQUBUBSUJGJDJBMMZMPX
QSJDFTCZHPWFSONFOUTVCTJEJFT5PGVSUIFSDVUDPTUT UIFGFFENBZBMTPDPOUBJOiCZQSPEVDUGFFETUVGGwTVDIBT
NVOJDJQBMHBSCBHF TUBMFQBTUSZ DIJDLFOGFBUIFST BOEDBOEZw i(SBTT'FE#BTJDT wFBUXJMEDPN
 "DDPSEJOHUP7FH/FXTDPN
t *UUBLFTUJNFTNPSFMBOEUPQSPEVDFUIFTBNFGPPEFOFSHZGSPNNFBUUIBOJUEPFTGSPNQPUBUPFT
t *UUBLFTUJNFTNPSFQFUSPMFVNUPQSPEVDFBIBNCVSHFSUIBOJUEPFTBTPZCVSHFS
t -BOEBOJNBMTDPOGJOFEBOELJMMFEFWFSZZFBSFYDSFUFUJNFTNPSFGFDFTBOEVSJOFUIBOIVNBOT
 'SPN7FH/FXTDPN(SPXJOHDSPQTGPSBOJNBMTUBLFTVQQFSDFOUPGUIFBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOEJOUIF64
'SPN#FFGGSPNQBTUVSFUPQMBUFPSH"DDPSEJOHUP64%"T"HSJDVMUVSBM4UBUJTUJDT PGUIFCJMMJPOBDSFTPGMBOE
JOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT NJMMJPOBDSFTBSFDMBTTJGJFEBTDSPQMBOEBOEPOMZBCPVUQFSDFOUPG64DSPQMBOEJT
VTFEGPSGFFEHSBJOQSPEVDUJPO
 #FFGJTUIF/P64TPVSDFPGQSPUFJO WJUBNJO# BOE[JOD#FFGJTBMTPUIF/PGPPETPVSDFPGJSPOCFIJOE
GPSUJGJFEDFSFBMBOEHSBJOT"DDPSEJOHUP.JDIBFM1PMMBOTCPPL*O%FGFOTFPG'PPE i.FBUJTOVUSJUJPVTGPPE 
TVQQMZJOHBMMUIFFTTFOUJBMBNJOPBDJETBTXFMMBTNBOZWJUBNJOTBOENJOFSBMT BOE*IBWFOUGPVOEBDPNQFMMJOH
IFBMUISFBTPOUPFYDMVEFJUGSPNUIFEJFUw QQ 
 *ODPVOUSJFTXIFSFQFPQMFFBUBQPVOEPSNPSFPGGSVJUTBOEWFHFUBCMFTBEBZ UIFSBUFPGDBODFSJTIBMGXIBUJUJT
JOUIF64 SFQPSUTBO0YGPSE6OJWFSTJUZTUVEZ#ZDPOUSBTU QFPQMFXIPFBUBCPWFBWFSBHFBNPVOUTPGSFEBOE
QSPDFTTFENFBUTTUBOEBIJHIFSDIBODFPGIBWJOHFMFWBUFECMPPEQSFTTVSF BDPSPOBSZSJTLGBDUPS
 i-JPOTIVOUEFFSIBXLTIVOUSBCCJUTXIPIBTUIFSJHIUUPTBZJUTNPSBMMZXSPOHGPSIVNBOT UIFNPTU
JOUFMMJHFOUTQFDJFTPO&BSUI UPFBUPUIFSBOJNBMT "OE XIZNVTUNPSBMJUZ FUIJDT BOEGPPEIBCJUTCFDPOOFDUFE w
#V[[MFDPN
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Truth or Lie Worksheet
/BNF @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

%BUF @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Directions:*OEJDBUFCFMPXXIFUIFSUIFTUBUFNFOUJT5SVFPS'BMTF


@@@@@@@@@@@ 8PSMENFBUQSPEVDUJPOIBTHSPXOOFBSMZQFSDFOUTJODF







@@@@@@@@@@@ 0WFSPOFIBMGPGGBSNXPSLFSTBSFVOEPDVNFOUFENJHSBOUMBCPSFST







@@@@@@@@@@@ * OUIF64 UIFBOJNBMTSBJTFEGPSPVSDPOTVNQUJPOHFOFSBUFGJWFUJNFTUIFBNPVOUPG
XBTUFBTIVNBOT







@@@@@@@@@@@ "EKVTUFEGPSJOGMBUJPO UIFQSJDFPGDIJDLFOJTUXJDFXIBUJUXBTJO







@@@@@@@@@@@ $VSSFOUMZ QFSDFOUPGBMMUIFBOJNBMTXFFBUBSFSBJTFEJOBIVNBOF TVTUBJOBCMFXBZ















/05&4

/05&4

/05&4

/05&4

/05&4
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Grades 9-12: Lessons

Source: IFAW, HEART

Lesson 4: Clothing: The Tough Choices
Overview: Students examine the ethics behind the fur trade and the
rationale for different attitudes toward the issue. To do so, students will
begin by matching animals to the products for which they are used.
This activity is followed by students taking on different personas and
coming to a decision centered around the fur trade based on those
personas.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Consider some of the social, moral
and political dimensions of the
animal welfare issues surrounding
the protection and hunting of
seals.
t Identify the various ways human
beings use animals in their day-today lives.
t Examine their personal beliefs
regarding the use of fur and
leather products.

Time Needed
45–60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t “Dastardly Dilemmas” worksheet
t “Animal Use: Matching Game”
worksheet
t Seal & seal hunt information
packet

Procedure:
Introduction
1. Instruct students to complete the “Animal Use: Matching Game”
worksheet.
2. Review answers as a class. Respond to questions about animal use
that arise from the worksheet.
Dastardly Dilemmas
1. Divide the students into small groups and assign each group one
dilemma statement from the “Dastardly Dilemmas” worksheet.
2. Instruct each group of students to
appoint a spokesperson and then,
as a group, spend 10 minutes
discussing the dilemma statement
and the decision they would make
as a group. Hand out the “Seal &
Seal Hunt Information Packet”
to each group for background
information.
3. Have the groups describe their
dilemmas to the rest of the class
and explain their decisions. Once
the groups have finished presenting, allow for discussion about each
particular dilemma.
4. Ask the students what conclusions they have reached. Did any of the
discussions make them change their minds on the various issues?
Reflection
1. Write these two questions on the whiteboard/chalkboard.
t Are there some cases of wearing fur/leather that are more justified
than others?
t How do you feel about wearing fur/leather?
2. Ask students to write paragraph responses to each of these prompts.
3. (Optional) Have students share their responses to these questions.
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Grades 9-12: Lessons

Lesson 4: Clothing: The Tough Choices

(continued)

Insider Tips
t When discussing the “Animal Use: Matching Game”
worksheet, some students might inquire about
animal-free alternatives. Be prepared to offer
students seeking such alternatives with options or
resources to find such products.
t In the “Animal Use: Matching Game” worksheet,
there is some overlap even though students are
asked to match each animal only once to a product.
For example, rabbits have been used to produce fur
coats and angora sweaters, and rennet can be found
in any mammal's stomach even though it is most
commonly taken from calves.
t One set of possible answers, matching each animal
only once to a different product, in the Animal Use
Matching Game: 1) E; 2) J; 3) G; 4) H; 5) A; 6) B; 7) C;
8) D; 9) I; 10) F.
t When the class is discussing the Dastardly Dilemma
statements, interject the “Dastardly Dilemma
discussion points” if they have not already been
raised.

TeachHumane.org

Classroom Teachers
t As an extension activity, ask the students to find
material from different advocacy organizations
regarding seal hunts and culls. Ask the students to
provide written evaluations of three different sets
of material they find in terms of clarity of message,
effectiveness of imagery and the quality of evidence
presented against the need for a cull.
t As an extension activity, have students write a first
person fictional story based on the persona they
adopted during the Dastardly Dilemma activity.
t This activity aligns to Common Core Reading
Standards 2 and 8; Writing Standards 1, 2, and 4;
and Speaking and Listening Standards 1, 3, and 4.
Outside Humane Educators
t If you do not have access to a whiteboard/
chalkboard, create a worksheet to distribute with
the two “Reflection” questions on it so students
have a place to write their paragraph responses.
t Creating an information sheet with websites and
other resources on alternatives to animal-based
products may come in handy if many students are
seeking such information after the class.
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Animal Use: Matching Game
/BNF @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

%BUF @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Instructions:.BUDIFBDIQSPEVDUXJUIPOFBOJNBMVTFEUPQSPEVDFJU

Animal

Answer

Product

1. ,BTINJS(PBU

1. ____

A. %PXO

2. #FFUMF

2. ____

B. (FMBUJO

3. "MMJHBUPS

3. ____

C. 4JML

4. 3BCCJU

4. ____

5. (PPTF%VDL

5. ____

E. $BTINFSF

6. 1JH

6. ____

F. 'VS

7. 4JMLXPSN

7. ____

G. (BUPS4LJO#PPUT

8. 8IBMF

8. ____

H. "OHPSB

9. $BMG

9. ____

10. 4FBM

10. ____

TeachHumane.org

D. "NCFSHSJT[product
used in perfumes and
to flavor foods]

I. 3FOOFU[product used
in many cheeses as a
binding agent]

J. $BSNJOF[product used
as a coloring agent]
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Dastardly dilemmas. What would you do?
Dastardly Dilemma statements

Dastardly Dilemma discussion points

You are an aspiring supermodel. You have always said you would
never wear fur. You are asked to model a sealskin coat for a top
fashion house to advance your career.
What would you do? What could be the implications of your
decisions?

Supermodel – What would happen if the aspiring model wore
the seal fur and then used her position once she was famous to
campaign against the seal fur trade?
What would happen if the aspiring model decided to tell the press
that she refused to wear fur?

You are an indigenous person. Seal hunting is one of your people’s
traditions. You live in an area where the seal population has
dropped significantly because of large-scale, commercial hunting.
The law, however, says that because you are a native person
you can still hunt seals. What could be the implications of your
decisions?

Indigenous person – What would happen if the indigenous person
and his or her community stopped hunting seals – how would this
affect their traditions and lifestyle? What would happen if the indigenous person kept hunting seals and sold them to the commercial
organizations which could no longer hunt in your area?
Marine scientist – How would the marine scientist present evidence
to show that seals don’t eat all the fish – that it’s a far more complicated issue – without losing his or her job?
How would the local fishermen and women react if they were
shown evidence that over-fishing – and not hungry seals – have
caused fish stocks to plummet?

You are a marine scientist. The head of the government agency you
work for tells you he is under political pressure to claim that seals are
destroying fishing nets and causing fish stocks to collapse. He wants
you to support – or at least not counter – this claim, even though
your research has shown it to be false. What would you do? What
could be the implications of your decisions?

Campaigner – If the campaigner took this job what would be the
impacts on his/her future career and relationships with colleagues?
How could the campaigner still work against the seal hunt while
being employed by the pro-hunting government?

You work for an animal welfare group. You have campaigned
against hunting and killing seals for profit. The government of a
country which holds a big commercial seal hunt every year asks you
to come and work for them on their pro-hunting campaign. They will
double your salary. What would you do? What could be the implications of your decisions?

Teenager – What would be the effects on the teenager if he or she
took this job? How would friends and family view the decision?
How could he or she help the seals?

You are a teenager and have just finished school. Everyone in
your area is poor. You hate cruelty to animals, and you love seals,
but you know that you could make money your family needs by
cooking for the men who come to kill seals each year. What would
you do? What could be the implications of your decisions?

Extension activity
Ask the students to search the Internet and find material from
campaigning organizations regarding seal hunts and culls. Ask
the students to provide a written evaluation of three different sets
of material they find in terms of clarity of message, effectiveness
of imagery, and the quality of evidence presented against the
need for a cull.
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The Story of Seals
Scientists believe seals evolved from land animals that were related
to modern mammals like dogs and bears. These creatures took to
the sea about 30 million years ago, perhaps because there was
more food available there. The earliest fossils of these seal ancestors
date back more than 23 million years.
The first seals lived in the Pacific Ocean off what is now
California. Over millions of years they dispersed throughout the North Pacific and into the Atlantic via an ancient
waterway that separated North and South America. They
later moved into the southern hemisphere.
Seals have evolved to take advantage of the rich
resources of the sea while maintaining close ties to the
land where they rest, molt, give birth and nurse their
young. Today, seals are found all over the world, but the
largest numbers live in the cold of the Arctic and
Antarctic, where food is most abundant.

Many legends and stories have become part of
the myth of these beautiful sea creatures.
In some tales, the seals are said to turn into people when they come ashore. In one such story, a
beautiful girl turns back into a seal and is tragically killed by her fisherman husband.
Although most seals feed mainly on fish, the
leopard seal eats penguins and sometimes other
seals. The largest seal population in the world
belongs to the crabeater seal, which does not
actually eat crabs at all, but instead feeds on
krill (small shrimp-like creatures), which it filters
through teeth that are specially adapted for
this purpose.
Seals come back onto
land, which is known
as “hauling out,” for
many reasons, including resting, molting,
giving birth and nursing. Species such as
harp and hooded seals
haul out onto ice and
turn this frozen paradise into a vast nursery with
thousands of seal pups and their mothers.
Some seals will migrate thousands of miles
between their feeding and breeding grounds.
Others can dive to incredible depths. The northern elephant seal holds the record for the deepest dive at more than 3,280 feet (1,000 meters).
The longest dive ever recorded is one hour, 13
minutes in the Antarctic by a Weddell seal.

Elephant Sized

The largest of all species is the northern elephant seal, with male “bulls” weighing up to almost four tons, as heavy as a large truck. They can grow to 21 feet
(6.5 meters) in length. They got their name because their large noses reminded
people of the trunks of elephants. The smallest species in the world are ringed
seals and Baikal seals. They weigh up to only 140 pounds (64 kilograms) and
are about 4 feet, 6 inches (1.37 meters) in length.
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Seal Hunting
Seals have been hunted for centuries. The Inuit have always hunted
seals in the Arctic. Archeological evidence suggests that seals were
hunted by people living on the east coast of North America as long
as 4,000 years ago. It is also known that they provided food and
fur to Norse settlers in Greenland from around A.D. 985.

History
Over the past 200 years, commercial hunting
has brought some species to the brink of
extinction. In the 19th century, fewer than
100 northern elephant seals were left alive –
all elephant seals today are descended from
just those few. Walruses were also hunted
extensively for ivory and their blubber, which
was made into oil. The Atlantic walrus used
to live along the east coast of North America
from Labrador to Cape Cod, but the entire
east coast population was hunted to local
extinction by 1800.

Seals were hunted in most places where they
came into contact with people, but gradually
the majority of countries ended the killing.
However, large-scale commercial hunting still
takes place in Canada, Russia, Greenland,
Norway and Namibia.

The Largest Marine Mammal
Hunt in the World
Between 2003-2005 more than one million
harp seals were killed in Canada, making it by
far the largest hunt for any marine mammal in
the world. The quota for the hunt in 2006 was
335,000, one of the highest ever.
This huge hunt has been hotly debated by the
pro- and anti-sealing sides of the issue for
many years. The Canadian government and
other seal hunt supporters say it is humane and
well regulated. Supporters claim it is necessary
to control seal numbers because seals eat too
many of the fish that fishermen rely on for a
living. Those opposed to the hunt, which
includes many Canadians and millions of other
people around the world, argue that it is cruel,
puts the seal population at risk, and that seals
are not to blame for reduced fish numbers.
Today an average of more than 300,000 harp
seals are killed every year in Canada, mainly so
their fur can be used by the fashion industry
around the world. The killing of 10,000 hooded seals each year is also permitted in Canada.

Shivering Seals

When harp seal pups are first born they keep warm by shivering. Inside their
mother’s womb it is cozy, but once they enter the icy world outside they often
face temperatures below freezing.

8
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Harp seals give birth to their young in the
Gulf of St Lawrence and off the coast of
Newfoundland in late February and early
March each year, turning the ice floes into a
giant white nursery. Despite a decision in the
1980s by the European Economic Community
to ban the import of whitecoat seal pup pelts,
in recent years more than 95% of the seals
killed have been younger than three months
old. It is legal to kill seal pups once they start
to molt, at about 14 days old.
The sealers club and shoot both pups and
adult animals. As clubs, they sometimes use
hakapiks, which have a large metal spike on
the end. One of the problems with shooting
is that seals are sometimes wounded and go
back into the water to die slow and painful
deaths.

Other Hunts and Culls Around the World
In other annual hunts around the world, about 75,000 harp seals from the
same population as those off the coast of Canada are landed in Greenland’s
summer hunt, more than 40,000 harp seals in Russia and 40,000 fur seals in
Namibia. Norway kills 9,500 seals in the White Sea and thousands of others
off its own coast. The South African fur seal hunt was suspended in 1990.
The numbers listed above do not tell the full story – the Greenland hunt
actually kills more than 150,000 seals, because for every animal that is landed, an additional one has been killed but not recovered.
Scientists point to this high “struck-and-lost” rate
as one of the cruelest aspects of such hunting. It
also leads to unsustainability since the numbers
are not included in hunt or population statistics.
Common or harbor seals are found in UK waters,
as well as 35% of the global population of gray
seals. In Scotland, there have been repeated calls
for seal culls (reducing the population). These calls
are led by fishermen who are concerned that the
seals are eating large amounts of fish that they believe would otherwise be
available for them to bring ashore. The law in Britain is so vague that seals
can even be shot if they are just in an area where fishing gear is in use.
The Australian fur seal is also regarded as a problem by fishermen and a
significant number are killed each year in traps and nets or shot.
In the USA, the Marine Mammal Protection Act prohibits importing, hunting,
capturing or killing of marine mammals except for scientific research,
public display, and the incidental harming of these animals in the course
of commercial fishing.

Fisheries Competition
The claim that seals are damaging fish stocks is always used as one of the
excuses for commercial seal hunts and culls.

Scientists report that the hunt puts the harp
seal population in danger because killing such
high numbers each year is not sustainable.
A recent scientific survey shows that the
Canadian government’s plan for harp seals
risks reducing the population by 70%.
Scientists also point out that there is no
evidence that killing seals helps protect fish
stocks. The collapse of the cod stocks in
Canada was caused by overfishing – even
most fishermen agree that is the case.

However, scientists say the simplistic argument that seals eat fish and therefore if you kill them there will be more fish for fishermen is nonsense. Seals
eat many predators of commercially caught fish and removing seals may in
fact have the opposite effect and actually reduce those fish numbers. The
reality is that the situation is incredibly complex, but overfishing is universally
accepted as the primary cause of collapsing fish populations.

With subsidies in the late 1990s of $20 million,
as well as other expenses, the hunt costs
Canadian taxpayers money and yet accounts
for only a small part of a fisherman’s income.

Nose Balloon

Adult male hooded seals have the strange ability to inflate the black sac, or
“hood,” which hangs over the end of their nose. Adult males can also inflate the
skin-like membrane in their noses, so it forms a large red balloon. They do this
when they are being aggressive or defensive, and possibly to impress the
females!
9
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Protecting Seals
Around the World

©IFAW/Florian Graner

The three key reasons for
opposition to the hunt are:

In the 21st century, scientists now advise that
we should begin protecting and conserving
wildlife and their habitats long before species
become rare and more difficult and costly to
protect. At present, a third of all seal species
are listed on the IUCN (The World Conservation
Union) Red List, which means they are at risk.
In some cases, such as the Mediterranean monk
seal, the whole species is listed as critically
endangered.

< Cruelty – A report by an international
panel of veterinarians revealed that up to
42% of the seals are skinned alive.
Clubbing is inherently cruel and shooting
often leaves seals to die slow and painful
deaths underwater.

< Not sustainable – Scientists warn
that the current level of killing cannot
continue without putting the harp seal
population at risk.

Campaigning Against
Commercial Seal Hunting

< Not economically viable – Recent

Canadian government grants of $20 million far outweigh the annual landed value
of seals. Sealing accounts for less than one
tenth of one percent of Newfoundland’s
economy and is only a small fraction of a
fisherman’s income.

©IFAW/Sea Mammal Research Unit

The campaign against the Canadian seal
hunt is backed by politicians from the USA,
Europe, and other parts of the world.
According to a 2005 poll, 69% of Canadians
were opposed to the commercial hunting of
seals. In the USA, seals are protected by the
Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA),
which was passed by Congress in 1972. The
MMPA prohibits, with certain exceptions,
the “take” (capture or killing) of marine
mammals in US waters and by US citizens
on the high seas, as well as the importation
of marine mammals and marine mammal
products into the USA.

©IFAW/Stewart Cook

These beautiful marine mammals are among the most wonderful wild
animals we ever encounter. For more than 30 years IFAW has been
campaigning internationally to protect seals like these around the world.

The biggest success in the campaign
against the commercial Canadian seal
hunt was when the European Economic
Community banned the import of whitecoat harp seal pelts in the 1980s. Hunt
numbers dropped substantially for several
years after the ban, but have now risen
sharply again.

Seal Song

Male bearded seals are very vocal and produce a distinctive song, perhaps
even a dialect unique to specific regions. These songs may be used to attract
females or to defend underwater territories during the spring breeding season.
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Grades 9-12: Lessons
© Guyon Morée used under a Creative Commons
CC BY 2.0 license.

Source: HEART

Lesson 5: When Does Animal Use Become
Animal Abuse?
Overview: While examining the range of human use (and abuse) of
animals, students will consider which behaviors they deem acceptable,
and “draw the line” at those they don’t.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Examine their beliefs regarding
acceptable and unacceptable
human uses of animals.
t Practice building consensus with
their peers.

Time Needed
35–45 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t “Animal Use Example” Handout
t “Continuum Paper Packet”—Set
for each group (10 sheets of paper:
8 of them have a straight line
going all the way across the paper,
1 has a “–” and 1 has a “+” on the
paper)
t “Animal Use Envelopes”—one
for each student (Each envelope
is filled with 14 pieces of paper
numbered from 1 to 14)

Insider Tips
t If possible, use different color
paper in each envelope so students
can easily distinguish themselves
on the Continuum.
t Prior to starting the class
discussion, consider establishing
some ground rules for a safe and
productive classroom discussion.
t Throughout the class, underscore
that current animal conditions
are not permanent. Students are
learning about these issues so that,
if they deem necessary, they may
help effect change.

TeachHumane.org

Procedure:
Introduction
Ask the students to provide examples of people using animals for
the benefit of human beings. Ask them generally how they feel about
animals being used.
Use or Abuse?
1. Divide students into small groups. Hand out to each student an
envelope filled with 14 small pieces of paper, numbered 1 through
14. Give each student the “Animal Use Example” handout. Distribute
to each group the “Continuum Paper Packet.”
2. Instruct the students to put together their group’s “Continuum Paper
Packet” by laying out the 10 sheets of paper on their desks with one
end having the paper with a “-” or negative sign on it and the other
end having the paper with a “+” or positive sign on it.
3. As a class, read through the 14 examples of animal use in the
“Animal Use Example” handout. Have student volunteers read each
example. Solicit and answer any questions students might have
about each example.
4. Ask the students to decide which uses of animals they can accept
and which ones they cannot. Then instruct the students to use the
papers inside their individual envelopes to indicate their personal
feelings on the particular animal use. The statement of use they
can most readily accept is placed closest to the “+” sign on the
continuum and the statement of use they have the most difficulty
accepting should be placed closest to the “-” sign. Other statements
are placed accordingly in between on the continuum.
5. Once each student has completed placing his or her numbers on the
continuum, ask the students to draw a line on the continuum where
they would personally draw the line on what is acceptable to them
and what is not (i.e. what would be considered acceptable use vs.
animal abuse).
6. Have students discuss their reflections with the other members of
their group. Ask the students to try to agree on a group assessment
on what can be considered animal use and what can be considered
animal abuse.
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Grades 9-12: Lessons

Insider Tips (continued)
Classroom Teachers
t For a longer and more in depth
lesson, prior to this class, assign
each small group a number of the
animal uses from the “Animal Use
Example” handout to research. This
way when the class reads all of the
animal uses together, each group
can be responsible for answering
questions about a particular use.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Reading Standard 1; Speaking
and Listening Standards 1 and 3;
and Writing Standard 2.
Outside Humane Educators
t Consider modeling a consensus
building activity prior to having
the small groups discuss the
animal uses and try to come to a
consensus.
t Be prepared for the unexpected.
If a student asks you a question
about a particular animal use that
you do not know the answer to,
you can admit that you do not
know to the class, and inform them
that you will get back to them with
that answer.

Resource Links
Animal Protection Organizations
t www.ifaw.org
t www.aspca.org
t www.hsus.org
t www.peta.org
t www.farmsanctuary.org
t www.aavs.org

Lesson 5: When Does Animal Use Become
Animal Abuse? (continued)
Use or Abuse: Class Discussion
1. Once the students have done their best to come to an agreement,
hold a class discussion on the subject.
2. Ask the following questions of the students:
t On what grounds did you find uses of animals more or less
acceptable?
t Where did you draw the line?
t Was your decision made on moral, pragmatic, or other grounds?
t Did the views of others change your own views?
t Were you able to achieve consensus in your group?
t If so, on what grounds did you agree?
t If not, why not?
t Might the line be drawn differently depending on the circumstances
surrounding each case?
t Does the decision depend upon the animal being used?
t Might people of different age groups, cultures, or countries draw their
lines differently?
t Do your personal choices reflect the views that you’ve expressed?
Wrap Up:
1. Ask students if they have ever thought about the issues that were
presented before today.
2. Instruct the students to write down one thing that they can do
to help animals subjected to a use that falls on the unacceptable,
abusive side of their continuum. Share responses.

Pro-Use Organizations
t www.ucla-pro-test.org
t home.nra.org
t www.aza.org
t www.consumerfreedom.com
t www.nsta.org
t www.feldentertainment.com
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Animal Use Example

 6TJOHBOJNBMTGPSTDJFOUJGJDFYQFSJNFOUTUPUFTUXIFUIFSDPTNFUJDTBOEUPJMFUSJFT
QFSGVNFT BGUFSTIBWFT MJQTUJDLT TIBNQPPT FUD BSFTBGFGPSIVNBOVTF
 )VOUJOHBOEUSBQQJOHGVSCFBSJOHBOJNBMTTPUIFJSTLJOTDBOCFVTFEUPNBLFGVS
DPBUTBOEPUIFSGVSQSPEVDUT
 ,FFQJOHXJMEBOJNBMTJO[PPT BRVBSJB BOEBWJBSJFTGPSQVSQPTFTPGBNVTFNFOU
BOEFEVDBUJPO
 6TJOHBOJNBMTGPSNJMJUBSZFYQFSJNFOUTUPUFTUUIFFGGFDUTPGOFXXFBQPOTPG
DIFNJDBM HBT BOECJPMPHJDBMXBSGBSF
 *OUFOTJWFSFBSJOHPGBOJNBMTJOTJEFGBDUPSZGBSNTGPSFWFOUVBMTMBVHIUFSBOE
DPOTVNQUJPOBTGPPE
 6TJOHBOJNBMTJOTDJFOUJGJDFYQFSJNFOUTUPGJOEDVSFTGPSIVNBOEJTFBTFTTVDI
BT"*%4BOEDBODFS
 6TJOHBOJNBMTBTiCFBTUTPGCVSEFOwGPSSJEJOHBOEQVMMJOHDBSUT DBSSJBHFT BOE
QMPVHIT
 6TJOHTQFDJGJDBMMZCSFEBOEGSFTIMZLJMMFEBOJNBMTGPSEJTTFDUJPOQVSQPTFTJOTDIPPM
CJPMPHZMFTTPOT
 3FBSJOHPGBOJNBMTJOGSFFSBOHFDPOEJUJPOT PQFOZBSET GJFMET GPSFWFOUVBM
TMBVHIUFSBOEDPOTVNQUJPOBTGPPE
 6TJOHBOJNBMTJOUFMFWJTJPODPNNFSDJBMTBTBNFBOTPGQSPNPUJOHQSPEVDUT
 6TJOHEPHTBOEDBUT XIPXPVMEPUIFSXJTFCFFVUIBOJ[FEBUDJUZQPVOET 
GPSTDJFOUJGJDFYQFSJNFOUT
 1VSQPTFMZCSFFEJOHDBUTBOEEPHT
 6TJOHXJMEBOJNBMT FMFQIBOUT UJHFST CFBST BTFOUFSUBJOFSTJODJSDVTFT
 )VOUJOHBOJNBMTGPSTQPSU

USE OR ABUSE?
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Grades 9-12: Lessons

Source: HEART

Lesson 6: Looking at the Root
Overview: Students will consider the root causes of oppression by
considering the reasons and the ways that people have oppressed other
people and animals. Students will also consider the ways in which
people have struggled to create a more equal and just world.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Define oppression, racism, sexism,
heterosexism, and speciesism.
t Identify several ways that people
have effectively created change.

Time Needed

Procedure:
Introduction
1. Introduce the topic by asking the students if they know what the
word oppression means. Allow students time to define it. Write the
word on the board with an official definition:
Oppression: an unjust or cruel exercise of authority or power.
2. Ask the students if they can think of a few examples of oppression.
Allow students to answer. (Possible answers: the Holocaust; slavery
in America; and indigenous people forced onto reservations.)
3. Explain to students that they will examine root causes of oppression.

45 minutes

Getting at the Root
1. Divide the class into two groups. Give each group a sheet of chart
paper.

Materials
t Chart paper
t Markers

Insider Tips
t This lesson deals with very
challenging issues. It is important
to create a safe space where
everyone is respectful in sharing
opinions and listening to others.
t When students are deciding if their
list of “reasons” for and “ways”
of oppressing people are also
the same for animals, most will
probably agree that the reasons
and ways are similar, but some may
disagree. If students disagree allow
for discussion and for students with
differing opinions to share their
perspectives.
t Explain that the comparisons
are not meant to suggest that
people and nonhuman animals
are the same, but to illustrate that
the roots and execution of the
oppression are similar.

2. Ask one group to write “Reasons” on the top of the chart paper and
list all the reasons that one group of people would oppress another
group of people. (Possible answers: power; belief of superiority;
control; financial gain.)
3. Ask the other group to write “Ways” on the top left of the paper and
to write down the ways one group has oppressed another group.
(Possible answers: violence; slavery; separation of families; and
derogatory names.)
4. When the groups are done, post both sheets of paper in the front
of the classroom. Ask the students from each group to present their
ideas and ask the other group if there are any ideas they want to add.
5. Ask students to consider if the “reasons” listed are the same reasons
that people hurt animals. Ask them to explain. Draw a star next to
each reason that is the same. Do the same for the list of “ways.”
6. Write the following words on the board and ask the students if they
know what the words mean. Ask the students how they feel about
racism, sexism, or heterosexism and facilitate a discussion.
Racism: To believe that racial differences produce an inherent
superiority of a particular race.
Sexism: To believe gender differences produce an inherent
superiority over another gender.
Heterosexism: To believe sexual orientation differences produce an
inherent superiority over another.
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t Take home point: Even though
people and other species are
different, if we see the roots of
oppression are similar and the
roots of justice are similar, we can
work together to create a more
humane world for both people and
other species. Hold a discussion
exploring these issues and asking
if students agree or disagree and
why.
Classroom Teachers
t As an extension project, ask
students to research specific
examples of human and animal
oppression that are similar,
such as research experiments
on people and research testing
on animals (e.g., the Tuskegee
Syphilis experiment on African
American men and AIDS research
on chimpanzees). Ask students to
explain what happened and then
discuss the differences and the
similarities in both situations.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Speaking and Listening
Standards 1 and 4.
Outside Humane Educators
t Students may have a difficult time
brainstorming the “reasons” or
the “ways” at the beginning. You
may need to give them one or two
suggestions to start. Also, if you
are not familiar with the group
you might just have the whole class
brainstorm together instead of
breaking the class into two groups.

Lesson 6: Looking at the Root (continued)
7. Then ask students if they know what speciesism is. Challenge them
to compare it to the other words just defined and help them to break
the word down if needed: “species” and “ism.”
Speciesism: To believe that species differences produce an inherent
superiority over another species.
8. Lead a discussion around this concept. Ask the students if they agree
with speciesism or not. Challenge them based on their opinions
around racism, sexism, and heterosexism. Ask them to consider
whether or not they support or oppose speciesism in their actions.
9. Ask students what they think we can learn from this exercise.
10. As part of the discussion, share the following quotation by Henry
David Thoreau: There are a thousand hacking at the branches of evil
to one who is striking at the root.
Ask the students the following questions:
t What do you think this quotation means?
t Do you agree with it or not, and why?
t Do you think it is more effective to create change by working on a
single issue or on the root cause of multiple issues?
t Do we sometimes need to do both?
t Can you think of any examples to support your opinion?
Making a Difference
1. Go back to the chart paper on the board and turn the papers around.
Write “Reasons” on the top again and this time ask students to
brainstorm all the reasons that people choose not to oppress others.
(Possible answers: love; compassion; equality; empathy; justice; and
Golden rule.)
2. Write the word “Ways” at the top of the other paper. Ask students to
brainstorm the ways that people have struggled to end oppression.
(Possible answers: campaigns; marches; protests; letter writing;
boycotts; getting to know one another; and education.)
3. Ask if all these reasons and ways can apply to promoting kindness
and respect toward other species. Facilitate a discussion around this
topic.
Wrap Up:
Ask the students the following questions:
t What connections did you make today about people and animals?
t What connections do you see between our treatment of other people
and animals?
t Would you change any of your behaviors or attitudes toward people
or animals based on what you learned today? If so, what?
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© Dave Fayram used under a Creative Commons
CC BY 2.0 license.

Source: HEART

Lesson 7: Standing Up for Animal Rights
Overview: By learning about the practices of three great animal
rights activists, students may feel empowered to engineer their own
programs of change.

Objectives
Students will be able to…
t Describe some of the activities and
tactics used by activists.
t Explain what makes an effective
activist.

Time Needed
45–60 minutes
1 class period

Materials
t “Your Turn” worksheet
t “Activist Biography & Questions”
worksheets
t Jane Goodall
t Nathan Runkle
t Christine Dorchak

Procedure:
Introduction
Ask students to write a definition for the word “activist.” Discuss how
activists challenge laws to raise ethical questions, collectivize energy
toward a cause, and aim for change. Consider whether activists ever
need to break the law.
Three Activists
1. Explain to the students that they will be reading about three
different activists working in different ways to help various types of
animals. Hand out the “Activist Biography & Questions” worksheet.
2. Instruct the students to read the three biographies and then use
those biographies to answer the multiple choice questions about
each activist. Tell the students that as they study the different
activists, they should keep in mind the activists’ styles and what
makes him or her effective.
3. After students have read the biographies and answered the
questions, as a whole class, summarize the biographies and review
the answers to the multiple choice questions.
Answers for Jane Goodall:
 " (PPEBMMXFOUXJUIIFSNPUIFS 7BOOF JOćFZCPUI
contracted malaria initially, but Jane prevailed to establish her
principal research station in Gombe, Tanzania.
2. (D): The answer contains many facts that point to Goodall’s
extension of our knowledge about these animals. Goodall
carefully observed the chimpanzees and found new truths
about their behaviors.
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3. (A) Not one to dictate behavior,
Goodall had no intervention
in intertribal warfare. Instead,
she wanted to confer power
upon those who lived near
chimpanzees. As a result,
Jane Goodall Institute counts
19 offices around the world,
working to establish sanctuaries
for orphaned or injured chimps,
as well as maintain conservation
and development programs.
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Lesson 7: Standing Up for Animal Rights

Insider Tips
t Students are not expected to come
up with exact “solutions” like the
activists executed.
t Consider creating a list of real
life animal rights “problems” as a
prompt for students to draw from
when completing the “Your Turn”
worksheet.
Classroom Teachers
t This lesson can be a companion
lesson to others on civil rights
activists. Students can compare
tactics and compare and contrast
activists’ goals and rationales.
t This activity aligns to Common
Core Reading Standards 1, 4, and 5;
Speaking and Listening Standard 1;
and Writing Standard 4.
Outside Humane Educators
t Consider bringing in pictures of the
activists, or videos highlighting some
of the activists’ work.
t Although these activists’
accomplishments are extraordinary,
remind students that the
conventional means of change are
also very effective. Letter writing,
phone calls, fundraisers, boycotts,
education, and community service
are all actions students can execute.

Resource Links
Jane Goodall
www.janegoodall.org
www.rootsandshoots.org
Nathan Runkle
www.mfa.org
Christine Dorchak
http://www.grey2kusa.org

(continued)

Answers for Nathan Runkle:
1. (C): Runkle became a vegan at 11, when he was moved by an
Earth Day demonstration promoting vegetarianism. When he
witnessed this event, committed by a classmate who worked
on a pig farm, he “started small” by contacting his school
authorities. When he was not satisfied with the response, his
opinions grew.
2. (A): Far from being shot down by state court, Mercy for
Animals takes advantage of all technology offers. By exposing
the problem clearly and compassionately, whether through
print, film or internet video, Runkle believes people will come
to the right decisions.
3. (A): Runkle does not so much aim to humiliate his opponent,
in this case McDonald’s, as he does to enlighten the consumer.
You can discuss with students whether this media campaign is
in good taste, or might backfire.
Answers for Christine Dorchak:
1. (A) Greyhounds race in all weather conditions, making them
vulnerable to tissue injuries, bone fractures, spinal injuries and
cardiac arrest. Naturally gentle and affectionate, greyhounds do
not have happy lives at the track. With her affinity for Kelsey,
who saved her life, Dorchak decided to give her life to GREY2K
USA.
2. (A): While Dorchak dismissed this lawsuit as a “publicity stunt,”
it reminded her of her accident, leaving her feeling helpless.
This prompted her to take the law into her own hands, and
become a lawyer.
3. (B): The state supreme court declares the 2006 anti-greyhound
measure as “too broad” and they strike it from the ballot
before people have a chance to vote. Dorchak shifted focus to
local communities, she gathered evidence detailed in “B” and
succeeded at banning greyhound racing from Massachusetts.
Writing & Sharing Wrap Up:
1. Distribute the “Your Turn” worksheet to the students. Instruct the
students to complete the handout. The students will conceive of an
animal rights “problem” on their own and describe a “solution” for it.
2. After students have completed the worksheet, allow volunteers to
share their problems and solutions and discuss them as a class.
3. Encourage their imagination. As students share their ideas, reinforce
the notion that making change starts with what they do and how
they treat others in their everyday lives.
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Activist Biography & Questions—Worksheet
JANE GOODALL (1934 - )
"GUFSXPSLJOHBTBTFDSFUBSZBOEEPDVNFOUBSZGJMNFEJUPSJOIFSOBUJWF&OHMBOE +BOFT
MPWFPGBOJNBMT EFUFSNJOBUJPO BOEEFTJSFGPSBEWFOUVSFTMFEIFSUPTFFLBSFTFBSDI
PQQPSUVOJUZXJUIDIJNQBO[FFTJO"GSJDB*O5BO[BOJB TIFDPOUSBDUFENBMBSJBBOETLFQUJDT
UPMEIFSBXPNBOIBEOPQMBDFJOUIFKVOHMF&WFOUVBMMZ +BOFGPVOEBOPCTFSWBUJPO
TQPUBOE XIFOTIFXBTFBUJOHBCBOBOBPOFEBZ BMBSHFNBMFDIJNQBQQSPBDIFEIFS
5ISPVHIUJNFBOEQBUJFODF TIFFBSOFEUIFUSVTUPGDIJNQTBOEXBTBCMFUPFYJTUXJUI
UIFNNPSFDMPTFMZUIBOBOZQFSTPOIBECFGPSF BMMPXJOHIFSUPNBLFCSFBLUISPVHI
EJTDPWFSJFTDIJNQTBSFPNOJWPSFT BOEDIJNQTBSFBCMFUPNBLFUPPMTUPFYUSBDUGPPE
#VUJMMFHBMIVOUJOHBOEIBCJUBUEFTUSVDUJPOIBEEFDJNBUFEUIFJSQPQVMBUJPOEVSJOHUIF
NJEUIDFOUVSZGSPNPWFSBNJMMJPOUP (PPEBMMTQFOUZFBSTJO"GSJDBUP
SFNJOEIVNBOTPGUIFJSSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTUPQSPUFDUUIFTFDSFBUVSFT4UJMM JOUPIFSVQQFST TIFUSBWFMTEBZTB
ZFBSUPQSPNPUFIFSUXPIVNBOJUBSJBODSFBUJPOTUIF+BOF(PPEBMM*OTUJUVUF XIJDIQSPUFDUTIFBMUIZ PSQIBOFEBOE
JOKVSFEDIJNQTXJUIPGGJDFTBSPVOEUIFXPSMEBOE3PPUTBOE4IPPUT BZPVUICBTFE HSBTTSPPUTNPWFNFOUXJUI
PWFS NFNCFSTJONPSFUIBODPVOUSJFTUIBUUBDLMFTFOWJSPONFOUBM IVNBOSJHIUTBOEBOJNBMSJHIUT
JTTVFT
Directions: 'PSFBDIQSPCMFNCFMPX GJOEUIFTPMVUJPOUIBUZPVJNBHJOF(PPEBMMDIPTF
1. * O XIFOTIFXBT +BOFXBTUPMECZUIF5BO[BOJBOHPWFSONFOUUIBUJUXBTOPUQSPQFSGPSBZPVOH
XPNBOUPWFOUVSFEFFQJOUPUIFKVOHMFPOIFSPXO8IBUEJETIFEP 
A. 5IPVHIUIFBVUIPSJUJFTXFSFFODPVSBHJOH(PPEBMMUPSFDFJWFUIFQSPUFDUJPOPGBNBO TIFCSPVHIUIFS
NPUIFS
B. 4IFUSJFEUPQSPUFTU CVUUIF5BO[BOJBOHPWFSONFOUSFGVTFEUPMJTUFO4IFXFOUCBDLUP&OHMBOEUPNBSSZBOZ
XJMMJOHNBORVJDLMZ UIFOSFUVSOFEXJUIIFSOFXIVTCBOE
C. 6
 OBCMFUPFOUFSUIFKVOHMFXIFSFUIFDIJNQTMJWFE TIFTFUVQBSFTFBSDITUBUJPOJO%BSFT4BMBBN 5BO[BOJBT
DBQJUBM BOEXPSLFEXJUIGJFMEOPUFTDPMMFDUFECZNFOBU:BMF4DIPPMPG.FEJDJOF
2. 5IFDIJNQBO[FFQPQVMBUJPOJTTVGGFSJOHCFDBVTFPGIBCJUBUEFTUSVDUJPOBOEJMMFHBMIVOUJOH8IBUEPFTTIFEP 
A. #FGPSFEFUFSNJOJOHXIBUJTCFTUGPSUIFDIJNQT TIFHPFTBOEMJWFTXJUIUIFNGPSTFWFSBMZFBST PCTFSWJOHBU
DMPTFSBOHF NBLJOHTUSPOHCPOETXJUIUIFN BOEFWFOHJWJOHUIFNOBNFT
B. 4IFFTUBCMJTIFTDIBQUFSTPGIFSIVNBOJUBSJBOGPVOEBUJPOTUISPVHI"GSJDB XIFSFDIJNQBO[FFQPQVMBUJPOTBSF
HSFBUFTU USBJOJOHIFSTUBGGUPVOEFSTUBOEUIFBOJNBMTBOEUIFNPUJWFTPGUIFJSDIJFGQSFEBUPST IVNBOT
C. 4IFQSPNPUFTUIFOPUJPOPGEJHOJUZBNPOHDIJNQBO[FFTUISPVHIIFSQVCMJTIFESFQPSUTUIBUSFWFBMDIJNQT
BSFDBQBCMFPGSFBTPOFEUIPVHIU BCTUSBDUJPO TZNCPMJDSFQSFTFOUBUJPO BOEUIFDPODFQUPGTFMG BMMQSFWJPVTMZ
UIPVHIUUPCFRVBMJUJFTVOJRVFUPIVNBOT
D. "MMPGUIFBCPWF
E. "BOE#POMZ
3. -PDBMXBSSJOHNBLFTJUVOTBGFGPSIFSUPSFNBJOBUIFSSFTFBSDITUBUJPOJO(PNCF 5BO[BOJB8IBUEPFTTIFEP 
A. (PPEBMMTVDDFTTGVMMZUSBOTGFSTUIFHSPVQTBVUIPSJUZUP5BO[BOJBOT5IJTFNQPXFSFEUIFNUPGPSNNBOZNPSF
HSPVQT CBTFEPOIFSQSPUPUZQF
B. 4IFSFGVTFEUPNPWF QSPUFTUJOHUIBU TJODFJUJTVOKVTUUPJOWBEFUIFDIJNQBO[FFTIBCJUBU JUJTVOKVTUUPIBWF
IFSPXOMJWJOHTQBDFJOWBEFE
C. 4IFHPFTUPUIFIPVTFPGUIFMPDBMXBSMPSEBOEXBSOTIJNPGUIFWBMVFPGUIJOLJOHCFGPSFBDUJOH
4PVSDFTIUUQXXXCJPHSBQIZDPNBSUJDMFT+BOF(PPEBMM IUUQXXXKBOFHPPEBMMPSH
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Activist Biography & Questions—Worksheet
NATHAN RUNKLE (1984 - )
/BUIBO3VOLMFCFHBOIJTIVNBOJUBSJBOPVUSFBDIBUUIFUFOEFSBHFPG BGUFS
XJUOFTTJOHBEJTUVSCJOHJODJEFOUJOIJTIJHITDIPPMCJPMPHZDMBTT EFUBJMFEJO
RVFTUJPO $PODFSOFEBCPVUUIFFRVBMDPOTJEFSBUJPOPGBMMBOJNBMTOPUKVTUPVS
EPNFTUJDBUFECSFFETIFCFHBOIJTHSPVQi.FSDZGPS"OJNBMTw5BLJOHBEWBOUBHFPG
BMMTPDJBMNFEJB'BDFCPPL 5XJUUFS XFCTJUFT .57 EPDVNFOUBSJFT QMBZT CMPHT BOE
QBNQIMFUT3VOLMFIBTHBMWBOJ[FEPWFS HSJUUZ DPNNJUUFENFNCFSTUPIJT
DBVTF"HBJOTUUIFGPPEJOEVTUSZIFQFSDFJWFTBTVOKVTU IFEPFTXIBUOFFETUPCF
EPOFJOPSEFSUPTQSFBEIJTNFTTBHF4P GPSUIFDBVTFPG$BMJGPSOJBT1SPQPTJUJPO 
XIJDIDBMMFEGPSUIFFMJNJOBUJPOPGDPOGJOJOHiCBUUFSZDBHFTwPODIJDLFOGBSNT 3VOLMF
FOHBHFEBOVOEFSDPWFSJOWFTUJHBUJPOPG(FNQFSMF&OUFSQSJTFT POFPGUIFTUBUFT
MBSHFTUFHHGBDUPSZGBSNT)JTHSPVQEPDVNFOUFECJSETCFJOHDSBNNFEJOUPUJOZTQBDFT FNQMPZFFTSJQQJOHCJSET
PVUPGUIFTFDBHFT BOEDBSCPOEJPYJEFHBTTJOHPGUIFCJSETJOiLJMMDBSTw5IFGPPUBHFXBTSFMFBTFEPO.57BOEIJT
XFCTJUF $IPPT7FHPSH)FBMTPIPTUFEPWFSFEVDBUJPOBMPVUSFBDIFWFOUT EJTUSJCVUFEOFBSMZBNJMMJPOQJFDFT
PGMJUFSBUVSF XSPUFIJTPXOWFHBODPPLCPPL BOENBEFBEPDVNFOUBSZPOUIFTVCKFDU DBMMFE'PXM1MBZ*OUIF
FOE 1SPQPTJUJPOQBTTFE3VOLMFJTBZPVOH FOFSHFUJD BOEFYDJUJOHBOJNBMSJHIUTBDUJWJTU
Directions: 'PSFBDIQSPCMFNCFMPX GJOEUIFTPMVUJPOUIBUZPVJNBHJOF3VOLMFDIPTF
1. /BUIBO3VOLMFXJUOFTTFTBMJWFCBCZQJHMFU TPPOUPCFEJTTFDUFE CFBUFOUPEFBUIJOBIJHITDIPPMTDJFODF
DMBTTSPPN)F
A. *TTPOBVTFBUFECZUIFTJHIUUIBUIFHPFTEJSFDUMZIPNFBOEUFMMTIJTQBSFOUTBCPVUJU0UIFSQBSFOUTIFBS
BOEUISFBUFOUPFYQFMUIFCPZXIPCFBUUIFQJH
B. 8SJUFTBQPFNBCPVUUIFFWFOUUIBUHFUTQVCMJTIFEJOIJTTDIPPMTMJUFSBSZNBHB[JOF
C. $POUBDUTIJTHVJEBODFDPVOTFMPS UIFZMBVODIBDPNQMBJOUXJUIUIFTDIPPMCPBSE BOEUIFDBTFHPFTUPUSJBM
2. 5IFTUVEFOUBOEUFBDIFSJOWPMWFEXJUIUIFNVSEFSPGUIJTQJHJOTDJFODFDMBTTXFSFCSPVHIUUPUSJBMGPSBOJNBM
DSVFMUZ CVUUIFDPVSUEJTNJTTFEUIFDBTF DJUJOHJUXBTTUBOEBSEBHSJDVMUVSBMQSBDUJDFUPLJMMQJHTUIJTXBZ
3VOLMF
A. %FDJEFTUPESBXBUUFOUJPOUPUIJTWFSEJDU BOEUIVTGPSNTIJTHSPVQi.FSDZGPS"OJNBMT wEFEJDBUFEUPUIF
IVNBOFUSFBUNFOUPGBMMBOJNBMT
B. "DDFQUTUIFDPVSUTEFDJTJPO SFDPODJMJOHIJTGVUJMJUZBHBJOTUUIFTFWFSBMCJMMJPOEPMMBSQPSLJOEVTUSZ
C. 8SJUFTBTDSJQUCBTFEPOUIJTUSJBM4FWFSBMPGIJTGSJFOETBHSFFUPBDUJOUIFQSPEVDUJPO XIJDIUBLFTUIFQMBDF
PGUIFBOOVBMTQSJOHNVTJDBMBUIJTTDIPPM
3. 3VOLMFJTDPODFSOFEXJUIUIFNBOZBDUTPGWJPMFODF.D%POBMETJOGMJDUTVQPODIJDLFOT QJHT BOEDPXT)F
A. 0SHBOJ[FTi"OUJ.D%POBMET%BZPVUTJEF$IJDBHPTMBSHFTU.D%POBMET BOETUBHFTBiGFFEJO wPGGFSJOHWFHBO
GPPEUPQBSUJDJQBOUT
B. 1JDLFUTXJUIIJTHSPVQPVUTJEFPG.D%POBMETIFBERVBSUFST SJUVBMJTUJDBMMZEFCFBLJOHSVCCFSDIJDLFOTBOE
BEEJOHUPUIFNPVOEPGEJSUMBCFMFEBTiDPXNBOVSFw8IFOB.D%POBMETFYFDVUJWFXBMLTCZ 3VOLMFMPCT
TPNFEJSUUPXBSEIJNBOEJTBSSFTUFE
C. 1SPQPTFEUIFi.D7FHHJFwCVSHFS XJUIUIFDBUDIQISBTFiDSVFMUZGSFFw#FDBVTFUIFZGFFMJUXPVMESFGMFDUVQPO
UIFDSVFMUZPGUIFJSPUIFSNFOVJUFNT .D%POBMETSFKFDUTUIFQSPEVDUBOEUIFDBUDIQISBTF
4PVSDFNFSDZGPSBOJNBMTPSH
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Activist Biography & Questions—Worksheet
CHRISTINE DORCHAK (1969 - )
*O $ISJTUJOF%PSDIBLXBTPVUGPSBOFBSMZNPSOJOHXBMLXJUIIFSBEPQUFE#MBDL
3VTTJBOUFSSJFS ,FMTFZ XIFOTIFXBTTUSVDLCZBUSBJO5IPVHITIFSFNFNCFSFEMJUUMF
BGUFSIFSGJSTUDPNB TIFEJESFNFNCFS,FMTFZ BOEDSFEJUTIFSGPSQVMMJOHIFSPVUPGUIF
EJSFDUQBUIPGUIFUSBJO"GUFSUXPZFBSTSFDPWFSZ %PSDIBLXBTDPNQFMMFEUPWPMVOUFFS
GPSBOJNBMSJHIUTPSHBOJ[BUJPOT4PNFPGUIJTJOWPMWFEIFSXFFLFOEQJDLFUJOHPVUTJEF
UIF8POEFSMBOE3BDFMBOEUSBDL KVTUPVUTJEF#PTUPO XIFSFHSFZIPVOETXFSFQBSBEFE
PVUGPSHBNCMFST CVUXFSFNJTUSFBUFECZUIFJSPXOFST5PDPNCBUUIJTQFSDFJWFE
JOKVTUJDFJOBNPSFPSHBOJ[FEXBZ TIFDPGPVOEFE(3&:,64"JO BOEUSJFE
UISFFUJNFTUPFOEEPHSBDJOHJO.BTTBDIVTFUUT"GUFSMPTJOHCZUIFDMPTFTUNBSHJOJO
TUBUFIJTUPSZJO UIFWPUFXBT BOECFJOHUBLFOPGGUIFCBMMPUJO UIF
(SFZIPVOE1SPUFDUJPO"DUGJOBMMZQBTTFEJOCZBEPVCMFEJHJUNBSHJO1FPQMFJOPGDPVOUJFTWPUFEUP
FOEEPHSBDJOH4IFTBZT i.ZVMUJNBUFHPBMJTUPNBLF(3&:,64"OPOFTTFOUJBMw
Directions:'PSFBDIQSPCMFNCFMPX GJOEUIFTPMVUJPOUIBUZPVJNBHJOF%PSDIBLDIPTF
1. &WFSZZFBS UIPVTBOETPGHSFZIPVOETBSFCSFEGPSDPNNFSDJBMEPHSBDJOH5IFTFEPHTMJWFJOXBSFIPVTFTUZMF
LFOOFMTBOETQFOEBOBWFSBHFPGIPVSTBEBZJODBHFT SBDJOHJOBMMXFBUIFSDPOEJUJPOT8IFOUIFEPHTDBO
OPMPOHFSXJOSBDFT NBOZBSFTJNQMZLJMMFE3FTQPOEJOHUPUIJT %PSDIBL
A. $PGPVOET(3&:,64" XIJDIJOGPSNTQFPQMFBCPVUHSFZIPVOEBCVTFBOEJTTVFTCBMMPUJOJUJBUJWFTUP
SFGPSNTUBUFMBXT
B. 4UBHFTBQSPUFTUPVUTJEFUIF3BZOIBN(SFZIPVOE1BSL'PSBXFFLTUSBJHIU JOBMMXFBUIFS TIFSFNBJOTJOB
TNBMMEPHDBHF UPBMFSUUIFQVCMJDBCPVUUIFEPHTSFTUSJDUJWFDPOEJUJPOT
C. 3FHVMBSMZPSHBOJ[FTMBUFOJHIUDPWFSUPQFSBUJPOCSFBLJOTUPiTIFMUFSTwGPSSFUJSFEHSFZIPVOETBOEDBQUVSFT
UIFNGPSBEPQUJPO
2. "EPHUSBDLPXOFSTVFT%PSDIBLGPSNJMMJPO DMBJNJOHIFSHSPVQTQSPUFTUEFGBNFEIJTDIBSBDUFSBOEUIBU
PGIJTCVTJOFTT*OSFTQPOTF TIF
A. %FDJEFTUPCFDPNFBMBXZFS CPUIGPSUIFTBLFPGUIJTMBXTVJUBOEGPSUIFTBLFPGUIFHSFZIPVOET4IF
FOSPMMTJO/FX&OHMBOE4DIPPMPG-BX
B. 4VFTIJNGPSNJMMJPO DMBJNJOHUIFSFBMiDIBSBDUFSEFGBNBUJPOwJTIBQQFOJOHUPUIFHSFZIPVOET
C. #FHJOTBO*OUFSOFUDIBUHSPVQUIBUUBSHFUTUIJTPXOFSTQFSTPOBMMJGF*UHSPXTBUUFOUJPOBOENFEJB
DPWFSBHF VOUJMFWFOUVBMMZ UIFPXOFSESPQTUIFDBTFBOEJTGPSDFEUPNBLFBQVCMJDBQPMPHZJOPSEFSUP
SFEFFNIJTDIBSBDUFS
3. *O %PSDIBLTCJMMUPCBOEPHSBDJOHGSPN.BTTBDIVTFUUTGBJMTBTFDPOEUJNF8IBUIBQQFOTOFYU 
A. )BWJOHHJWFOUIFCFUUFSQBSUPGBEFDBEFUPUIFDBNQBJHO %PSDIBLDPODFEFTUIBUiUIFCBUUMFJTUPPTUFFQ
UIFDBSETBSFTUBDLFEBHBJOTUVT OPNBUUFSIPXIBSEXFUSZw
B. %PSDIBLTHSPVQPCUBJOTQIPUPTPGUIFEPHTMJWJOHDPOEJUJPOTBOESFDPSETEFUBJMJOHUIFEPHTJOKVSJFTBUUIF
TUBUFTUXPUSBDLT5IJTFGGPSUJTTVQQPSUFECZNBOZMPDBMCVTJOFTTFTBOEJUTHSBQIJDJNBHFSZMFBETUIF
DBNQBJHO
C. /PUPOFUPGBEFBXBZ %PSDIBLXSJUFT QSPEVDFT BOETUBSTJOBOi"OJNBM1MBOFUwSFBMJUZ57TIPXJOXIJDI
TIFQSFUFOETUPCFBSBDFEPHCSFFEFS XIJDIBMMPXTIFSBOEIFSDBNFSBDSFXBDDFTTUPUIFEPHTDBHFT
BOEUIFUSBDLTPGGJDFT XIFSFPXOFSTEJTDVTTXIJDIEPHTTIPVMECFSFUJSFE
4PVSDFTIUUQQFUOFXTBOEWJFXTDPNDISJTUJOFEPSDIBLDIBNQJPOTHSFZIPVOET IUUQXXXDTNPOJUPSDPN
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Your Turn Worksheet
/BNF @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

%BUF @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Directions:8JUIJOUIFUPQJDPGBOJNBMSJHIUT XIBUJTBOJTTVFUIBUDPODFSOT:06

8IBUJTUIF1SPCMFN 

8IBUJTZPVS4PMVUJPO 
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